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In this thesis we investigate the quasilinear wave equation
g(x)wtt − wxx + h(x)(w3t )t = 0 for (x, t) ∈ R× R, (1.1)
and the semilinear wave equation
V (x)utt −∆u = f(x, t, u), on (x, t) ∈ RN × R, (2.1)
where ∆ denotes the Laplacian acting only on the variable x. Most of the time we refer
to x as space and to t as time. We are specially interested in spatially localized and
time-periodic solutions, so-called breathers.
Both equations typically arise in the study of localized electromagnetic waves modeled
by Kerr-nonlinear Maxwell equations. Consider Maxwell’s equations in the absence of
charges and currents
∇ ·D = 0, ∇×E =− ∂tB, D =ε0E + P(E),
∇ ·B = 0, ∇×H = ∂tD, B =µ0H.
Assuming that P(E) = ε0χ1(x)E + ε0χ3(x)|E|2E and E is either a standing or traveling
polarized wave we can obtain (1.1). More details of this derivation are carried out in
Section 1.1. As seen in [BCBLS11], equation (2.1) can be considered as an approximation
of (1.1).
Chapter 1 is devoted to equation (1.1). Up to some additional explanations this Chapter 1
is available as the preprint [KR21]. This preprint is joint work with Wolfgang Reichel and
at the moment of the submission of this thesis, the preprint is still in the review process.
We consider the (1 + 1)-dimensional quasilinear wave equation (1.1). Here g ∈ L∞(R) is
even with g 6≡ 0 and h(x) = γ δ0(x) with γ ∈ R\{0} and δ0 the delta-distribution supported




L2(R) for all k ∈ 2Z + 1 together with additional properties of the fundamental set of
solutions of Lk, see Section 1.1 for details. By expanding w into a Fourier series in time
we transfer the problem of finding a suitably defined weak solution to finding a minimizer
of a functional on a sequence space, see Section 1.2. By Lemma 1.11 the solutions that
we have found are exponentially localized in space. Moreover, we show in Section 1.5
that they can be well approximated by truncating the Fourier series in time. The guiding
examples, where all assumptions are fulfilled, are:
Theorem (See 1.1). For a, b, c > 0 let
g(x) :=
{
−a, if |x| > c,
b, if |x| < c.
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2N+1 and γ < 0 there exist infinitely many
nontrivial, real-valued, spatially localized and time-periodic weak solutions of (1.1) with
period T = 2πω . For each solution w there are constants C, ρ > 0 such that |w(x, t)| ≤
Ce−ρ|x|.
Theorem (See 1.2). For a, b > 0, a 6= b and Θ ∈ (0, 1) let
g(x) :=
{
a, if |x| < πΘ,
b, if πΘ < |x| < π





∈ 2N + 1
2N + 1
.
For every frequency ω such that 4
√
aθω ∈ 2N+12N+1 there exist infinitely many nontrivial, real-
valued, spatially localized and time-periodic weak solutions of (1.1) with period T = 2πω .
For each solution w there are constants C, ρ > 0 such that |w(x, t)| ≤ Ce−ρ|x|.
In these examples we even find infinitely many distinct breathers as seen in Section 1.4.
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 are devoted to (2.1), where we consider new examples for sign-
changing potentials V (x) and superlinear right hand sides. In fact, in Chapter 2 we prove
the following existence results:
Theorem (See 2.21). Assume α, β > 0, p > 1 and set ω := 2πT . Let Γ ∈ L
∞(R) with
infΩ̃ Γ > 0 for all compact Ω̃ ⊂ Ω and lim|x|→∞ Γ(x) = 0 and V (x) := βδ0(x) − α. Then
there exists a nontrivial weak solution u of the equation
V (x)utt − uxx = Γ(x)|u|p−1u, (x, t) ∈ R× TT , (2.2)
with minimal energy among all T2 -anti-periodic, weak solutions.
Theorem (See 2.38). Assume α, γ, r > 0, p ∈ (1, 3) and set ω := π2r√γ , T :=
ω
2π , β :=
α+ γ. Let Γ ∈ L∞(R) such that infΩ̃ Γ > 0 for all compact Ω̃ ⊂ Ω and lim|x|→∞ Γ(x) = 0
and V (x) := −α + β 1[−r,r](x). Then there exists a nontrivial weak solution u of the
equation
V (x)utt − uxx = Γ(x)|u|p−1u, (x, t) ∈ R× TT , (2.2)
with minimal energy among all T2 -anti-periodic, weak solutions.
Theorem (See 2.49). Assume α, γ,R > 0, p ∈ (1, 2) and set ω := π2R√γ , T :=
ω
2π , β :=
α+γ. Let Γ ∈ L∞(0,∞) infΩ̃ Γ > 0 for all compact Ω̃ ⊂ Ω and V (x) := −α+β 1BR(0)(x).
Then there exists a nontrivial weak solution u of the equation
V (x)utt −∆u = Γ(|x|)|u|p−1u, (x, t) ∈ R2 × TT . (2.3)
with minimal energy among all T2 -anti-periodic, weak solutions.
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Observe that in the first two results we assumed decay of Γ, in the higher dimensional case
we do not need this assumption due to radial symmetry. In Chapter 3 we consider nonde-
caying potentials Γ, use a more complicated technique and prove the following existence
results:




β . Let Γ ∈ L
∞(R)
be periodic with inf Γ > 0 and V (x) := βδ0(x) − α. Then there exists a nontrivial weak
solution u of the equation
V (x)utt − uxx = Γ(x)|u|p−1u, (x, t) ∈ R× TT , (2.2)
with minimal energy among all T2 -anti-periodic, weak solutions.
Theorem (See 3.49). Assume α, γ, r > 0, p ∈ (1, 3) and set ω := π2r√γ , T :=
ω
2π , β :=
α+γ. Let Γ ∈ L∞(R) be periodic, even, inf Γ > 0 and let V (x) := −α+β 1[−r,r](x). Then
there exists a nontrivial weak solution u of the equation
V (x)utt − uxx = Γ(x)|u|p−1u, (x, t) ∈ R× TT , (2.2)
with minimal energy among all T2 -anti-periodic, even in t and spatially odd weak solutions.
We develop uniform methods to deduce the above examples. Formally, weak, time-periodic












F (x, t, u) d(x, t) ,
with F (x, t, u) =
∫ u
0 f(x, t, s) ds. This is the starting point of our analysis.
In Chapter 2 we focus on the difficulties arising from sign-changing V (x). Then a do-
main of the operator L = V (x)∂2t −∆ such that L is self-adjoint is hard to characterize.
Furthermore the formal bilinear form bL (u, v) =
∫
RN×TT −V (x)ut vt + ux vx d(x, t) is nei-
ther bounded from above nor below, i.e., we can not use Friedrich’s extension theorem,
cf. [RS10], to recover a self-adjoint operator L from bL. We use the ideas of [HR19] and
generalize their approach to overcome this difficulty. We will obtain a toolbox, applicable
to our examples mentioned above. The toolbox roughly reads as follows:
1. Formally given an operator L = V (x)∂2t −∆ on (x, t) ∈ RN × TT , we decompose it
formally into the self-adjoint Lk = −∆− ω2k2V (x) using Fourier series with T > 0
as time-period and ω = 2πT .
2. Then we calculate the spectra σ(Lk) and verify a growing spectral gap around 0
in the sense that there are c,K > 0 and a > 0 such that for all k > K we have
(−c|k|a, c|k|a) ⊂ σ(Lk)C . Here we verify in addition that if 0 ∈ σ(Lk), then it is an
eigenvalue of at most finite multiplicity.
3. We then use Section 2.2.2 as a black-box to construct a sequence space H, a bilinear
form bL and a self-adjoint operator L :=
⊕
k Lk such that bL is the corresponding
closed and hermitian bilinear form to L. In Section 2.2.3 we additionally equip H
with a special scalar product, which is used in the other sections.
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4. We apply the results of Section 2.2.3 to calculate p∗ = p∗(a,N, V ) as in Theorem 2.16
such that S : H ↪→ Lp+1(RN × TT ), (Sû) :=
∑
k ûk(x)ek(t) is continuous and locally
compact.
5. Finally we use either Theorem 2.12 or Theorem 2.14 to obtain a ground state of I
and hence a weak solution to (2.1).
The step 2. will be done completely in the example sections. The steps 3. and 4. are quite
technical and are carried out in Section 2.2. Here we do not work with concrete examples
but we generalize the technique of [HR19] to the above mentioned toolbox. With the
Hilbert space H and an embedding S : H ↪→ Lp+1(RN × TT ) at hand, we reformulate and
slightly adjust the work of [SW10] to prove the existence of a ground state of (2.1), if
the right hand side f satisfies some often used assumptions. This is step 5. The core of
[SW10] is a minimization procedure on the Nehari-manifold. Here we need a compactness
result for minimizing sequences, which either results form decay of f or from cylindrical
symmetry of the equation (2.1). We will apply this procedure in three examples mentioned
above. In those three examples more general right hand sides as stated in Theorem 2.12
and Theorem 2.14 are admissible, even a time-dependent right hand side like the function
Γ(x) · 12+sin(t) · |u|
p−1u is possible.
In Chapter 3 we focus on N = 1 and f(x, t, u) = Γ(x)|u|p−1u with non-decaying Γ in
equation (2.1), since this case is not covered in Chapter 2. We use two dual variational
approaches, inspired by [Fre13] and [DPR11] using the method of the Nehari Manifold and
[Str08] using a constrained minimization approach, and again give a toolbox to guarantee
the existence results: First check 1. to 4. as in Chapter 2. Then:
5’. We check that L : H → H∗ is invertible.
6. Furthermore we identify an elliptic operator L̃ such that formally L = L̃ +W and
W is localized in space.
7.a) Finally we check Assumption 3.14, an a-priori estimate for ground state energies,
and Assumption 3.15, a transfer of Palais-Smale sequences.
7.b) Finally we check Assumption 3.21, an a-priori estimate for ground state energies,
and Assumption 3.22, an improvement for special weakly convergent sequences.
8. Now we apply the abstract existence result Theorem 3.16 in the case 7.a) and The-
orem 3.24 in the case 7.b).
We give some details on the ideas of this line of actions. Using the invertibility of L and
the special form of the right hand side we transform (2.1) into
Kv = |v|q−1v on (x, t) ∈ R× R, (3.3)




p+1 and q = 1p .
Using the sublinear growth of the right had side of (3.3) we construct a bounded Palais-
Smale in Lemma 3.13 and prove further properties of such sequences in Section 3.1.1. In
Section 3.1.2 we consider
L̃u = Γ(x)|u|p−1u on (x, t) ∈ R× R, (3.2)
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the so called equation at infinity (since the difference of L and L̃ is compact). In our
examples equation (3.2) will be the elliptic, semilinear equation
−αutt − uxx = Γ(x)|u|p−1u on (x, t) ∈ R× R.
Considering only T2 -anti-periodic functions, this equation has a ground state. We iden-
tify two assumptions (depending on which approach) linking (3.3) and (3.2) as sufficient
conditions for an abstract compactness result, yielding the abstract existence theorem of
ground states of equation (3.3), i.e., Theorem 3.16 or Theorem 3.24. In Section 3.1.3.1
we give some abstract method on how to verify Assumption 3.14 or Assumption 3.21 and
Assumption 3.15 or Assumption 3.22. In Section 3.1.3.1 we also compare the ground state
levels resulting from the different approaches and obtain a one-to-one correspondence of
the ground state energies and the ground states. Hence the approaches yield the same re-
sult but can use different structural advantages. We also give some comparison arguments
for different symmetry classes. Then in Section 3.2 we apply the developed techniques.
First we analyze the ground state of (3.2), which will be the same in the two examples.
Further ideas to the dual method can be found at the beginning of Section 2.1.
Despite using many known ideas from previous works, this thesis contains several signif-
icant new contributions. To the best of the author’s knowledge we are the first using
minimization techniques to find solutions for the quasilinear wave equation (1.1) with
h(x) = γδ0(x) as in Chapter 1. Regarding Chapter 2 we give a rather general toolbox to
construct a domain for L = V (x)∂2t − ∆, such that L is self-adjoint, the corresponding
bilinear form is closed and its domain embeds continuously and locally compact into Lp+1
when considering T2 -anti-periodic functions. Here we additionally construct the norm in
a way, such that it fits perfectly into the setting of [SW10]. This toolbox is not restricted
to specific potentials V (x), but only needs spectral information of the operators Lk and
the basic structure that V (x) is in front of ∂2t . Looking into Chapter 3 we use a more
advanced notation, in the sense that we do not work directly on functions but on multi-
ple Hilbert spaces. Dual variational techniques are used to prove the existence of weak
solution e.g. for nonlinear Helmholtz systems, cf. [MS17], or for nonlinear Schrödinger
equations, cf. [Fre13]. Here one usually considers Sobolev and Lebesgue spaces, whereas
we consider some Hilbert space H such that there is a continuous and locally compact em-
bedding S : H → Lp+1, such that we can reuse the constructions of Chapter 2. The idea
of deriving a compactness result by comparing with an equation at infinity was used for
example for direct variational techniques for positive, self-adjoint operators L : H2 → L2
in [DPR11] and for dual variational techniques with indefinite operator, self-adjoint oper-
ators L : H2 → L2 in [Fre13]. We generalize their ideas into an abstract setting arguing
on Hilbert spaces and identifying core steps for an abstract existence result. Checking the
conditions for the abstract result in the examples is nontrivial and requires many technical
calculations and generalizations of known ideas.
Our techniques naturally generate breather solutions of equation (1.1) and (2.1). Such
breathers are a purely nonlinear phenomenon and can not be observed in dispersive media
considering only linear equations. Possible applications could be localized optical pulses in
nonlinear optics with a breather profile for a traveling wave, or an optical storage device
with a standing breather. One of the first breathers discovered was the sine-Gordon-
breather [AKNS73] and due to non-persistence results like [BMW94] and [Den93] one
could get the impression they are a rare phenomenon. On the other hand we want to
mention recent works like the variational techniques of [HR19], the bifurcation methods of
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[BCBLS11] or the smart ansatz choice and ODE methods of [PR16]. Here new examples
of breathers in different settings have been found. This field of mathematics is still in
the development and we hope that this thesis brings us one step closer to a more unified
understanding.
For future work the author wants to give an outlook, on how the ideas of this theses could
be continued. One interesting question is ”Is the critical exponents p∗ for the growth of the
right hand side optimal?” He would guess not, as the example in Section 2.3.1 indicates.
Of course this instantly implies the question on how to improve the exponent. Another
question is ”Can we find breather solutions of semilinear wave equations as (2.1) with
L = V (x)(−i∂t)µ + A(−i∂x) for µ ∈ N and a positive function A?” He would guess yes,
since all abstract techniques aim for the position of the potential V in L and only rely on
spectral information of Lk. Maybe such nonlinear Schrödinger equations, i.e., µ = 1 and
A(x) = x2 could also be a field of new examples for breathers. Last but not least we can
always ask for sharpness of our assumptions and seek for counter examples if one or more
assumptions are not satisfied.
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Preliminaries and Notation
We shortly give some preliminaries and notations. Many are self explanatory with context
or are defined in the text. Nevertheless we collect some of the most important here.
Ck(Ω) the space of k ∈ N0 times continuously differentialble functions equipped











|u|p dx if p <∞ and ‖u‖L∞(Ω) = ess sup |u| if p =∞.
W k,p(Ω) the Sobolev-spaces of an open set Ω, with k weak derivatives, all








Hk(Ω) := W k,2(Ω) if k ∈ N0.
Hs(Ω) the Sobolev-spaces on RN , with s > 0 weak, fractional derivatives, equipped
with ‖u‖Hk(RN ) =
∥∥∥(1 + |·|s) 12Fu∥∥∥
L2(RN )
.















Xk the Cartesian product of the sets Xk.
X∗ the dual of a Banach space X,
A∗ : Y ∗ → X∗ the adjoint of an operator A : X → Y.
〈·, ·〉X×X∗ the dual pairing induced by 〈x, y〉X×X∗ = y(x).
σ(A) the spectrum of a linear operator A.
ρ(A) the resolvent of a linear operator A.
TNT the Cartesian product of tori with periods T = (T1, . . . , TN ). If N = 1, we drop the superscript N.
‖·‖D(A) the graph norm corresponding to an operator A : D(A)→ X defined by
‖u‖D(A) := ‖u‖X + ‖Au‖X .
Zodd := 2Z + 1, i.e., odd integers.
BR(x) the open ball with radius R centered at x.
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if p ∈ [1,∞], the conjugate Hölder exponent.
If we write Lp(Ω, B), then we specify the range as B and analogous for all other function
spaces. If we put an index onto a function space, then we mean:
loc locally integrable
per periodic
ap anti-periodic in time
odd odd in space
c compactly supported
For an operator A : X → X∗ we define the corresponding bilinear form as bA (x, y) :=
〈Ax, y〉X×X∗ . If we do not explicitly say that bA is defined as the corresponding bi-
linear form, then it can be any bilinear form and the index A just indicates a for-
mal motivation but has no further meaning. Observe that if X = Lp+1(Ω,R), then
〈f, g〉X×X∗ =
∫
Ω f g dx.
Considering a nonlinear functional I : X → R, often called energy functional, we call a
critical point of I a bound state, and a critical point with minimal energy among all critical
points a ground state.
An embedding is always an injective map.
We say an equation is compatible with a symmetry, if each object in the equation is stable
under the symmetry. E.g. the function Γ(x)|u|p−1u is compatible with T2 -anti-periodicity,
since if u is T2 -anti-periodic, then Γ(x)|u|
p−1u is anti-periodic again. The same holds for
V (x)utt − uxx.
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1 Breather Solutions for a Quasilinear
(1 + 1)-dimensional Wave Equation
We follow the strategy mentioned in the Introduction.
1.1 Introduction and Main Results
We study the (1 + 1)-dimensional quasilinear wave equation
g(x)wtt − wxx + h(x)(w3t )t = 0 for (x, t) ∈ R× R, (1.1)
and we look for real-valued, time-periodic and spatially localized solutions w(x, t). At
the end of this introduction we give a motivation for this equation arising in the study of
localized electromagnetic waves modeled by Kerr-nonlinear Maxwell equations. We also
cite some relevant papers. To the best of our knowledge for (1.1) in its general form no
rigorous existence results are available. A first result is given in this paper by taking an
extreme case where h(x) is a spatial delta distribution at x = 0. Our basic assumption on
the coefficients g and h is the following:
g ∈ L∞(R) even, g 6≡ 0 and h(x) = γδ0(x) with γ 6= 0 (C0)
where δ0 denotes the delta-distribution supported in 0. We have two prototypical ex-
amples for the potential g: a step potential (Theorem 1.1) and a periodic step potential
(Theorem 1.2). The general version is given in Theorem 1.5 below.
Theorem 1.1. For a, b, c > 0 let
g(x) :=
{
−a, if |x| > c,
b, if |x| < c.




2N+1 and γ < 0 there exist infinitely many
nontrivial, real-valued, spatially localized and time-periodic weak solutions of (1.1) with
period T = 2πω . For each solution w there are constants C, ρ > 0 such that |w(x, t)| ≤
Ce−ρ|x|.
Theorem 1.2. For a, b > 0, a 6= b and Θ ∈ (0, 1) let
g(x) :=
{
a, if |x| < πΘ,
b, if πΘ < |x| < π
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∈ 2N + 1
2N + 1
.
For every frequency ω such that 4
√
aθω ∈ 2N+12N+1 there exist infinitely many nontrivial, real-
valued, spatially localized and time-periodic weak solutions of (1.1) with period T = 2πω .
For each solution w there are constants C, ρ > 0 such that |w(x, t)| ≤ Ce−ρ|x|.
Weak solutions of (1.1) are understood in the following sense. We write D := R× TT and
denote by TT the one-dimensional torus with period T .
Definition 1.3. Under the assumption (C0) a function w ∈ H1(R× TT ) with ∂tw(0, ·) ∈
L3(TT ) is called a weak solution of (1.1) if for every ψ ∈ C∞c (R× TT )∫
D




3∂tψ(0, t) dt = 0. (1.2)
Theorem 1.1 and Theorem 1.2 are special cases of Theorem 1.5, which applies to much
more general potentials g. In Section 1.6.1 and Section 1.6.2 of the Appendix we will show
that the special potentials g from these two theorems satisfy the conditions (C1) and (C2)
of Theorem 1.5. The basic preparations and assumptions for Theorem 1.5 will be given
next.
Since we are looking for time-periodic solutions, it is appropriate to make the Fourier
ansatz w(x, t) =
∑
k∈Zodd wk(x)e
ikωt with Zodd := 2Z + 1. The reason for dropping even
Fourier modes is that the 0-mode belongs to the kernel of the wave operator L = g(x)∂2t −
∂2x. The restriction to odd Fourier modes generates T/2 = π/ω-antiperiodic functions w,
is therefore compatible with the structure of (1.1) and in particular the cubic nonlinearity.
Notice the decomposition (Lw)(x, t) =
∑
k∈Zodd Lkwk(x)e




− k2ω2g(x) : H2(R) ⊂ L2(R)→ L2(R).
Clearly Lk = L−k so that is suffices to study Lk for k ∈ Nodd. Our first assumption is
concerned with the spectrum σ(Lk):
∀ k ∈ Nodd, 0 6∈ σess(Lk) ∪ σD(Lk), (C1)
where by σD(Lk) we denote the spectrum of Lk with an extra Dirichlet condition at 0,
i.e., the spectrum of Lk restricted to {ϕ ∈ H2(R) | ϕ(0) = 0}. This is the same as the
spectrum of Lk restricted to functions which are odd around x = 0.
Lemma 1.4. Under the assumption (C0) and (C1) there exists for every k ∈ Nodd a
function Φk ∈ H2(0,∞) with LkΦk = 0 on (0,∞) and Φk(0) = 1.
Proof. We have either that 0 is in the point spectrum (but not the Dirichlet spectrum) or
that 0 is in the resolvent set of Lk. In the first case there is an eigenfunction Φk ∈ H2(R)
with LkΦk = 0 and w.l.o.g. Φk(0) = 1. In the second case 0 ∈ ρ(Lk) so that there exists a
unique solution Φ̃k of LkΦ̃k = 1[−2,−1] on R. Clearly, if restricted to (0,∞), the function
Φ̃k solves LkΦ̃k = on (0,∞). Moreover, Φ̃k(0) 6= 0 since otherwise Φ̃k would be an odd
eigenfunction of Lk which is excluded due to 0 ∈ ρ(Lk). Thus a suitably rescaled version
of Φ̃k satisfies the claim of the lemma.
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Our second set of assumptions concerns the structure of the decaying fundamental solution
according to Lemma 1.4.
There exist ρ,M > 0 such that for all k ∈ Nodd : |Φk(x)| ≤Me−ρx on [0,∞). (C2)
Now we can formulate our third main theorem as a generalization of Theorem 1.1 and
Theorem 1.2. The fact that the solutions which we find, can be well approximated by
truncation of the Fourier series in time, is explained in Lemma 1.21 below. Moreover, a
further extension yielding infinitely many different solutions is given in Theorem 1.15 in
Section 1.4.
Theorem 1.5. Assume (C0), (C1) and (C2) for a potential g and a frequency ω > 0.
Then (1.1) has a nontrivial, T -periodic weak solution w in the sense of Definition 1.3 with
T = 2πω provided
(i) γ < 0 and the sequence (Φ′k(0))k∈Nodd has at least one positive element,
(ii) γ > 0 and the sequence (Φ′k(0))k∈Nodd has at least one negative element.
Moreover, there is a constant C > 0 such that |w(x, t)| ≤ Ce−ρ|x| for all (x, t) ∈ R2 with
ρ as in (C2).
Remark 1.6. (a) It turns out that the above assumptions can be weakened as follows: it
suffices to verify (C1) and (C2) and (i), (ii) for all integers k ∈ r ·Zodd for some r ∈ Nodd.
We will prove this observation in Section 1.4.
(b) Our variational approach also works if we consider (1.1) with Dirichlet boundary con-
ditions on a bounded interval (−l, l) instead of the real line. There are many possible




wtt − wxx + γδ0(x)(w3t )t = 0 on (−l, l)× R with w(±l, t) = 0 for all t
has a nontrivial, real-valued time-periodic weak solution with period T = 2πω both for γ > 0
and γ < 0. The operator Lk = − d
2
dx2
− ω2k2 is now a self-adjoint operator on H2(−l, l) ∩
H10 (−l, l). The assumption ωlπ ∈
Zodd
4Z guarantees (C1) for all k ∈ Zodd. The functions Φk
are given by Φk(x) =
sin(ωk(l−x))
sin(ωkk) so that Φ
′





now guarantees that the sequence {cot(ωkl) | k ∈ Zodd} is finite and does not contain 0






k+2q(0) < 0, i.e., we also have the required
sign-change which allows for both signs of γ.
We observe that the growth of (Φ′k(0))k∈Zodd is connected to regularity properties of our
solutions.
Theorem 1.7. Assume (C0), (C1) and (C2) and additionally Φ′k(0) = O(k). Then the
weak solution w from Theorem 1.5 belongs to H1+νper (TT , L2(R))∩Hνper(TT , H1(R)) for any
ν ∈ (0, 14).
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Here, for ν ∈ R the fractional Sobolev spaces of time-periodic functions are defined by






























We shortly motivate (1.1) and give some references to the literature. Consider Maxwell’s
equations in the absence of charges and currents
∇ ·D = 0, ∇×E =− ∂tB, D =ε0E + P(E),
∇ ·B = 0, ∇×H = ∂tD, B =µ0H.
We assume that the dependence of the polarization P on the electric field E is instan-
taneous and it is the sum of a linear and a cubic term given by P(E) = ε0χ1(x)E +
ε0χ3(x)|E|2E, cf. [Agr19], Section 2.3 (for simplicity, more general cases where instead
of a factor multiplying |E|2E one can take χ3 as an x-dependent tensor of type (1, 3) are
not considered here). Here ε0, µ0 are constants such that c
2 = (ε0µ0)
−1 with c being the
speed of light in vacuum and χ1, χ3 are given material functions. By direct calculations
one obtains the quasilinear curl-curl-equation
0 = ∇×∇×E + ∂2t
(
V (x)E + Γ(x)|E|2E
)
, (1.3)
where V (x) = µ0ε0 (1 + χ1(x)) and Γ(x) = µ0ε0χ3(x). Once (1.3) is solved for the electric
field E, the magnetic induction B is obtained by time-integration from ∇×E = −∂tB and
it will satisfy∇·B = 0 provided it does so at time t = 0. By construction, the magnetic field
H = 1µ0 B satisfies ∇×H = ∂tD. In order to complete the full set of nonlinear Maxwell’s
equations one only needs to check Gauss’s law ∇·D = 0 in the absence of external charges.
This will follow directly from the constitutive equation D = ε0(1+χ1(x))E+ε0χ3(x)|E|2E
and the two different specific forms of E given next:
E(x, t) = (0, u(x1 − κt, x3), 0)T polarized wave traveling in x1-direction
E(x, t) = (0, u(x1, t), 0)
T polarized standing wave
In the first case E is a polarized wave independent of x2 traveling with speed κ in the x1
direction and with profile u. If additionally V (x) = V (x3) and Γ(x) = Γ(x3) then the
quasilinear curl-curl-equation (1.3) turns into the following equation for u = u(τ, x3) with
the moving coordinate τ = x1 − κt:
−ux3x3 + (κ2V (x3)− 1)uττ + κ2Γ(x3)(u3)ττ = 0.
Setting u = wτ and integrating once w.r.t. τ we obtain (1.1).
In the second case E is a polarized standing wave which is independent of x2, x3. If we
assume furthermore that V (x) = V (x1) and Γ(x) = Γ(x1) then this time the quasilinear
curl-curl-equation (1.3) for u = wt turns (after one time-integration) directly into (1.1).
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In the literature, (1.3) has mostly been studied by considering time-harmonic waves
E(x, t) = U(x)eiκt. This reduces the problem to the stationary elliptic equation
0 = ∇×∇×U− κ2
(
V (x)U + Γ(x)|U|2U
)
in R3. (1.4)
Here case E is no longer real-valued. This may be justified by extending the ansatz
to E(x, t) = U(x)eiκt + c.c. and by either neglecting higher harmonics generated from






2 dtE with T = 2π/κ, cf. [Stu93], [SMK03]. For results on
(1.4) we refer to [BDPR16], [Med15] and in particular to the survey [BM17]. Time-
harmonic traveling waves have been found in a series of papers [Stu90, Stu93, SZ10]. The
number of results for monochromatic standing polarized wave profiles U(x) = (0, u(x1), 0)




on R is too large to cite so we
restrict ourselves to Cazenave’s book [Caz03].
Our approach differs substantially from the approaches by monochromatic waves described
above. Our ansatz w(x, t) =
∑
k∈Zodd wk(x)e
ikωt with Zodd := 2Z+1 is automatically poly-
chromatic since it couples all integer multiples of the frequency ω. A similar polychromatic
approach is considered in [PSW12]. The authors seek spatially localized traveling wave
solutions of the 1+1-dimensional quasilinear Maxwell model, where in the direction of
propagation χ1 is a periodic arrangement of delta functions. Based on a multiple scale
approximation ansatz, the field profile is expanded into infinitely many modes which are
time-periodic in both the fast and slow time variables. Since the periodicities in the fast
and slow time variables differ, the field becomes quasiperiodic in time. To a certain extent
the authors of [PSW12] analytically deal with the resulting system for these infinitely many
coupled modes through bifurcation methods, with a rigorous existence proof still missing.
However, numerical results from [PSW12] indicate that spatially localized traveling waves
could exist.
With our case of allowing χ1 to be a bounded function but taking χ3 to be a delta function
at x = 0 we consider an extreme case. On the other hand our existence results (possibly
for the first time) rigorously establish localized solutions of the full nonlinear Maxwell
problem (1.3) without making the assumption of either neglecting higher harmonics or of
assuming a time-averaged nonlinear constitutive law.
The existence of localized breathers of the quasilinear problem (1.1) with bounded coef-
ficients g, h remains generally open. We can, however, provide specific functions g, h for
which (1.1) has a breather-type solution that decays to 0 as |x| → ∞. Let






and consider a time-periodic solution a of the ODE
−a′′ − (a′3)′ = a
with minimal prescribed period T ∈ (0, 2π). Then w(x, t) := a(t)b(x) satisfies (1.1). Note
that h is sign-changing and w is not exponentially localized. We found this solution by
inserting the ansatz for w with separated variables into (1.1). We then defined b(x) :=
(1 + x2)−1/2 and set g(x) := −b′′(x)/b(x) and h(x) := −b′′(x)/b(x)3. The remaining
equation for a then turned out to be the above one.
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The paper is structured as follows: In Section 1.2 we develop the variational setting and
give the proof of Theorem 1.5. The proof of the additional regularity results of Theorem 1.7
is given in Section 1.3. In Section 1.4 we give the proof of Theorem 1.15 on the existence
of infinitely many different breathers. In Section 1.5 we show that our breathers can be
well approximated by truncation of the Fourier series in time. Finally, in the Appendix we
give details on the background and proof of Theorem 1.1 (Section 1.6.1) and Theorem 1.2
(Section 1.6.2) as well as a technical detail on a particular embedding of Hölder spaces
into Sobolev spaces (Section 1.6.3).
1.2 Variational Approach and Proof of Theorem 1.5
The main result of our paper is Theorem 1.5 which will be proved in this section. It is a
consequence of Lemma 1.11 and Theorem 1.13 below.















|∂tw(0, t)|4 dt (1.5)
defined on a suitable space of T -periodic functions. Instead of directly searching for a
critical point of this functional we first rewrite the problem into a nonlinear Neumann
boundary value problem under the assumption that w is even in x. In this case (1.1)
amounts to the following linear wave equation on the half-axis with nonlinear Neumann
boundary conditions:{
g(x)wtt − wxx = 0 for (x, t) ∈ (0,∞)× R,






for t ∈ R
(1.6)









3∂tψ(0, t) dt = 0 (1.7)
for all ψ ∈ C∞c ([0,∞)× TT ) with D+ = (0,∞) × TT . It is clear that evenly extended
solutions w of (1.7) also satisfy (1.2). To see this note that every ψ ∈ C∞c (R× TT ) can be
split into an even and an odd part ψ = ψe + ψo both belonging to C
∞
c (R× TT ). Testing
with ψo in (1.2) produces zeroes in all spatial integrals due to the evenness of w and
also in the temporal integral since ψo(0, ·) ≡ 0 due to oddness. Testing with ψe in (1.2)
produces twice the spatial integrals appearing in (1.7). In the following we concentrate on
finding solutions of (1.6) for the linear wave equation with nonlinear Neumann boundary
conditions.










eiωkt denotes the L2(TT )-orthonormal Fourier base of TT , and where
Φk are the decaying fundamental solutions Φk of Lk, cf. Lemma 1.4. Such a function w
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will always solve the linear wave equation in (1.6) and we will determine real sequences
α̂ = (α̂k)k∈Zodd such that the nonlinear Neumann condition is satisfied as well. The
additional factor 1k is only for convenience, since ∂t generates a multiplicative factor iωk.
The convolution between two sequences ẑ, ŷ ∈ RZ is defined pointwise (whenever it con-
verges) by (ẑ ∗ ŷ)k :=
∑
l∈Z ẑlŷk−l.
In order to obtain real-valued functions w by the ansatz (1.8) we require the sequence α̂
to be real and odd in k, i.e., α̂k ∈ R and α̂k = −α̂−k. Since (1.8) already solves the wave
equation in (1.6), it remains to find α̂ such that












γω4k(α̂ ∗ α̂ ∗ α̂)kek(t) = γ(wt(0, t)3)t,
where we have used Φk(0) = 1. As the above identity needs to hold for all t ∈ R we find
(α̂ ∗ α̂ ∗ α̂)k =
2TΦ′k(0)
γω4k2
α̂k for all k ∈ Zodd. (1.9)












defined on a suitable Banach space of real sequences ẑ with ẑk = −ẑ−k. Indeed, computing
(formally) the Fréchet derivative of J at α̂ we find








Let us indicate how (1.10) amounts to (1.9). For fixed k0 ∈ Zodd we define the test sequence
ŷ := (δk,k0 − δk,−k0)k∈Zodd which has exactly two non-vanishing entries at k0 and at −k0.
Thus, ŷ belongs to the same space of odd, real sequences as α̂ and can therefore be used
as a test sequence in J ′(α̂)[ŷ] = 0. After a short calculation using α̂k = −α̂−k, Φ′k = Φ′−k
we obtain (1.9) for k0.





∣∣ 9ẑ9 <∞, ẑk = −ẑ−k} where 9ẑ9 := ‖ẑ ∗ ẑ‖ 12l2 .
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Lemma 1.8. The space (D(J),9 · 9) is a separable, reflexive, real Banach space and
isometrically embedded into the real Banach space L4(TT , iR) of purely imaginary-valued
measurable functions. Moreover for û, v̂, ŵ, ẑ ∈ D(J) we have
(û ∗ û ∗ û ∗ û)0 = 9û94, (1.11)
|(û ∗ v̂ ∗ ŵ ∗ ẑ)0| ≤ 9û9 9v̂9 9ŵ9 9ẑ9, (1.12)
‖ẑ‖l2 ≤ 9ẑ9. (1.13)
Proof. We first recall the correspondence between real-valued sequences ẑ ∈ l2 with ẑk =
−ẑ−k and purely imaginary-valued functions z ∈ L2(TT , iR) by setting




Parseval’s identity provides the isomorphism ‖z‖L2(TT ) = ‖ẑ‖l2 . The following identity
T‖z‖4L4(TT ) = T
∫ T
0
z(t)4 dt = (ẑ ∗ ẑ ∗ ẑ ∗ ẑ)0 = ‖ẑ ∗ ẑ‖2l2 = 9ẑ9
4
shows that 9 · 9 is indeed a norm on D(J) and its provides the isometric embedding of
D(J) into a subspace of L4(TT , iR). By Parseval’s equality and Hölder’s inequality we see
that
‖ẑ‖l2 = ‖z‖L2(TT ) ≤ T
1
4 ‖z‖L4(TT ) = 9ẑ9
so that D(J) is indeed a subspace of l2. Finally, for any û, v̂, ŵ, ẑ ∈ D(J) we see that




∣∣∣∣ ≤ T‖u‖L4‖v‖L4‖w‖L4‖z‖L4 = 9û9 9v̂9 9ŵ9 9ẑ9.
This finishes the proof of the lemma.











with 1kΨk(x) = ψ̂k(x) := 〈ψ(x, ·), ek〉L2(TT ). The Parseval identity and the definition of
9 · 9 immediately lead to the following lemma.











(iii) T‖ψt(0, ·)‖4L4(TT ) = ω
49ŷ94 where ŷk = Ψk(0) for k ∈ Zodd.
The next result give some estimates on the growth of norms of Φk. It serves as a
preparation for the proof of regularity properties for functions w as in (1.8) stated in
Lemma 1.11.
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Lemma 1.10. Assume (C0), (C1) and (C2). Then
‖Φk‖L2(0,∞) = O(1), ‖Φ′k‖L2(0,∞) = O(k), ‖Φ′k‖L∞(0,∞) = O(k
3
2 ). (1.15)
In particular |Φ′k(0)| = O(k
3
2 ).
Proof. The first part of (1.15) is a direct consequence of (C2).
Multiplying LkΦk = 0 with Φk, Φ
′
k and integrating from a ≥ 0 to ∞ we get∫ ∞
a
−ω2k2g(x)Φk(x)2 + Φ′k(x)2 dx = −Φk(a)Φ′k(a), (1.16)∫ ∞
a
−2ω2k2g(x)Φk(x)Φ′k(x) dx = −Φ′k(a)2, (1.17)




and from (1.16), (1.18) we get
‖Φ′k‖2L2(0,∞) ≤ O(k
2) + ‖Φk‖L∞(0,∞)‖Φ′k‖L∞(0,∞)












3 ) + ε‖Φ′k‖2L2(0,∞),
where we have used Young’s inequality with exponents 4/3 and 4. This implies the second
inequality in (1.15). Inserting this into (1.18) we obtain the third inequality in (1.15).
Lemma 1.11. Assume (C0), (C1) and (C2). For α̂ ∈ D(J) and w : D → R as in (1.8)
we have wx, wt ∈ L2(D), wt(0, ·) ∈ L4(TT ) and there are values C > 0 and ρ > 0 such
that |w(x, t)| ≤ Ce−ρ|x|.
Remark 1.12. The lemma does not require α̂ to be a critical point of J . The smoothness
and decay of w as in (1.8) is simply a consequence of α̂ ∈ D(J) and (C2).
Proof. We use the characterization from Lemma 1.9. Let us begin with the estimate for





























∥∥Φ′k∥∥2L2(0,∞) ≤ C‖α̂‖2l2 ≤ C9α̂92 <∞
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which finishes our second goal. Next we show that wt(0, ·) ∈ L4(TT ). Using Φk(0) = 1 we
observe that









Finally we show the uniform-in-time exponential decay of w. By construction w is even


















which finishes the proof of the lemma.
In the following result we will show that minimizers of J on D(J) exist, are solutions of
(1.9) and indeed correspond to weak solutions of (1.1).
Theorem 1.13. Assume (C0), (C1) and (C2). Then the functional J is well defined
on its domain D(J), Fréchet-differentiable, bounded from below and attains its negative
minimum provided
(i) γ < 0 and the sequence (Φ′k(0))k∈Nodd has at least one positive element, or
(ii) γ > 0 and the sequence (Φ′k(0))k∈Nodd has at least one negative element.





is a nontrivial weak solution of (1.1).
Proof. Note that J(ẑ) = 149ẑ9








Lemma 1.10 the sequence (ak)k is converging to 0 as |k| → ∞, so in particular it is
bounded. Due to (1.13) one finds that J is well defined and continuous on D(J), and














This implies that J is coercive and bounded from below. The weak lower semi-continuity of
J follows from the convexity and continuity of the map ẑ 7→ 9ẑ94 and the weak continuity
of J1. To see the latter take an arbitrary ε > 0. Then there is k0 ∈ N such that |ak| ≤ ε
for |k| > k0 and this implies the inequality





|ẑ2k − ŷk2|+ ε(‖ẑ‖2l2 + ‖ŷ‖
2
l2) ∀ ẑ, ŷ ∈ D(J). (1.19)
Since (D(J),9 · 9) continuously embeds into l2 any weakly convergent sequence in (D(J),9 · 9)
also weakly converges in l2 and in particular pointwise. This pointwise convergence to-
gether with the boundedness of the sequence and (1.19) yields the weak continuity of J1
and thus the weak lower semi-continuity of J . As a consequence, cf. Theorem 1.2 in
[Str08], we get the existence of a minimizer.
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In order to check that the minimizer is nontrivial is suffices to verify that J attains negative
values. Here we distinguish between case (i) and (ii) in the assumptions of the theorem.
In case (i) when γ < 0 we find an index k0 such that Φ
′
k0
(0) > 0. In case (ii) when γ > 0
we choose k0 such that Φ
′
k0
(0) < 0. In both cases we obtain that Φ′k0(0)/γ < 0. If we set
ŷ := (δk,k0 − δk,−k0)k∈Zodd then ŷ has exactly two non-vanishing entries, namely +1 at k0
and −1 at −k0. Hence ŷ ∈ D(J). Using the property Φ′k0 = Φ
′







which is negative by the choice of k0 provided t > 0 is sufficiently small. Thus, infD(J) J < 0
and every minimizer α̂ is nontrivial.




k Φk(|x|)ek(t) is a
weak solution of (1.1). The regularity properties w ∈ H1(R× TT ), ∂tw(0, ·) ∈ L4(TT )
and the exponential decay have already been shown in Lemma 1.11. We skip the standard
proof that J ∈ C1(D(J),R) and that its Fréchet-derivative is given by (1.10). We will
show that (1.2) holds for any ψ as in (1.14) with even functions Ψk ∈ H1(R), Ψk = −Ψ−k
such that ψx, ψt ∈ L2(D) and ψ(0, ·) ∈ L4(TT ) as described in Lemma 1.9. We begin by




g(x)wtψt d(x, t), H2(ψ) =
∫
D





In a first step we assume that the sum in (1.14) is finite in order to justify the exchange
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9α̂939ŷ9 = ‖wt(0, ·)‖3L4(TT )‖ψt(0, ·)‖L4(TT ).
Hence H1, H2 and H3 are bounded linear functionals of the variable ψ as in (1.14) with
ψx, ψt ∈ L2(D) and ψt(0, ·) ∈ L4(TT ). For such ψ we use the above formulae for H1, H2, H3
and compute the linear combination








(α̂ ∗ α̂ ∗ α̂ ∗ ŷ)0 = 0
due to the Euler-Lagrange equation for the functional J , i.e., the vanishing of J ′(α̂)[ŷ] in
(1.10) for all ŷ ∈ D(J). The last equality means that w is a weak solution of (1.1).
1.3 Further Regularity
Here we prove Theorem 1.7. We observe first that in the example of a periodic step-
potential in Theorem 1.2 we find that not only Φ′k(0) = O(k
3
2 ) holds (as Lemma 1.10
shows) but even Φ′k(0) = O(k) is satisfied. It is exactly this weaker growth that we can
exploit in order to prove additional smoothness of the solutions of (1.1). We begin by
defining for ν > 0 the Banach space of sequences
hν :=
{
ẑ ∈ l2 s.t. ‖ẑ‖2hν :=
∑
k
(1 + k2)ν |ẑk|2 <∞
}
.






ẑkek(t) s.t. ẑ ∈ hν
}




for ν ∈ (0, 1/2) and the following embedding: C0,ν(TT ) → H ν̃(TT ) for 0 < ν̃ < ν ≤ 1,
cf. Lemma 1.23 in the Appendix. The latter embedding means that ẑ ∈ hν̃ provided
z ∈ C0,ν(TT ) and 0 < ν̃ < ν ≤ 1.
Theorem 1.14. Assume (C0), (C1), (C2) and in addition Φ′k(0) = O(k). For every
α̂ ∈ D(J) with J ′(α̂) = 0 we have α̂ ∈ hν for every ν ∈ (0, 1/4).
Proof. Let α̂ ∈ D(J) with J ′(α̂) = 0. Recall from (1.9) that
(α̂ ∗ α̂ ∗ α̂)k = η̂kα̂k where η̂k :=
2TΦ′k(0)
γω4k2
for k ∈ Zodd (1.20)
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so that |η̂k| ≤ C/k. If we define the convolution of two T -periodic functions f, g ∈ L2(TT )
on the torus TT as














α3 = α ∗ η (1.21)
for the T -periodic function α ∈ L4(TT ) is equivalent to the equation (1.20) for the sequence
α̂ ∈ D(J). We will analyze (1.21) with a bootstrap argument.
Step 1: We show that α ∈ C0,
1
6 (TT ). The right hand side of (1.21) is an H1(TT )-function
since









Therefore, using (1.21) we see that α3 ∈ H1(TT ) and by the Morrey embedding that
α3 ∈ C0,
1





3 (R)-function, we obtain α ∈ C0,
1
6 (TT ).
Step 2: We fix q ∈ (0, 1) and show that if α ∈ C0,νn(TT ) for some νn ∈ (0, 1/2) solves
(1.21) then α ∈ C0,νn+1(TT ) with νn+1 = qνn3 +
1
6 . For the proof we iterate the process
from Step 1 and we start with α ∈ C0,νn(TT ). Then, according to Lemma 1.23 of the
Appendix, α ∈ Hqνn(TT ) and hence α̂ ∈ hqνn . Then as before the convolution of α with
η generates one more weak derivative, namely



















Starting with ν1 = 1/6 from Step 1 we see by Step 2 that νn ↗ 12(3−q) . Since q ∈ (0, 1)
can be chosen arbitrarily close to 1 this finishes the proof.
With this preparation the proof of Theorem 1.7 is now immediate.




k Φk(|x|)ek(t) with α̂ ∈ D(J) such that
J ′(α̂) = 0. Recall from assumption (C2) that C := supk ‖Φk‖
2
L2(0,∞) <∞. Likewise, from
Lemma 1.10 we have ‖Φ′k‖
2
L2(0,∞) ≤ C̃k
2 for all k ∈ Zodd and some C̃ > 0. Therefore,















∥∥Φ′k∥∥2L2(0,∞) ≤ 2ω2νC̃‖α̂‖2hν <∞.
This establishes the claim.
1.4 Existence of Infinitely Many Breathers
In this section we extend Theorem 1.5 by the following multiplicity result.
Theorem 1.15. Assume (C0), (C1) and (C2). Then (1.1) has infinitely many nontrivial,
T -periodic weak solution w in the sense of Definition 1.3 with T = 2πω provided








has at least one positive element,








has at least one negative element.
Remark 1.16. In the above Theorem, conditions (C1) and (C2) can be weakened: instead
of requiring them for all k ∈ Nodd it suffices to require them for k ∈ lj−Nodd, k ∈ l
j
+Nodd
respectively. We prove this observation together with the one in Remark 1.6 at the end of
this section.
We start with an investigation about the types of symmetries which are compatible with
our equation. The Euler-Lagrange equation (1.9) for critical points α̂ ∈ D(J) of J takes
the form (α̂ ∗ α̂ ∗ α̂)k = η̂kα̂k with η̂k :=
2TΦ′k(0)
γω4k2
for k ∈ Zodd. Next we describe subspaces
of D(J) which are invariant under triple convolution and pointwise multiplication with
(η̂k)k∈Zodd . It turns out that these subspaces are made of sequences ẑ where only the r
th
entry modulus 2r is occupied.
Definition 1.17. For r ∈ Nodd, p ∈ Neven with r < p let
D(J)r,p = {ẑ ∈ D(J) : ∀ k ∈ Z, k 6= r mod p : ẑk = 0}.
Lemma 1.18. For r ∈ Nodd, p ∈ Neven with r < p and p 6= 2r we have D(J)r,p = {0}.
Proof. Let ẑ ∈ D(J)r,p. For all k 6∈ r + pZ we have ẑk = 0 by definition of D(J)r,p. Let
therefore k = r + pl1 for some l1 ∈ Z. Then −k = −r − pl1 6∈ r + pZ because otherwise
2r = −p(l1 + l2) = p|l1 + l2| for some l2 ∈ Z. Since by assumption p > r we get |l1 + l2| < 2.
But clearly |l1 + l2| 6∈ {0, 1} since r 6= 0 and p 6= 2r by assumption. By this contradiction
we have shown −k 6∈ r + pZ so that necessarily 0 = ẑ−k = −ẑk. This shows ẑ = 0.
In the following we continue by only considering Dr := D(J)r,2r for r ∈ Nodd.
Proposition 1.19. Let r ∈ Nodd.
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(ii) If ẑ ∈ Dr then (ẑ ∗ ẑ ∗ ẑ)k = 0 for all k 6∈ r + 2rZ.





if and only if z(x, t + T2r ) = −z(x, t). Comparing the Fourier coefficients we see that this









= 0, i.e., either k ∈ r + 2rZ or
ẑk = 0. This is exactly the condition that ẑ ∈ Dr.
(ii) Let ẑ ∈ Dr and assume that there is k ∈ Z such that 0 6= (ẑ∗ẑ∗ẑ)k =
∑
l,m ẑlẑm−lẑk−m.
So there is l0,m0 ∈ Zodd such that ẑl0 , ẑm0−l0 , ẑk−m0 6= 0 which means by the definition of
Dr that l0,m0−l0, k−m0 ∈ r+2rZ. Thus k = l0+m0−l0+k−m0 ∈ 3r+2rZ = r+2rZ.
Proof of Theorem 1.15. We give the proof in case (i); for case (ii) the proof only needs a






has a positive element (we have changed the notation from l− to l for the sake of read-
ability). Since Dr is a closed subspace of D(J) we have as before in Theorem 1.13 the
existence of a minimizer α̂(r) ∈ Dr, i.e., J(α̂(r)) = minDr J < 0. Moreover, α̂(r) satisfies
the restricted Euler-Lagrange-equation


















k x̂k ∀ x̂ ∈ Dr. (1.22)
We need to show that (1.22) holds for every ẑ ∈ D(J). If for an arbitrary ẑ ∈ D(J) we
define x̂k := ẑk for k ∈ r + 2rZ and x̂k := 0 else then x̂ ∈ Dr. If we furthermore define






k ŷk = 0
and by using (ii) of Proposition 1.19 also








This implies J ′(α̂(r))[ŷ] = 0 and since by (1.22) also J ′(α̂(r))[x̂] = 0 we have succeeded in
proving that J ′(α̂(r)) = 0.
It remains to show the multiplicity result. For this purpose we only consider r = ljm for








a positive element. First we observe that Dljm ) Dljm+1 . Assume for contradiction that










This contradiction shows the existence of infinitely many distinct critical points of the
function J and finishes the proof of the theorem.
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Proof of Remark 1.6 and Remark 1.16. The proof of Theorem 1.15 works on the basis
that it suffices to minimize the functional J on Dr. In this way a T2r -antiperiodic breather
is obtained. For ẑ ∈ Dr only the entries ẑk with k ∈ rZodd are nontrivial while all other
entries vanish. Therefore, (C1) and (C2) and the values of Φ′k(0) are only relevant for
k ∈ rZodd. In the special case of Remark 1.16 we take r = lj±.
1.5 Approximation by Finitely Many Harmonics
Here we give some analytical results on finite dimensional approximation of the breathers
obtained in Theorem 1.5. The finite dimensional approximation is obtained by cutting-off
the ansatz (1.8) and only considering harmonics of order |k| ≤ N . Here a summand in
the series (1.8) of the form Φk(|x|)ek(t) is a called a harmonic since it satisfies the linear
wave equation in (1.6). We will prove that J restricted to spaces D(J (N)) of cut-off ansatz
functions still attains its minimum and that the sequence of the corresponding minimizers
converges up to a subsequence to a minimizer of J on D(J).
Definition 1.20. Let N ∈ Nodd. Define




∣∣ ∀ |k| > N : ẑk = 0}
Lemma 1.21. Under the assumptions of Theorem 1.5 the following holds:
(i) For every N ∈ Nodd sufficiently large there exists α̂(N) ∈ D(J (N)) such that J(α̂(N)) =
inf J (N) < 0 and limN→∞ J(α̂
(N)) = inf J .
(ii) There is α̂ ∈ D(J) such that up to a subsequence (again denoted by (α̂(N))N ) we
have
α̂(N) → α̂ in D(J)
and J(α̂) = inf J .
Remark 1.22. The Euler-Lagrange-equation for α̂(N) reads:


















k ŷk ∀ ŷ ∈ D(J
(N)).
This amounts to satisfying (1.2) in Definition 1.3 for functions ψ(x, t) =
∑
k∈Zodd,|k|≤N ψ̂k(x)ek(t)
with ψ̂k ∈ H1(R). Clearly, in general α̂(N) is not a critical point of J .
Proof. (i) We choose N ∈ Nodd so large, such that we have the assumed sign of the the
one element in (Φ′k(0))|k|≤N . The restriction of J to the
N+1
2 -dimensional space D(J
(N))
preserves coercivity. The continuity of J (N) therefore guarantees the existence of a min-
imizer α̂(N) ∈ D(J (N)). As before we see that J(α̂(N)) = inf J (N) < 0, so in particular
α̂(N) 6= 0. Next we observe that D(J (N)) ⊂ D(J), i.e., J(α̂(N)) ≥ inf J = J(β̂) for a
minimizer β̂ ∈ D(J) of J . Let us define β̂(N)k = β̂k for |k| ≤ N and β̂
(N)
k = 0. Since the
Fourier-series β(t) =
∑
k β̂kek(t) converges in L
4(T), cf. Theorem 4.1.8 in [Gra08], we see
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(N)) = inf J as claimed.
(ii) Since D(J (N)) ⊂ D(J (N+1)) ⊂ D(J) we see that J(α̂(N)) ≥ J(α̂(N+1)) ≥ inf J so that
in particular the sequence (J(α̂(N)))N is bounded. By coercivity of J we conclude that
(α̂(N))N is bounded in D(J) so that there is α̂ ∈ D(J) and a subsequence (again denoted
by (α̂(N))N ) such that
α̂(N) ⇀ α̂ in D(J).
By part (i) and weak lower semi-continuity of J we obtain
inf J = lim
N→∞
J(α̂(N)) ≥ J(α̂),
i.e., α̂ is a minimizer of J . Recall that J(·) = 149 · 9
4+J1(·) where J1 is weakly continuous,
cf. proof of Theorem 1.13. Therefore, since α̂(N) ⇀ α̂ and J(α̂(N)) → J(α̂) we see that
9α̂(N)9 → 9α̂9 as N → ∞. Since D(J) is strictly uniformly convex, we obtain the
norm-convergence of (α̂(N))N to α̂.
1.6 Appendix
1.6.1 Details on exponentially decreasing fundamental solutions for step
potentials





with g as in Theorem 1.1. Clearly, Lk is a self-adjoint operator on L
2(R) with domain








with p, q ∈ Nodd.
Hence, with k ∈ qNodd, k
√
bωc is an odd multiple of π/2. In the following we shall see
that 0 is not an eigenvalue of Lk for k ∈ qNodd so that (C1) as in Remark 1.16 is fulfilled.

































a(x−c), c < x.
(1.23)
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= 0. The C1-








































= ±1 this implies A = B = 0 so that there is no eigenvalue 0 of
Lk. Next we need to find the fundamental solution φk of Lk that decays to zero at +∞
and is normalized by φk(0) = 1. Here we can use the same ansatz as in (1.23) and just
ignore the part of φk on (−∞, 0). Now the normalization φk(0) = 1 leads to B = 1 and






a so that the decaying fundamental
solution is completely determined. We find that
|φk(x)| ≤

A+B, 0 ≤ x ≤ c






ax, x > 2c
so that |φk(x)| ≤ (A + B)e−ρkx ≤ Me−ρx on [0,∞) with ρk = 12kω
√
a, ρ = 12ω
√
a and
M = A+B. This shows that also (C2) holds. Finally, since φ′k(0) =
bkω√
a
> 0 the existence
of infinitely many breathers can only be shown for γ < 0. At the same time, due to
|φk(0)| = O(k), Theorem 1.7 applies.
1.6.2 Details on Bloch Modes for periodic step potentials
Here we consider a second-order periodic ordinary differential operator




with V ∈ L∞(R) which we assume to be even and 2π-periodic. Moreover, we assume that
0 does not belong to the spectrum of L : H2(R) ⊂ L2(R) → L2(R). We first describe
what Bloch modes are and why they exists. Later we show that this is the situation which
occurs in Theorem 1.5 and we verify conditions (C1) and (C2).
A function Φ ∈ C1(R) which is twice almost everywhere differentiable such that
LΦ = 0 a.e. in R, Φ(·+ 2π) = ρΦ(·). (1.24)
with ρ ∈ (−1, 1) \ {0} is called the (exponentially decreasing for x→∞) Bloch mode of L
and ρ is called the Floquet multiplier. The existence of Φ is guaranteed by the assumption
that 0 /∈ σ(L). This is essentially Hill’s theorem, cf. [Eas73]. Note that Ψ(x) := Φ(−x) is
a second Bloch mode of L, which is exponentially increasing for x→∞. The functions Φ
and Ψ form a fundamental system of solutions for operator L on R. Next we explain how
Φ is constructed, why it can be taken real-valued and why it does not vanish at x = 0 so
that we can assume w.l.o.g Φ(0) = 1.
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According to [Eas73], Theorem 1.1.1 there are linearly independent functions Ψ1,Ψ2 : R→
C and Floquet-multipliers ρ1, ρ2 ∈ C such that LΨj = 0 a.e. on R and Ψj(x + 2π) =
ρjΨj(x) for j = 1, 2. We define φj , j = 1, 2 as the solutions to the initial value problems{
Lφ1 = 0,






φ2(0) = 0, φ
′
2(0) = 1









and the monodromy matrix








Then detA = 1 is the Wronskian determinant of the fundamental system φ1, φ2 and








are the eigenvalues of A with
corresponding eigenvectors v1 = (v1,1, v1,2) ∈ C2 and v2 = (v2,1, v2,2) ∈ C2. Thus, Ψj(x) =
vj,1φ1(x) + vj,2φ2(x). By Hill’s theorem (see [Eas73]) we know that
0 ∈ σ(L) ⇔ |tr(A)| ≤ 2.
Due to the assumption that 0 6∈ σ(L) we see that ρ1, ρ2 are real with ρ1, ρ2 ∈ R\{−1, 0, 1}
and ρ1ρ2 = 1, i.e., one of the two Floquet multipliers has modulus smaller then one
and other one has modulus bigger than one. W.l.o.g. we assume 0 < |ρ2| < 1 < |ρ1|.
Furthermore, since ρ1, ρ2 are real and A has real entries we can choose v1, v2 to be real
and so Ψ1,Ψ2 are both real valued. As a result we have found a real-valued Bloch mode
Ψ2(x) which is exponentially decreasing as x→∞ due to |ρ2| < 1. Let us finally verify that
Ψ2(0) 6= 0 so that we may assume by rescaling that Ψ2(0) = 1. Assume for contradiction
that Ψ2(0) = 0. Since the potential V (x) is even in x this implies that Ψ2 is odd and hence
(due to the exponential decay at +∞) in L2(R). But this contradicts that 0 6∈ σ(L).
Now we explain how the precise choice of the data a, b > 0,Θ ∈ (0, 1) and ω for the




a, x ∈ [0, 2Θπ),
b, x ∈ (2Θπ, 2π).
and extend g̃ as a 2π-periodic function to R. Then g̃(x) = g(x−Θπ), and the corresponding
exponentially decaying Bloch modes φ̃k and φk are similarly related by φ̃k(x) = φk(x−Θπ).
For the computation of the exponentially decaying Bloch modes, it is, however, more
convenient to use the definition g̃ instead of g.
Now we will calculate the monodromy matrix Ak from (1.26) for the operator Lk. For a
constant value c > 0 the solution of the initial value problem
−φ′′(x)− k2ω2cφ(x) = 0, φ(x0) = α, φ′(x0) = β
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Therefore we can write the Wronskian as follows
Wk(x) =
{
Tk(x, a) x ∈ [0, 2Θπ]
Tk(x− 2Θπ, b)Tk(2Θπ, a) x ∈ [2Θπ, 2π]
and the monodromy matrix as
Ak = Wk(2π) = Tk(2π(1−Θ), b)Tk(2Θπ, a).











Ak = sin(kmlπ) sin(kmπ)
·








a + cot(kmlπ) cot(kmπ)

and









In order to verify (C1) we aim for |tr(Ak)| > 2. However, instead of showing |tr(Ak)| > 2
for all k ∈ Zodd we may restrict to k ∈ r ·Zodd for fixed r ∈ Nodd according to Remark 1.6.










Therefore, by setting r = q̃q1 we obtain cos(kmπ) = cos(kmlπ) = 0 and sin(kmπ), sin(kmlπ) ∈






a > 2 so












1Instead of r = q̃q we may have chosen any odd multiple of q̃q, e.g. r = (q̃q)j for any j ∈ N. This is
important for the applicability of Theorem 1.15 to obtain infinitely many breathers.
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In the following we assume w.l.o.g 0 < a < b, i.e., the Floquet exponent with modulus
less than 1 is ρk = −
√
a
b sin(kmlπ) sin(kmπ). Note that |ρk| =
√
a/b is independent
of k. Furthermore the Bloch mode φ̃k that is decaying to 0 at +∞ and normalized by






























a2Θπ), x ∈ (2Θπ, 2π)
and on shifted intervals of lengths 2π one has φ̃k(x + 2mπ) = ρ
m
k φ̃k(x). Notice that by
(1.27) the expression kω
√
aΘπ = k pq
π





2. Therefore ‖φk‖L∞(0,∞) = ‖φ̃k‖L∞(Θπ,∞) ≤ ‖φ̃k‖L∞(0,2π) ≤√
2(1 +
√
a/b). Thus we have shown that |φk(x)| ≤ Me−ρx for x ∈ [0,∞) with M > 0














This shows that |φ′k(0)| = O(k) holds which allows to apply Theorem 1.7. It also shows
that the estimate |φk(0)| = O(k
3
2 ) from Lemma 1.10 can be improved in special cases.
To see that φ′k(0) is alternating in k, observe that moving from k ∈ rZodd to k + 2r ∈
rZodd the argument of tan changes by 2rω
√





= −1/ tan(x) we see that the sequence φ′k(0) is alternating for k ∈ rZodd.
This shows in particular that for any j ∈ N the sequence (φ′
hrj
(0))h∈Nodd contains infinitely
many positive and negative elements, and hence Theorem 1.15 for the existence of infinitely
many breathers is applicable. This concludes the proof Theorem 1.2 since we have shown
that the potential g satisfies the assumptions (C1) and (C2) from Theorem 1.5.
1.6.3 Embedding of Hölder-spaces into Sobolev-spaces
Lemma 1.23. For 0 < ν̃ < ν < 1 there is the continuous embedding C0,ν(TT )→ H ν̃(TT ).
Proof. Let z(t) =
∑
k ẑkek(t) be a function in C
0,ν(TT ). We need to show the finiteness
of the spectral norm ‖z‖H ν̃ . For this we use the equivalence of the spectral norm ‖ · ‖H ν̃











|t− τ |−1+2(ν−ν̃) dtdτ ≤ C(ν, ν̃)‖z‖2Cν(TT )
where the double integral is finite due to ν > ν̃.











Lemma 1.24. For functions z ∈ Hs(TT ), 0 < s < 1 the spectral norm ‖z‖Hs = (
∑
k(1 +
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Proof. The Solobodeckij space and the spectrally defined fractional Sobolev space are both
Hilbert spaces. Hence, by the open mapping theorem, if suffices to verify the estimate








































x if 0 ≤ x ≤ T − τ,
T − x if T − τ ≤ x ≤ T.





































dξ. This finishes the proof.
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2 Some Direct Methods
2.1 Abstract results on ground states
In many applications semilinear equations of the form
Lu = f(x, t, u), on (x, t) ∈ RN × TT , (2.1)
are of interest. Often L is a closed, densely defined linear operator on a Hilbert space and
f is superlinear in u. We give new examples in the case
L = V (x)∂2t −∆ and f(x, t, u) = Γ(x)|u|
p−1u
for potentials V with negative background strength but also attaining positive values, and








F (x, t, u) dx with F (x, t, u) :=
∫ x
0
f(x, t, s) ds .
We call a weak solution of (2.1) a bound state. We call a bound state with minimal energy
among all bound states a ground state. The above situation can arise in wave guides. The
strategy for our abstract existence results is a rearrangement of the work [SW10] by A.
Szulkin and T. Weth. On the one hand we simplify their general Hilbert space results
to results on ”almost function spaces”, on the other hand we generalize their examples
with fully periodic structure to a theorem with different kinds of symmetries. By ”almost
function spaces” we mean a Hilbert space which embeds into a space of functions. To
highlight this, we write H for the abstract Hilbert space and û for an element in this
space. After applying S on û, we obtain a function. One can think of a sequence of




In this abstract part we do not explicitly use that bL corresponds to an operator, but
this is implicitly used in the examples to construct the Hilbert space H with the desired
properties.
2.1.1 Existence of a critical point
In this subsection we construct in a relatively general setting a critical point as candidate
for a ground state. The proof that this candidate is non-trivial will be done in the next
section since different settings require different strategies. Our assumptions throughout
this section are
(A1) Let H be a real Hilbert space, 〈·, ·〉 the scalar product on H, Ω ⊂ RN be open, p > 1.
Assume the embedding S : H ↪→ Lp+1(Ω,R) is continuous and S : H ↪→ Lp+1loc (Ω,R)
is compact. Furthermore assume that there is an orthogonal decomposition H =
H+ ⊕H0 ⊕H− with H+ 6= {0} and dim(H0) <∞.
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(A2) Let bL : H × H → R be a continuous, hermitian bilinear form. Assume that bL is
positive definite on H+, bL|H0×H0 ≡ 0, negative definite on H− and
bL (û, û) =
∥∥û+∥∥2 − ∥∥û−∥∥2.
where û± is the projection on H±.
(A3) Let f : Ω × R → R be a Caratheodory-function, and let F (x, u) :=
∫ x
0 f(x, s) ds.
Assume
a) there is C > 0 such that ∀ (x, u) ∈ Ω× R : |f(x, u)| ≤ C|u|p.
b) f(x, u) = o (u) uniformly in x ∈ Ω as u→ 0.
c) u 7→ f(x, u)/|u| is strictly increasing on R \ {0}.
d) For all compact Ω̃ ⊂ Ω we have F (x, u)/u2 →∞ uniformly in x ∈ Ω̃ as |u| → ∞.
Our guiding example f(x, u) = Γ(x)|u|p−1u with Γ ∈ L∞(Ω,R) and infΩ̃ Γ > 0 for all
compact Ω̃ ⊂ Ω satisfies (A3). If S : H ↪→ Lp1+1(Ω,R)∩Lp2+1(Ω,R) for 1 ≤ p1 < p2 <∞,
then (A3) part a) can be modified to |f(x, u)| ≤ C(|u|p1 + |u|p2). If Ω is bounded, then
(A3) part a) can be modified to |f(x, u)| ≤ C(1 + |u|p). For simplicity we only prove the
above version. We can also switch the sign of f in (A3) by switching the roles of H+ and
H−, if both are nontrivial. For convenience we only prove the above version. Note that
H0 = {0} and/or H− = {0} is allowed.
Proposition 2.1. Assume (A3). Then ∀u ∈ R \ {0} : 12f(x, u)u > F (x, u) > 0.
The proof of this observation is lengthy but elementary. We omit it here.
Definition 2.2. Assume (A1), (A2) and (A3). Let





F (x, Sû) dx .
Proposition 2.3. Assume (A1), (A2) and (A3). Then:
(i) I ∈ C1(H,R) with




(ii) I ′ (û) = o (‖û‖) as û→ 0.
(iii) Let V ⊂ H\ {0} be weakly closed. Then limr→∞ 1r2I (rû) =∞ uniformly for û ∈ V .
Proof. The proof for (i) is straightforward, we omit it. Part (ii) directly follows from
(A3) part b). Part (iii) can be found in the proof of Theorem 16 in [SW10], where we have
to modify one argument. Recall the constructions leading to the term 1
s2n
I(snun) and the
weak limit u ∈ E \ {0}. Since u is nontrivial we can find a compact subset Ω̃ ⊂ Ω such















by Fatou’s Lemma and (A3).
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Definition 2.4. Assume (A1), (A2) and (A3). Let
N :=
{
û ∈ H \ H0
∣∣ I ′ (û)[û] = 0, ∀ v̂ ∈ H− : I ′ (û)[v̂] = 0} , c := inf
N
I.
Then the set N contains all nontrivial critical points of I and N ⊂ H \ (H0 ⊕ H−).
Furthermore





f(x, Sû)Sû− F (x, Sû) dx+ 1
2
I ′ (û)[û],
hence I is positive on N , i.e., c ≥ 0. In the following we write B+ := {û ∈ H+ | ‖û‖ = 1}.
The set N is often called the Nehari or Nehari-Pankov manifold, see e.g. [Pan04]. The
value c is often called the ground state level. In our setting N is not necessary a C1-
manifold. We will obtain our candidate for the ground state by minimizing I ◦m : B+ →
R and extracting a weak limit. The projection m is constructed in Lemma 2.5 This
minimization is strongly related to minimizing I on N , but the latter may have not enough
smoothness in order to obtain a critical point (since N may not be a C1-manifold). Our
procedure will be done in several steps, where most of the time we refer to [SW10] for the
proofs. We start with observations on the projection m onto N .
Lemma 2.5 (See [SW10]). Assume (A1), (A2) and (A3). Then:
(i) Let ŵ ∈ H \ (H0 ⊕ H−) be arbitrary. Then the map R>0 × (H0 ⊕ H−) → R,
(s, v̂) 7→ I (s ŵ+ + v̂) has exactly one critical point m̃(ŵ). Furthermore this critical
point is a strict maximum and m̃(ŵ) ∈ N .
(ii) The map m̃ : H \ (H0 ⊕ H−) → N is continuous. Furthermore the map m :=
m̃|B+ : B+ → N is a homemorphism.
Part (i) of this Lemma is a reformulation of Proposition 39 in [SW10]. Observe that
m̃(ŵ) = m̃(ŵ+) = m̃( 1‖ŵ+‖ ŵ
+). Part (ii) of this Lemma is Proposition 31 in [SW10]. We
do not give a proof here. We now define our auxiliary functional Ψ.
Definition 2.6. Assume (A1), (A2) and (A3). Define Ψ̃ : H+ \ {0} → R, Ψ̃(ŵ) :=
I (m̃(ŵ)) and Ψ := Ψ̃|B+.
Note that we use Ψ since N may not be a C1-manifold but S+ is. The map m̃ may not
be C1, but the composition Ψ̃ = I ◦ m̃ is C1 by the next Proposition.
Proposition 2.7 (See [SW10]). Assume (A1), (A2) and (A3). Then:




(ii) Ψ ∈ C1(B+,R) and ∀ ŵ, v̂ ∈ H+ \ {0} : Ψ′(ŵ)[v̂] = ‖m(ŵ)+‖I ′ (m(ŵ))[v̂].
(iii) If (ŵn)n is a Palais-Smale sequence for Ψ, then (m(ŵn))n is a Palais-Smale sequence
for I. If (ûn)n ⊂ N is a bounded Palais-Smale sequence for I, then (m−1(ûn))n is
a Palais-Smale sequence for Ψ.
(iv) ŵ is a critical point of Ψ if and only if m(ŵ) is a nontrivial critical point of I.
Moreover infB+ Ψ = infN I.
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This proposition is a combination of Proposition 32 and Corollary 33 in [SW10]. We finish
our preparations with the following Lemma.
Lemma 2.8 (See [SW10]). Assume (A1), (A2) and (A3). Then:
(i) ∃ δ > 0 ∀ ŵ ∈ H \ (H0 ⊕H−) : ‖m̃(ŵ)+‖ ≥ δ.
(ii) For each compact set K ⊂ H \ (H0 ⊕ H−) there is some constant CK such that
∀ ŵ ∈ K : ‖m̃(ŵ)‖ ≤ CK .
This lemma follows from Proposition 2.3, but the proof is not straightforward. The details
can be found in the proof for Theorem 35 in [SW10]. Next we observe some compactness
of the nonlinearity. This lemma is not explicitly stated in [SW10], hence we give a proof
for it.
Lemma 2.9. Assume (A1) and (A3). Let v ∈ Lp+1(Ω,R) be fixed. Then the following
map is weakly continuous:
H 3 û 7→
∫
Ω
f(x, Sû)v dx .
Proof. Observe that the map Lp+1(Ω) 3 u 7→ f(·, u(·)) ∈ L(p+1)′(Ω) is continuous and
Lipschitz-continuous on Lp+1(Ω)-bounded sets since f is a Caratheodory-function and
satisfies the growth restriction (A3) part a). The proof of this observation is lengthy, and
not very insightful, hence we refer to [Str08] for details. Analogously for any compact set
Ω̃ ⊂ Ω the map Lp+1(Ω̃) 3 u 7→ f(·, u(·)) ∈ L(p+1)′(Ω̃) is continuous. Let ûn ⇀ û in H and
let ε > 0 be arbitrary. Then by (A1) we know supn ‖f(·, Sûn)− f(·, Sû)‖L(p+1)′ (Ω) < ∞
and for any compact Ω̃ ⊂ Ω we have Sûn → Sû in Lp+1(Ω̃). We choose a compact set













|f(x, Sûn)− f(x, Sû)||v|dx+
∫
Ω\Ω̃
|f(x, Sûn)− f(x, Sû)||v| dx
≤ ‖f(·, Sûn)− f(·, Sû)‖L(p+1)′ (Ω̃)‖v‖Lp+1(Ω̃) + ε −→ ε.
Since ε > 0 was arbitrary, the claim is proven.
We have gathered all technical preparations for the main result of this subsection: We will
show how to find a good candidate for the ground state.
Theorem 2.10. Assume (A1), (A2), (A3). Then:
(i) There is a sequence (ŵn)n ⊂ B+ such that Ψ(ŵn)→ infB+ Ψ and Ψ′(ŵn)→ 0.
(ii) Setting ûn := m(ŵn) we have (ûn)n ⊂ N , I (ûn) → infN I and I ′ (ûn) → 0. Fur-
thermore infn ‖ûn‖ > 0 and there is some û ∈ H such that ûn ⇀ û in H up to a
subsequence.
(iii) Let (ûn)n ⊂ H, û ∈ H such that ûn ⇀ û, and I ′ (ûn)→ 0. Then I ′ (û) = 0.
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Proof. (i) Take a minimizing sequence (ŵn)n ⊂ B+ for Ψ. Since Ψ ∈ C1(B+,R) and
B+ is a C1-manifold, we can use Ekeland’s variational principle to assume w.l.o.g.
Ψ′(ŵn)→ 0.
(ii) (ûn)n ⊂ N , I (ûn) → infN I and I ′ (ûn) → 0 are clear by construction of m and
Proposition 2.7. The fact that infn ‖ûn‖ > 0 follows by Lemma 2.8. Following the
lines of the proof for Proposition 36 in [SW10], we see that (ûn)n is bounded in H.
Hence there is some û ∈ H and some subsequence (again denoted by (ûn)n), such
that ûn ⇀ û in H.
(iii) Let ϕ̂ ∈ H be arbitrary. By continuity of I ′, bL and Lemma 2.9 we see














I ′ (ûn)[ϕ̂] = 0.
Hence I ′ (û) = 0.
Theorem 2.10 can be read in the following way: Part (i) guarantees the existence of
a minimizing Palais-Smale-sequence for Ψ on B+. Part (ii) translates it into a weakly
convergent Palais-Smale sequence for I on N , which is in addition bounded away from
zero. Part (iii) says that the weak limit of any weakly convergent Palais-Smale-sequence
is a critical point. We have not claimed yet, that the limits in (ii) or (iii) are non-trivial.
This is the goal of the following subsection, where we provide two different approaches.
2.1.2 Non-Triviality
In this section we provide two settings where we can guarantee the existence of a non-trivial
ground state.
2.1.2.1 Case 1: compact non-linearity
In this section we assume that we have a compact non-linearity.
(B) The derivative of the map H 3 û 7→
∫
Ω F (x, Sû) dx ∈ R is weakly continuous.
We give two examples.
Proposition 2.11. Assume (A1), (A3) and one of the following conditions:
(i) Ω ⊂ RN is bounded.
(ii) Ω ⊂ RN is unbounded and for each fixed û ∈ H, ε > 0 and δ > 0 there is some
compact Ω̃ ⊂ Ω such that
sup
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Then assumption (B) is true.
An example for the case (ii) is f(x, u) = Γ(x)|u|p−1u with p > 1 and Γ ∈ L∞(Ω,R),
lim|x|→∞ Γ(x) = 0.
Proof. In case of (i) the claim directly follows from assumption (A1). For case (ii) we
do a calculation similar to Lemma 2.9. Let ûn ⇀ û in H, ε > 0 be arbitrary and define
δ := supn ‖Sûn − Sû‖Lp+1(Ω). Next we choose some compact Ω̃ ⊂ Ω so large, such that
sup





















|f(x, Sûn)− f(x, Sû)| · |Sv̂|dx+
∫
Ω\Ω̃
|f(x, Sûn)− f(x, Sû)| · |Sv̂| dx
≤ ‖f(x, Sûn)− f(x, Sû)‖L(p+1)′ (Ω̃) · ‖Sv̂‖Lp+1(Ω̃)
+ ‖f(x, Sûn)− f(x, Sû)‖L(p+1)′ (Ω\Ω̃) · ‖Sv̂‖Lp+1(Ω\Ω̃)











≤ ‖f(x, Sûn)− f(x, Sû)‖L(p+1)′ (Ω̃)‖S‖H→Lp+1(Ω) + ε→ ε.
Since ε > 0 was arbitrary, the derivative is weakly continuous.
Theorem 2.12. Assume (A1), (A2), (A3) and (B). Then the ground state c for equation
(2.1) is attained, i.e., there is some û∗ ∈ H \ {0} s.t. I ′ (û∗) = 0 and I (û∗) = c.
Proof. By Theorem 2.10 part (i) there is some sequence (ûn)n ⊂ N and û∗ ∈ H such that
ûn ⇀ û
∗ in H, I (ûn) → c and I ′ (ûn) → 0. We use (B) and follow the lines of the proof
of Proposition 36 in [SW10]. Then we obtain that I satisfies the Palais-Smale condition.
Hence (ûn)n has a convergent subsequence (again denoted by (ûn)n), i.e., ûn → û in H.
Since infn ‖ûn‖ > 0, the limit û is not 0. Continuity of I and I ′ yield: û is a non-trivial
ground state of I.
2.1.2.2 Case 2: Cylindrical symmetry
In this subsubsection we assume to work in a cylindrically symmetric setting. The first
components are radially symmetric directions (either none or at least 2 but not 1), the
middle components denote unbounded directions, where we assume translation invariance
of the functional on a grid and the last components denote periodic directions. In our
examples the last components will refer to time, when we look for breather solutions.
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(C0) Let Nrad, Ntrans, Nper ∈ N0, Nrad 6= 1, N := Nrad + Ntrans + Nper ≥ 1. Define
O(Nrad) := {U ∈ RNrad×Nrad | UUT = IdNrad}. Let ζ1, . . . , ζNtrans ∈ R>0, ζ :=
diag(ζ1, . . . , ζNtrans) ∈ RNtrans×Ntrans . Let T
Nper
T denote the Cartesian product of
Nper toruses with periods T = (T1, . . . , TNper) ∈ R
Nper
>0 . Let Ω := RNrad × RNtrans ×
TNperT
(C1) Let 1 ≤ p∗ < p < p∗ < ∞ and assume that S : H ↪→ Lp∗+1(Ω,R) ∩ Lp
∗+1(Ω,R)
is continuous. Furthermore there is a sequence of balls Bj ⊂ RNrad×Ntrans , j ∈ N,
such that
⋃
j Bj = RNrad×Ntrans , each point of RNrad×Ntrans is contained in at most









(C2) For any û ∈ H, k ∈ ZNtrans , U ∈ O(Nrad) assume
(Sû)(U ·, ·+ ζk, ·) ∈ Range(S) and
∥∥S−1 ((Sû)(U ·, ·+ ζk, ·))∥∥ = ‖û‖,
i.e., H respects the ζ-cylindrical symmetry of Ω.
(C3) For any û ∈ H, k ∈ ZNtrans , U ∈ O(Nrad) assume
I
(
S−1 ((Sû)(U ·, ·+ ζk, ·))
)
= I (û),
i.e., I respects the ζ-cylindrical symmetry of Ω.
In our examples we will have the case p∗ = 1 and p
∗ < 2∗ − 1 where 2∗ is the critical
Sobolev exponent. One key observation is the following variant of P.L. Lions concentration
compactness lemma (1984) to obtain a compactness argument. It will tell us, that the mass
of our Palais-Smale sequence not just vanishes, but can be found in balls of uniform radii
whose centers are possibly converging to infinity. For this we need the technical assumption
(C1). If the nonlinearity f in (A3) is cylindrically symmetric in x and (C2) holds, then
(C3) is obviously true.
Lemma 2.13. Assume (A1), (A3), (C0) and (C1). Let r > 0, q ∈ [p∗, p∗) and (ûn)n ⊂ H




∣∣∣∣ (x, y) ∈ RNrad+Ntrans}→ 0, as n→∞.
Then Sûn → 0 in Lt+1(Ω) for any t ∈ (p∗, p∗).
The following proof is based on [Wil96] with a generalization inspired by the appendix of
[HR19].









p∗+1 . By a corollary of Hölder’s inequality we
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Observe that λ → 0 < p∗+1q+1 as s → q and λ → 1 >
p∗+1
p∗+1 as s → p
∗. Hence there is some













Summing over balls (for further details on this step, see in the proof of Lemma 2.20) and
applying assumption (C1) we obtain∫
Ω
|Sûn|s+1 d(x, y, z) ≤M (1−λ)(s+1)n · C‖ûn‖
p∗+1.


















Observe that the previous lemma does not need any of our symmetry assumptions. We
are now ready to prove the existence of a ground state.
Theorem 2.14. Assume (A1), (A2), (A3) and (C0), (C1), (C2), (C3). Then the ground
state level c = infN I is attained, i.e., there is some û∗ ∈ H \ {0} s.t. I ′ (û∗) = 0 and
I (û∗) = c.
Proof. By Theorem 2.10 part (ii) there is some sequence (ûn)n ⊂ N such that I (ûn)→ c
and I ′ (ûn) → 0. As in the proof of Theorem 20 in [SW10] we see Sûn 9 0 in Lp+1(Ω).
Setting r = 1 we obtain by Lemma 2.13 the existence of some constant δ > 0 and points
(xn, yn) ∈ RNrad+Ntrans such that
∀n ∈ N : ‖Sûn‖Lp+1(B1(xn,yn)×TNperT )
≥ δ.
If Nrad = 0, then we do consider no x-direction. Otherwise we have Nrad ≥ 2. For r > 2
we write Ar := Br+2(0) \ Br−2(0), i.e., Ar is an annulus centered at 0 with width 4. By
rotational symmetry we can observe that there is a constant c = c(Nrad) > 0 such that















Since the left hand side is bounded and the right hand side grows linear in r, we see that
xn can not be unbounded, i.e., ρx := supn |xn| <∞. Let ỹn ∈ {ζk | k ∈ ZNtrans} such that
|yn − ỹn| = min{|yn − ζk| : k ∈ ZNtrans}.
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Define ρy := supn |yn − ỹn| ≤
√
Ntrans maxj ζj < ∞, ρz := maxj Tj < ∞ and write
ρ := 1 + max{ρx, ρy, ρz}. This number will be the radius of a ball around the origin where
we do not lose Lp+1-mass. We define our new sequence v̂n := S
−1 ((Sûn)(U ·, ·+ Sk, ·)).
Note that possibly v̂n /∈ N , but we will prove that its limit will be the desired ground state.
Since by assumption (A2) and (C3) I and ‖·‖ are invariant under such shifts, we still have
I (v̂n) → c, I ′ (v̂n) → 0 and ‖v̂n‖ = ‖ûn‖. Hence (v̂n)n is a minimizing Palais-Smale
sequence for I and is bounded in H. Thus there is some v̂∗ ∈ H and some subsequence
(again subscripted by n) such that v̂n ⇀ v̂
∗ in H. Applying Theorem 2.10 part (iii) we see
I ′ (v̂∗) = 0. It remains to show v̂∗ 6= 0 and I (v̂∗) = c. Observe that by our construction




Using the local compactness in assumption (A1) we see v̂∗ 6= 0. Hence v̂∗ ∈ N and
I (v̂∗) ≥ c. Observe that the local compactness in assumption (A1) also implies Sv̂n → Sv̂∗
pointwise almost everywhere on Ω after taking a suitable subsequence (again subscripted
by n). By Fatou’s Lemma and Proposition 2.1 we see
c = lim inf
n












f(x, Sv̂∗)Sv̂∗ − F (x, Sv̂∗) d(x, y, z) = I (Sv̂∗),
i.e., I (Sv̂∗) = c.
2.2 Abstract spectral tools
In this section we give a toolbox to construct the Hilbert space H suitable to an operator
L of the form
L = V (x)∂2t −∆, (x, t) ∈ Ω× TT
for some potential V independent of the variable t and ∆ denoting the Laplacian acting
only on the variables x. Shortly recall, we refer to the variables x ∈ Ω as space and refer
to the periodic variable t ∈ TT as time, where TT denotes the one-dimensional torus of
period T . Since we consider sign-changing potentials V , the bilinear form
bL (u, v) =
∫
Ω×TT
−V (x)ut vt + ux vx d(x, t)
formally corresponding to the operator L is neither bounded from above or below, hence
we cannot use Friedrich’s extension (see e.g. [RS10]) to construct L and its domain as a
self-adjoint operator from the bilinear form, as mentioned in the Introduction. One key in























, ûk(x) := 〈u(x, ·), ek〉L2(TT ) ,
i.e., (ek)k denotes the L
2(TT )-orthonormal Fourier base on TT . The advantage of this
decomposition is, that now we can analyze the operators Lk = −∆− k2ω2V (x). Observe
that V (x) is not in front of derivatives and for suitable V the operator Lk is self-adjoint
on L2(Ω). On the other hand, we have to deal with countably many such operators and
have to find a proper domain for the new bilinear form corresponding to L =
⊕
k Lk. In
Section 2.2 we use the self-adjointness of the operators Lk to construct a norm suitable for
assumption (A2). The embedding results in Section 2.2.3 will be the crucial ingredients
to verify assumption (A1). This whole section is inspired by the techniques in [HR19],
but we formulate the procedure in a more general setting. Later we apply these results
to the examples in Section 2.3. There we will consider the L2(RN )-self-adjoint operators
Lk := −∆− k2ω2V (x) with the corresponding hermitian sesquilinear forms bLk (ûk, v̂k) =∫
RN ∇ûk∇v̂k − k
2ω2V (x)ûkv̂k dx for ûk, v̂k ∈ H1(RN ).
2.2.1 Decomposition of a Hilbert space by a self-adjoint operator
We first consider only one operator and list some known results on self-adjoint operators
including deeper results on functional calculus. We omit many calculations and auxil-
iary constructions, for reference, one can find details and further results in [RS10]. Let
(X, 〈·, ·〉X) be a complex (or real) Hilbert space, (H, 〈·, ·〉H) be a complex (or real) Hilbert
space and a subspace of X, A : D(A)→ X be self-adjoint on X and bA : H ×H → C be a
closed, hermitian sesquilinear form such that
∀u ∈ D(A), v ∈ H : bA (u, v) = 〈Au, v〉X .
Please note that: For given A and X, functional calculus for self-adjoint operators uniquely
defines bA and H. For given X and a lower bounded, hermitian, closed sesquilinear form
bA, Friedrich’s extension theorem uniquely defines H and A.
In the following we assume in addition: If 0 ∈ σ(A), then it is an eigenvalue of finite
multiplicity and isolated from the rest of σ(A), i.e., there is some ε > 0 such that (−ε, ε)∩
σ(A) ⊂ {0}. Using the functional calculus for self-adjoint operators, we obtain: For each
λ ∈ R there exists a projection P λ : X → X which is uniquely determined by









Note that by our additional assumption on the spectrum, P 0 has finite dimensional range,
i.e., it is compact. Using these projections we define the positive and negative projectors
P±, P± : H → H± by


















u0 := P 0u H0 := P 0H.
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where ε > 0 is chosen as above. Last we define the sesquilinear-form corresponding to
|A|:









This sesquilinear form is a scalar product on H+⊕H− which is equivalent to 〈·, ·〉H . The
sesquilinear form





is an equivalent scalar product to 〈·, ·〉H on H = H+ ⊕ H0 ⊕ H−. By construction we
have


































Furthermore we can calculate for any u, v ∈ H
































2.2.2 Abstract construction of a sequence space
We now consider at most countably many operators. Let K ⊂ Z and for all k ∈ K let
Xk be a Hilbert space, Hk ⊂ Xk be a subspace and Lk be a self-adjoint operator on Xk
such that: if 0 ∈ σ(Lk), then it is an eigenvalue of finite multiplicity and isolated from
the rest of σ(Lk). As in section 2.2.1: 〈·, ·〉|Lk| := b|Lk| (·, ·) +
〈
P 0k ·, P 0k ·
〉
is a scalar product























































Then the composite sesquilinear form








D(Lk), Lû := (Lkûk)k
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is self-adjoint on X , since each Lk is self-adjoint on Xk, and we have
∀ û ∈ D(L), v̂ ∈ H : bL (û, v̂) = 〈Lû, v̂〉X .
Furthermore we have the projectors





, H± := P±H,





, H0 := P 0H,
i.e., we have an orthogonal decomposition H = H+ ⊕H0 ⊕H− and bL is positive definite
on H+, bL is negative definite on H− and bL|H0×H0 ≡ 0. Furthermore










We observe that the sequence space H as domain for the sesquilinear form of a decom-
posed operator L =
⊕
k Lk with a structure suitable to assumption (A2) can always be
constructed if for any k ∈ K we have: if 0 ∈ σ(Lk), then it is an eigenvale of finite multi-
plicity and isolated from the rest of σ(Lk).
We recapitulate what we have achieved up to now and how we will continue: Formally given
an operator L = V (x)∂2t −∆ for functions on (x, t) ∈ Ω×TT , we can formally decompose
L by Fourier series in time into Lk = −∆ − k2ω2V (x). For these operators we can rig-
orously write down the sesquilinear forms bLk (ûk, v̂k) =
∫
RN ∇ûk∇v̂k − k
2ω2V (x)ûkv̂k dx
and a corresponding domain. For suitable potentials V , these sesquilinear forms are closed,
hermitian and semi-bounded, and hence Lk is self-adjoint. Using functional calculus, we
construct new scalar products 〈·, ·〉|Lk|. Now we can write down the sequence space H
such that the sesquilinear form bL is well defined and hermitian and we can even write
down the self-adjoint operator L. For sufficiently regular functions u, v we can expect
bL (û, v̂) = bL (u, v), where u(x, t) =
∑
k ûk(x)ek(t) and for v respectively. For the exis-
tence of ground states in the examples, we do not use the operator L and we only use the
sesquilinear form bL and the Hilbert space H. We did not claim, how the space H exactly
looks like, except the fact that it is a subset of
⊕
k∈K Hk. In general this is a very hard
task and only in the example Section 2.3.1 we can characterize H precisely as a function
space H. In the following section we will prove an embedding of H into Lp+1(Ω× TT ),
which yields sufficient knowledge to apply our abstract results of Section 2.1 in the other
examples in Secion 2.3.2 and Section 2.3.3.
2.2.3 Embeddings by spectral information for wave-like operators
As mentioned in the Introduction this section is again inspired by [HR19]. We do not
consider specific examples but give the more general toolbox mentioned in the beginning.
Observe that here we mostly work on complex spaces. In the application later we will
apply the results on real spaces.
We start with an inequality concerning the question: ”Having (−c|k|a, c|k|a) ∈ σ(Lk)C
for Lk = −∆ − ω2k2V (x), how can we estimate 〈·, ·〉|Lk| from below using ‖∇û‖L2(Ω)?”
We keep track of constants and in addition we keep different possible structures for V in
mind, since V ∈ L∞(Ω,R) and V (x) = −α+ βδ0(x) behave differently.
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Theorem 2.15. Let (X, 〈·, ·〉X) be a Hilbert space, (H, 〈·, ·〉H) be a Hilbert space and a
subspace of X, A : D(A) → X be self-adjoint on X and bA : H × H → C be a closed,
hermitian bilinear form such that
∀u ∈ D(A), v ∈ H : bA (u, v) = 〈Au, v〉X .
Furthermore let 0 /∈ σ(A) and define ρ := dist(0, σ(A)) > 0. Assume in addition bA =
bD + bV for hermitian sesquilinear forms bD, bV such that H ⊂ D(bD) ∩ D(bV ). Then:
(i) If there is a constant CV > 0 such that
∀ ε > 0, u ∈ H : |bV (u, u)| ≤ CV ·
(







∀u ∈ H : b|A| (u, u) ≥
ρ
C2V













(ii) If there is some CV > 0 such that
∀u ∈ H : |bV (u, u)| ≤ CV ‖u‖2X ,
then




















(e.g. c.f. [HR19]), and case (ii) refers to bounded potentials V , since ‖V (x)u‖2L2(R) ≤
‖V ‖L∞(R)‖u‖
2
L2(R) for bounded functions V .



























Observe that H0 = {0}, since 0 /∈ σ(A). We now directly obtain for all u ∈ H
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Obviously this is also true if bD (u
+, u+) ≤ 0. Maximizing in µ ∈ (0, 1) we obtain























































































1 + 2 ρ
C2V
,
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and hence














Obviously this is again true if bD (u
−, u−) ≤ 0. Putting all together we obtain for
any u ∈ H:




















































for r > 0.




























































































Obviously this is also true if bD (u
+, u+) ≤ 0. Maximizing in µ ∈ (0, 1) we obtain
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Obviously this is again true if bD (u
−, u−) ≤ 0. Putting all together we obtain for
any u ∈ H




















i.e., we have proven the claim.
The next theorem embeds a sequence space into Lp-spaces for p less than some critical
exponent p∗ using the Fourier reconstruction operator. Here we obtain an explicit formula
for p∗. Moreover the embedding is locally compact.














Furthermore let p∗ := 2n(a+b)+4n(a+b)+2−2a . Define the Fourier reconstruction operator
(Sû) (x, t) :=
∑
k∈Z\{0}







Then for p ∈ [2, p∗): S : Ĥ ↪→ Lp(Rn × TT ) is continuous and S : Ĥ ↪→ Lp(Ω̃× TT ) is
compact for any compact set Ω̃ ⊂ Rn.






u(x)e−i〈x,ξ〉 dx for u ∈ L1(Rn) ∩ L2(Rn),
continuously extend F to F : L2(Rn)→ L2(Rn) and we define













, p ∈ [1,∞),
supk ‖ûk‖L∞(Rn), p =∞.
Often one writes ‖û‖Lp(Rn×Z) as ‖û‖Lpk(Z)Lpx(Rn). We continue in two steps.
Step 1: A general interpolation argument.
By Parseval’s and Plancherel’s identity we know
































n ‖F û‖L1(Rn×Z) ≤ ‖F û‖L1(Rn×Z).
Using the Riesz-Thorin-interpolation and the Hölder conjugate p′ = pp−1 we see
∀ p ∈ [2,∞] : ‖Sû‖Lp(Rn×TT ) ≤ ‖F û‖Lp′ (Rn×Z).
Step 2: Estimating Lp
′
-norms of the Fourier transform.
We next bound ‖F û‖Lp′ (Rn×Z) using the ‖·‖Ĥ -norm. We start with an elementary but
technical estimate. Let ρ := a+ b. Then ρ ≥ 2 > a. Using Young’s inequality for products































|ξ|2 + ρ− a
ρ
|k|a ≤ |k|−b|ξ|2 + |k|a.








































































































































< −1 ⇔ p′ > 2nρ+ 4














> n ⇔ p′ > 2nρ
2a+ nρ
.
Observe that 2nρ+42a+2+nρ >
2nρ
2a+nρ , i.e., the convergence of the sum implies the convergence
of the integral. Moreover:
p′ >
2nρ+ 4
2a+ 2 + nρ
⇔ p < 2nρ+ 4
nρ+ 2− 2a
=: p∗.
Combining both steps we see: For p ∈ [2, p∗) the Fourier reconstruction operator S : H ↪→
Lp(Rn × TT ) is continuous. Last we prove the local compactness of S. Observe first that
p∗ < 2n+1n−1 and 2
n+1
n−1 is the critical Sobolev exponent for H
1(Rn × TT ) ↪→ L2
n+1
n−1 (Rn × TT ).
Now let Ω̃ ⊂ Rn be compact. For fixed K ∈ N we define the map (S(K)û)(x, t) :=∑
|k|≤K ûk(x)ek(t). Since S
(K) only sees finitely many Fourier coefficients ûk ∈ H1(Ω̃),
we obtain S(K)û ∈ H1(Ω̃× TT ), and hence S(K) : H ↪→ Lp(Ω̃× TT ) is compact since



























asK →∞. Here we used the absolute convergence of the sum. Hence S : H ↪→ Lp(Ω̃× TT )
is the limit of compact operators and therefore compact itself.
We combine the last two theorems into two results, as in step 4. of the toolbox mentioned
in the Introduction. The first result focuses on step potentials, the second result focuses
on δ-potentials.
Theorem 2.17. Let V ∈ L∞(Rn). Then Lk := −∆ − k2ω2V (x) : H2(Rn) → L2(Rn) are
self-adjoint operators on L2(Rn) with D(bLk) = H1(Rn) for k ∈ Zodd. Assume:
(i) There are N ∈ N0, c > 0 such that for all |k| > N we have (−c · |k|, c · |k|) ⊂ ρ(Lk).
(ii) If |k| ≤ N and 0 ∈ σ(Lk), then 0 is an eigenvalue of finite multiplicity and isolated




1(Rn) with ‖û‖2H :=
∑
k∈Zodd 〈û, û〉|Lk| as in Section 2.2.1. Then the
Fourier reconstruction operator S : H ↪→ Lp+1(Rn × TT ) is continuous and locally compact
for p ∈ [1, 1 + 2n).
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Proof. For self-adjointness of Lk and the domain of the sesquilinear form we cite [RS10].
We will absorb constants independent of k into c, i.e., c may change from line to line
but stays positive and bounded away from zero. By Section 2.2.2 the scalar products
〈·, ·〉|Lk| := b|Lk| (·, ·) +
〈
P 0k ·, P 0k ·
〉
are equivalent to the standard H1(Rn) scalar product.
Since V is bounded, we have for any ûk ∈ H1(Rn):∣∣b−k2ω2V (x) (ûk, ûk)∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣−k2ω2 ∫
Rn
V (x)|ûk|2 dx
∣∣∣∣ ≤ k2ω2‖V ‖L∞(Rn)‖ûk‖2L2(Rn).
For |k| > N we know P 0k ≡ 0 and we can use our spectral gap assumption to apply
Theorem 2.15 part (ii). We obtain for |k| > N :




















Observe that b−∆ (v, v) = ‖∇v‖2L2(Rn) and in general ∇ and P
±
k do not commute. Using














∥∥∇ (û+k )∥∥2L2(Rn) + ∥∥∇ (û−k )∥∥2L2(Rn)
≥ 1
2
∥∥∇ (û+k )+∇ (û−k )∥∥2L2(Rn) = 12‖∇ûk‖2L2(Rn).
Absorbing all constants independent of k into c we obtain:
∃ c > 0: ∀ |k| > N, ûk ∈ H1(Rn) : b|Lk| (ûk, ûk) ≥ c · |k|
−1‖∇ûk‖2L2(Rn).
By the spectral gap assumption we know:
∀ |k| > N, ûk ∈ H1(Rn) : b|Lk| (ûk, ûk) ≥ c · |k|
1‖ûk‖2L2(Rn).
Combining both estimates we see: ∃ c > 0: ∀ |k| > N, ûk ∈ H1(Rn) :






For |k| ≤ N we use the fact that the 〈·, ·〉|Lk| scalar product dominates the standard
H1(Rn) scalar product, i.e., there are constants µk > 0 such that:







Possibly shrinking c such that 0 < c
!
≤ min|k|≤N µk|k| , we obtain:






Hence, the ‖·‖H-norm dominates the ‖·‖Ĥ -norm with a := b := 1 and Ĥ as in Theorem 2.16.
Using this theorem we calculate:
p∗ :=
2n(a+ b) + 4
n(a+ b) + 2− 2a
− 1 = 1 + 2
n
.
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Theorem 2.18. Let V (x) = −α+
∑
l∈N βlδxl(x) with α > 0, supl∈N |βl| <∞ and (xl)l ⊂ R
has no accumulation point. Then Lk := −∆− k2ω2V (x) : D(Lk)→ L2(R) are self-adjoint
operators on L2(Rn) with D(bLk) = H1(Rn) for k ∈ Zodd. Assume:
(i) There are N ∈ N0, c > 0 such that for all |k| > N we have (−c · k2, c · k2) ⊂ ρ(Lk).
(ii) If |k| ≤ N and 0 ∈ σ(Lk), then 0 is an eigenvalue of finite multiplicity and isolated




1(Rn) with ‖û‖2H :=
∑
k∈Zodd 〈û, û〉|Lk| as in Section 2.2.1. Then the
Fourier reconstruction operator S : H ↪→ Lp+1(R× TT ) is continuous and locally compact
for p ∈ [1, 5).
Proof. We cite [HR19] to observe that there is C > 0 such that










Using the same proof as for Theorem 2.17 with the obvious changes of using Theorem 2.15
part (i) and adjusting the growth of the spectral gap, we obtain:








2n(a+ b) + 4
n(a+ b) + 2− 2a
− 1 = 5.
At this point we want to remark, that the authors in [HR19] guarantee a linear growing
spectral gap in the case of periodically distributed δ-potentials and their calculations are
optimal in the growth of the spectral gap. Hence Theorem 2.18 is not exactly the same
as [HR19] and the quadratic growth of the spectral gap improves the range of applicable
exponents p. We sketch another example with two δ’s for the application Theorem 2.18.
We omit many straightforward calculation, since we do not use this example in the rest
of this work, but it could be treated exactly as in Section 2.3.
Remark 2.19. Let α, β, T, r > 0 and set ω := 2πT . Let V (x) = −α+βδ−r(x)+βδ−r(x) and
Lk := −∆−k2ω2V (x) : D(Lk)→ L2(R). Argue as Section 2.3.1.1 for the exact character-
ization of D(Lk). Then σ(Lk) = {λk,1, λk,2} ∪ [αk2ω2,∞) and λk,1, λk,2 ∈ (−∞, αk2ω2)





αk2ω2 − λk,1 · exp
(√




































αk2ω2 − λk,2 · exp
(√




αk2ω2 − λk,2 r
)



























Furthermore λk,j is a simple eigenvalue. We omit the calculations for this statement.
Observe that the left hand side grows quadratic in |k| and the right hand side grows linear
in |k| provided |λk,j | < 12αk
2ω2. Hence there are N ∈ N0, c > 0 such that for all |k| >
N we have (−12αk
2ω2, 12αk
2ω2) ⊂ ρ(Lk). Applying Theorem 2.18 we see: The Fourier
reconstruction operator S : H ↪→ Lp+1(R× TT ) is continuous and locally compact for p ∈
[1, 5).
We do not expect that the Theorems 2.17 and 2.18 are optimal in the sense that the
exponent p∗ is maximal. In fact we will prove in Section 2.3.1, i.e., n = 1 and V (x) =
βδ0(x)−α, that the range of S is a strict subset of H1(R× TT ) and hence H embeds into
Lp+1(R× TT ) for any p ∈ [1,∞) via S.
Before starting with the example section, we prove another technical lemma concerning
some kind of local Sobolev inequality combined with Minkowski’s inequality for integrals.
Lemma 2.20. In the setting of Section 2.2.2 let K ⊂ Z \ {0}, Xk := L2(RN ) and Hk :=
H1(RN ). Assume (A1), (A2) and there are 1 < p < p∗ < N+3N−1 if N ≥ 2 and 1 < p < p
∗ <
∞ if N = 1 such that S : H ↪→ Lp∗+1(RN × TT )∩Lp
∗+1(RN × TT ) is continuous. Assume
further there are a, b, c,K0 > 0 such that:
∀ |k| > K0, ûk : 〈ûk, ûk〉|Lk| ≥ c ·
(




and in addition S : Ĥ → Lp∗+1(RN × TT ) is continuous with Ĥ as in Theorem 2.16. Set
R := N + 1. Then there is some C > 0 such that∑
j∈ZN
‖Sû‖2Lp∗+1(BR(j)×TT ) ≤ C‖û‖
2,
i.e., assumption (C1) with p∗ = 1, Bj = BR(j) and N
∗ = (4N + 5)N is true.
Proof. For simplicity and better readability we prove the claim for K0 = 0. If K0 > 0,
we can make adjustments for |k| ≤ N exactly as in the proof of Theorem 2.17. Clearly⋃
j∈ZN BR(j) = RN since R >
√
N . Moreover each ball overlaps with at most N∗ :=
(4N + 5)N other balls (this number N∗ is far from being optimal but an upper bound). In
the following we absorb any constant independent of k and j into C > 0, i.e., the constant
C may change from line to line. Citing [HKT08] we see there are continuation operators
Ej : H
1(BR(j)) → H1(RN ) with Ej(u)|BR(j) ≡ u and ‖Ej(u)‖L2(RN ) ≤ C‖u‖L2(BR(j)),
‖∇Ej(u)‖L2(RN ) ≤ C‖∇u‖L2(BR(j)) with C > 0 independent j. Using continuity of




≤ C‖Ej(ûk)(x) · ek(t)‖2Lp∗+1(RN×TT )
≤ C
(
|k|a‖Ej(ûk)(x) · ek(t)‖2L2(RN×TT ) + |k|
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We next sum over all balls using the following idea: We decompose the union
⋃
j∈ZN BR(j) =
RN into sets (Dm)m∈N consisting of all nonempty intersections of balls BR(j) and let M an
index family be such that (Dm)m∈M are disjoint and
⋃
m∈M Dm = RN . We observe that
for each m ∈ N we need at most N∗ indices ml1 , . . . ,mlL ∈M such that Dm =
⋃L
j=1Dmlj .












Absorbing N∗ into C we now obtain the claim by calculating∑
j∈ZN









This section is one of our our main contributions to new knowledge about semilinear
wave equations like (2.1) applying direct variational calculus. We prove the existence of a
ground state for
V (x)utt − uxx = Γ(x)|u|p−1u, (x, t) ∈ R× TT , (2.2)
V (x)utt −∆u = Γ(|x|)|u|p−1u, (x, t) ∈ RN × TT . (2.3)
More precisely in Section 2.3.1 we analyze (2.2) with V (x) = −α + βδ0(x) and Γ(x)→ 0
as |x| → ∞. In Section 2.3.2 we analyze (2.2) with V (x) = −α + β 1[−r,r](|x|) and and
Γ(x)→ 0 as |x| → ∞. In Section 2.3.3 we analyze (2.3) with V (x) = −α + β 1BR(0)(|x|),
0 < Γ ∈ L∞ and N = 2. Equation (2.2) with 0 < Γ ∈ L∞ periodic and either V (x) =
−α + βδ0(x) or V (x) = −α + β 1[−r,r](|x|) is treated in Chapter 3 and uses a different
approach.
Each example will follow the same structure: First we state all assumptions, then we state
the main theorem of the example. The rest of the section is devoted to the proof of the
theorem, following the toolbox presented in the Introduction. For this we first analyze the
spectra of Lk, then we apply Section 2.2.2 to construct H, then we use Section 2.2.3 to
obtain the embedding S : H ↪→ Lp+1(Rn × TT ) and finally we apply our abstract results of
Section 2.1 to obtain the desired ground state. The final proofs will be rather short since
we will have invested much work into the preparations in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2.2.
For the sequence space H we will only consider odd k to keep 0 out of the spectrum for Lk
(note that L0 = − d
2
dx2
). This will result in T2 -anti-periodic functions, which is compatible
with the right hand side of our examples.
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2.3.1 δ-potentials
In this section we invest the extreme case where V has negative background strength and
one infinitesimally located and infinitely strong positive value at zero. In fact we assume
(Hδ) Let α, β, T > 0. Define V (x) := βδ0(x)− α.
We analyze the operator L = V (x)∂2t − ∂2x for T2 -anti-periodic functions. The potential V
is strictly negative for x 6= 0 and formally positive at x = 0 by the Dirac-delta-distribution
δ0(x) located at zero with strength β. Hence the operator L is elliptic everywhere, except
at x = 0, where it is formally hyperbolic. The main result of this section is the following.
Theorem 2.21. Assume (Hδ), p > 1 and set ω :=
2π
T . Let Γ ∈ L
∞(R) with Γ(x) > 0
a.e. and lim|x|→∞ Γ(x) = 0 and V (x) := βδ0(x)− α. Then there exists a nontrivial weak
solution u of the equation
V (x)utt − uxx = Γ(x)|u|p−1u, (x, t) ∈ R× TT , (2.2)
with minimal energy among all T2 -anti-periodic, weak solutions.
Definition 2.22. Assume (Hδ), p > 1. Let
‖u‖2Y := ‖u‖
2
H1(R×TT ) + ‖ut(0, ·)‖
2
L2(TT ), Y := C
1(R× TT )
‖u‖Y ,
BL : Y × Y → C, BL(u, v) :=
∫
R×TT
αut vt + ux vx d(x, t)− β
∫
TT
ut(0, ·) vt(0, ·) dt .
Then u ∈ Y is called a weak solution of the equation (2.2), if
∀ϕ ∈ Y : BL(u, ϕ) =
∫
R×TT
Γ(x)|u|p−1 ϕd(x, t) .
The rest of this section is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 2.21. In Section 2.3.1.1 we
analyze Lk, construct H and using (Hδ) we are able to characterize H precisely as a func-
tion space H and we will obtain a strictly stronger embedding result than Theorem 2.18.
In Section 2.3.1.2 we even give an explicit domain for L such that L : D(L)→ L2(R× TT )
is self-adjoint and if in addition 2
√
α
βω /∈ Zodd we can construct a rather explicit inverse L
−1.
These additional results are not necessary to prove Theorem 2.21, but they will shorten
the proof and will be used again in Chapter 3.
2.3.1.1 Analysis of L
Definition 2.23. For k ∈ Zodd define




∣∣ ûk|(0,∞) ∈ H2(0,∞), ûk|(−∞,0) ∈ H2(−∞, 0),
û′k(0+)− û′k(0−) = −βk2ω2û(0)
}
with the corresponding sesquilinear forms
bLk : H
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βk2ω2, ϕk(x) := βk exp
−β2k|x|, λk := α
2
k − β4k.
Observe in particular the factor 12 in β
2
k. It simplifies notations but is necessary to remem-
ber to keep track of constants.
Proposition 2.24. Assume (Hδ). Then
(i) bLk is closed, hermitian and lower bounded. Lk is well-defined and self-adjoint.
(ii) ∀ ûk ∈ D(Lk), v̂k ∈ H1(R) : bLk (ûk, v̂k) = 〈Lkûk, v̂k〉L2(R).
(iii) σ(Lk) = {λk} ∪ [α2k,∞), where λk is a simple eigenvalue with eigenfunction ϕk. At
most finitely many λk are positive and λk ↘ −∞ as k →∞.
Proof. For (i) we refer to [CS94]. The parts (ii) and (iii) follow by a lengthy but straight-
forward calculation.
Apply Section 2.2.1, with Lk as above, Xk = L
2(R) and Hk = H1(R). Note that 0 ∈ σ(Lk)
if and only if |k| =
√
α
βω . Hence there are at most two k0 ∈ Zodd, such that 0 ∈ σ(Lk0) and
in this case 0 is a simple eigenvalue for this Lk0 . In all other cases we have 0 /∈ σ(Lk). We
observe that the projections P−k and P
0
k can be explicitly calculated: ∀ ûk ∈ H1(R) :
û−k =
{
〈ûk, ϕk〉L2(R) ϕk, λk < 0,
0, λk > 0,
û0k =
{
〈ûk, ϕk〉L2(R) ϕk, λk = 0
0, λk 6= 0
.
For the sesquilinear form b|Lk| we calculate in the case λk < 0:










= bLk (ûk, v̂k)− 〈v̂k, ϕk〉L2(R) bLk (ûk, ϕk)− 〈ûk, ϕk〉L2(R) bLk (ϕk, v̂k)
= bLk (ûk, v̂k)− 〈v̂k, ϕk〉L2(R) λk 〈ûk, ϕk〉L2(R) − 〈ûk, ϕk〉L2(R) λk 〈v̂k, ϕk〉L2(R)
















· 〈ûk, ϕk〉L2(R) 〈v̂k, ϕk〉L2(R).
In the case λk > 0 we simply have:
b|Lk| (ûk, v̂k) = bLk (ûk, v̂k).
And in the case λk = 0 (which occurs at most twice) we have:







Next we define the composite Hilbert space. We assume an additional conjugation sym-
metry to obtain real-valued functions Sû.
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‖ûk‖2L2(R) <∞, ûk = û−k
 ,
and apply all other constructions as in Section 2.2.2.
As seen in Section 2.2.2 (H, 〈·, ·〉H) is a Hilbert space and L is self-adjoint on X . We
continue with the analysis the range of the Fourier-reconstruction operator S defined by
(Sû) (x, t) :=
∑
k∈Zodd
ûk(x)ek(t), û ∈ H.
By Theorem 2.18: The map S : H → Lp+1(R× TT ,R) is continuous and locally compact
for p ∈ [1, 5).
Remark 2.26. Arguing similar as in Section 2.3.2, we could now prove Theorem 2.21
under the additional assumption p < 5 and with another concept of ”solution”, analogous
to Definition 2.47.
Investing more work, which will later also be used in Chapter 3, we can get rid of these
additional assumptions. For this we use a completely different technique, which relies on
many explicit calculations. Our first step is the following theorem.
Theorem 2.27. Assume (Hδ). Let
‖u‖2H := ‖u‖
2
H1(R×TT ) + ‖ut(0, ·)‖
2




Then Range(S) = H and S : H → H is a continuous and continuously invertible.
The next pages are devoted to the preparations and proof of Theorem 2.27. By this
theorem we will directly obtain: The map S : H → Lp+1(R× TT ,R) is continuous and
locally compact for any p ∈ [1,∞). The key to characterizing Range(S) is the following
relation between the projection operators and the form of the potential V (x) = −α+βδ0(x)
in the sesquilinear form with just the right exponents in the constants.
Lemma 2.28. Assume (Hδ). Let ûk ∈ H1(R) and λk < 0. Then:



















∣∣∣〈ûk, ϕk〉L2(R)∣∣∣2 ≤ 9β2k|ûk(0)|2 + 18‖û′k‖2L2(R),
(iii) b|Lk| (û, ϕk) =
∣∣α2k − β4k∣∣ 〈ûk, ϕk〉L2(R).
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Hence, (i) is proven. Using Young’s inequality |ab| ≤ εa2+ 14εb


























∣∣∣〈ûk, ϕk〉L2(R)∣∣∣2 + 34∥∥û′k∥∥2L2(R),
2β4k
















which proofs (ii). Part (iii) is a consequence of ϕk being an eigenfunction of Lk with
eigenvalue λk = β
4
k − α2k, i.e. Lkϕk = (β4k − α2k)ϕk and ‖ϕk‖L2(R) = 1. We omit the
straightforward calculation here.
Part (i) describes the balance between the projection 〈ûk, ϕk〉L2(R), evaluation of the δ0(x)-
potential ûk(0) and derivative û
′
k. Part (ii) exploits the factors βk. Observe the factor
3
4 < 1 in (ii), since this will be crucial in the following calculations. We next give an
estimate on ‖·‖H.
Corollary 2.29. Assume (Hδ). Then:


























































) = 2 Re
(





























∣∣∣〈ûk, ϕk〉L2(R)∣∣∣2 · (1 + β4k).

















2ω2 and α2k = αk
2ω2. With these preparations we prove (i) and (ii).
(i) We choose K ≥ 4
√
2α











k − β4k < 0 and using Lemma 2.28 part (ii) and our preparations we obtain














∥∥û′k∥∥2L2(R) + α2k‖ûk‖2L2(R) − 2β2k|ûk(0)|2 + 2(β4k − α2k)∣∣∣〈ûk, ϕk〉L2(R)∣∣∣2
≥ 1
4




∥∥û′k∥∥2L2(R) + α2k‖ûk‖2L2(R) + 14β4k∣∣∣〈ûk, ϕk〉L2(R)∣∣∣2.
Next we consider |k| ≤ K. By Section 2.2.2 there are constants ck > 0 such that
ck‖ûk‖2H1(R) ≤ 〈ûk, ûk〉|Lk|. This yields














∣∣∣〈ûk, ϕk〉L2(R)∣∣∣2 + ck2 ‖ûk‖2L2(R) + ck2α2kα2k
∥∥û′k∥∥2L2(R).






} we combine the above calculations and
obtain
‖û‖2H ≥ C1 ·
∑
k∈Zodd
∥∥û′k∥∥2L2(R) + α2k‖ûk‖2L2(R) + β4k∣∣∣〈ûk, ϕk〉L2(R)∣∣∣2.
Using again Lemma 2.28 part (ii) we see for any k ∈ Zodd
β4k
∣∣∣〈ûk, ϕk〉L2(R)∣∣∣2 ≥ 43β2k|ûk(0)|2 − 12∥∥û′k∥∥L2(R).
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Hence,





∥∥û′k∥∥2L2(R) + α2k‖ûk‖2L2(R) + 43β2k|ûk(0)|2,
i.e., choosing c := 12C1, we obtain claim (i).









∣∣∣〈ûk, ϕk〉L2(R)∣∣∣2 + ∑
λk=0



























)2 (9β2k|ûk(0)|2 + 18∥∥û′k∥∥2L2(R)) ,








With this corollary we are now ready to proof Theorem 2.27.









→ L2(R× TT ) is an isometric isomorphism. If u ∈ C1ap(R× TT ) ∩
H1(R× TT ), then ut(0, ·) is continuous and we can evaluate it pointwise using Fourier
series by ut(0, ·) =
∑




L2(R×TT ) + ‖ut‖
2


























· 1C · ‖û‖
2
H,
with c, C > 0 as in Corollary 2.29. The facts that C1ap(R× TT ) ∩ H1(R× TT ) is dense




→ L2(R× TT ) is an isometric isomorphism, yield that
Y := S−1(C1ap(R× TT )∩H1(R× TT )) is dense inH. Hence S : (Y, ‖·‖H)→ (C1ap(R× TT )∩
H1(R× TT ), ‖·‖H) is continuous and continuously invertible and its extension S : H → H
is also continuous and continuously invertible.
Since H and H are isomorphic via S, we write û := S−1u if u ∈ H and u := Sû if û ∈ H
in the following.
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Remark 2.30. For arbitrary u ∈ H1(R× TT ), the object ut(0, ·) might be not well defined.
We give a definition in the sense of traces. Consider tr : C1ap(R× TT )→ C (TT ), tr(u)(t) :=
ut(0, ·). Obviously the map tr : (C1ap(R× TT ), ‖·‖H) → (C (TT ), ‖·‖L2(TT )) is continuous
and continuously extends to tr : (H, ‖·‖H) → (L2(TT ), ‖·‖L2(TT )). Hence, if u ∈ H then
ut(0, ·) ∈ L2(TT ) is well defined in this trace sense.
Remark 2.31. Arguing similar as in Section 2.3.2, we could now prove Theorem 2.21
with another concept of ”solution”, analogous to Definition 2.47.
We invest some more work, which will later also be used in Chapter 3, and characterize L
and bL, which act on sequences û, with L and bL, which act on functions.
2.3.1.2 Analysis of L
The aim of this section is to write down a self-adjoint operator L : D(L)→ L2(R× TT ,R)
and a closed, symmetric bilinear form bL : H × H → R such that S(D(L)) = D(L),
L◦S = L on D(L) and bL ◦S = bL on H. One calculation is especially long and technical,





v ∈ H1ap(R× TT ,R)
∣∣ v|(−∞,0)×TT ∈ H2((−∞, 0)× TT ),
v|(0,∞)×TT ∈ H
2((0,∞)× TT ), vtt(0, ·) ∈ L2(TT ),
vx(0+, ·)− vx(0−, ·) = β vtt(0, ·)
}
L : D(L)→ L2ap(R× TT ,R), Lu := −αutt − uxx + βδ0(x)utt,
bL : H ×H → R, bL (u, v) :=
∫
R×TT
αutvt + uxvx d(x, t)−
∫
TT
βut(0, ·)vt(0, ·) dt .
Writing vtt(0, ·) ∈ L2(TT ) we assume D(L) ⊂ C2ap(R× TT )
‖v‖2L with ‖v‖2L := ‖v‖
2
H1(R×TT )+
‖v‖2H2((−∞,0)×TT ) + ‖v‖
2
H2((0,∞)×TT ) + ‖vtt(0, ·)‖
2
L2(TT ).




L2(R×TT ,R) + ‖Lv‖
2
L2(R×TT ).
Theorem 2.33. Assume (Hδ). Then L is self-adjoint on L
2
ap(R× TT ), bL is closed and




then L is invertible.
Proof. Symmetry of bL and bL ◦ S = bL on H are clear by construction. Since bL is
closed and S : H → H is an isomorphism, bL is closed. Observe that the set of functions
{v ∈ C∞c (R× TT ,R) | v(0, ·) = vt(0, ·) ≡ 0} is dense in L2(R× TT ,R) and hence in D(L).
Hence L is densely defined. Using partial integration we calculate for u ∈ D(L), v ∈ H
that bL (u, v) = 〈Lu, v〉L2(R×TT ). Since bL is symmetric, L is symmetric. Let u ∈ D(L) ∩
C2(R× TT ,R) and v ∈ C1ap(R× TT ,R). As in the proof of Theorem 2.27 we see
〈Lu, v〉L2(R×TT ) = bL (u, v) = bL (û, v̂) = 〈Lû, v̂〉l2(Zodd,L2(R)) .
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Using the density of D(L) ∩ C2(R× TT ,R) ⊂ D(L) ⊂ L2(R× TT ,R), C1ap(R× TT ,R) ⊂









and the fact that the map S : H → H,




are isomorphisms, we obtain S(D(L)) = D(L), L ◦S =
L. Hence D(L) is closed and therefore L is self-adjoint. It remains to prove invertibility
of L, if 2
√
α
βω /∈ Nodd. This will be carried out in Section 2.3.1.4.
Lemma 2.34. Assume (Hδ). Then the embedding D(L) ↪→ Hµ(R× TT ,R) is continuous
for any µ < 32 .
Proof. Let u ∈ D(L) be arbitrary and define f := Lu. Then as in step 6 of the proof of




























≤ c(α, ω)‖f‖L2(R×TT ) ≤ c(α, ω)‖u‖D(L),
where ‖u‖D(L) := ‖u‖L2(R×TT ) + ‖Lu‖L2(R×TT ) denotes the graph norm of L. Moreover


















































≤ c(α, β, ω, µ)‖u‖2D(L).
Hence
‖u‖Hµ(R×TT ) ≤ c(α, β, ω, µ)‖u‖D(L).
Remark 2.35. Observe that for any k ∈ Zodd the function Φk(x, t) := ϕk(x)ek(t) is in
D(L) but not in H
3
2 (R× TT ,R). Hence the embedding in Lemma 2.34 is optimal in the
sense that D(L) 6↪→ Hµ(R× TT ,R) for all µ ≥ 32 .
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2.3.1.3 Proof of Theorem 2.21
Proof of Theorem 2.21. Define the functional







Γ(x)|u|p+1 d(x, t) .
By our analysis in Section 2.1 this functional is well-defined and C1. Furthermore by
Theorem 2.45 and Sobolev’s embedding theorems, cf. [Ada75], the assumptions (A1) and
(A2) are satisfied. Clearly (A3) is also satisfied. By Proposition 2.11 the assumption (B) is
satisfied, such that the existence of a ground state u of I in H follows from Theorem
2.12. Until now we only considered T2 -anti-periodic functions, it remains to prove that
our ground state u satisfies the weak equation for any test-function ϕ ∈ Y as claimed in
Definition 2.22. Let v =
∑
k∈Z v̂ek ∈ Y be arbitrary. Set vodd :=
∑
k∈Zodd v̂kek and v
even :=∑
k∈2Z v̂kek. Then v







p−1u vodd d(x, t) = 0.
Using symmetry in time we see bL (u, v
even) = bL (û, v̂
even) = 0, since for even k we have
ûk = 0 and for odd k we have v̂
even
k = 0. Furthermore Γ(x)|u|
p−1u is T2 -anti-periodic and in
particular L2(R× TT )-orthogonal to veven, and therefore
∫
R×TT Γ(x)|u|
p−1u veven d(x, t) =
0. Hence bL (u, v) −
∫
R×TT Γ(x)|u|
p−1u v d(x, t) = 0. Since v ∈ Y was arbitrary, u ∈ H is
a weak solution of Lu = Γ(x)|u|p−1u in the sense of Definition 2.22.
2.3.1.4 Proof of Theorem 2.33
For the remaining part of the proof of Theorem 2.33 we use convolutions on R:
(f ∗ g)(x) :=
∫
R
f(y)g(x− y) dy .







(ξ) = (−iξ)mFh(ξ), ‖h‖Hm(R) ∼= ‖(1 + |·|
m)Fh‖L2(R),
F(f · g) = Ff ∗ Fg, F−1(f · g) = F−1f ∗ F−1g.












e−a|·| ∈ Hµ(R). (2.4)
We start with a formal calculation for Lk, which motivates the starting point of the proof
of Theorem 2.33. Let ûk ∈ D(Lk) and f̂k ∈ L2(R). Then formally









F ûk − 2β2kF (δ0(x)ûk) = F f̂k












































































Proposition 2.37. 1. The map Kk continuously extends to Kk : H
ν(R)→ Hµ(R) for
any ν > 12 and µ <
3
2 . In particular, Kk : H
µ(R) → Hµ(R) is compact for any
µ ∈ (12 ,
3
2).







Proof. 1. Using Sobolev’s embedding, cf. [Ada75], we see that Hν(R) 3 ûk 7→ ûk(0) ∈
C is continuous for ν > 12 . A straightforward calculation yields for any a > 0 that
e−a|x| ∈ Hµ(R) for all µ < 32 but e
−a|x| /∈ H
3
2 (R). Hence Kk continuously extends to
Kk : H
ν(R)→ Hµ(R) for any ν > 12 and µ <
3
2 . Observe that dim(Range(Kk)) = 1,
hence Kk : H
µ(R)→ Hµ(R) is compact for any µ ∈ (12 ,
3
2).
2. We calculate using Fourier transform:∥∥∥Rkf̂k∥∥∥2
H2(R)
=




























Proof of Theorem 2.33. Our strategy is as follows: Using 2
√
α
βω /∈ Nodd we construct a weak
inverse of Lk, i.e., given f̂k ∈ L2(R) we find ûk ∈ H1(R) such that for all v̂k ∈ H1(R)





. This will yield û ∈ H and this û is a weak solution
to Lû = f̂ . Applying S we find u ∈ H is a weak solution to Lu = f . Using regularity
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theory and some explicit calculations we verify u ∈ D(L) and hence we found a solution to
Lu = f . Since L ◦ S = L on the level of bilinear forms and they are uniquely determined
by their bilinear forms, they are equal. Step 1: Solutions to ûk −Kkûk = Rkf̂k.
We prove the following statement:
∀ f̂k ∈ L2(R)∃! ûk ∈ H1(R) : ûk −Kkûk = Rkf̂k.
Moreover: ∀µ < 3
2
: ûk ∈ Hµ(R).
(2.5)
We will use a corollary of Fredholm’s alternative, cf. [Rud06]. By Remark 2.37 we only
have to check injectivity of Id−Kk : H1(R)→ H1(R) for existence and uniqueness of ûk.
Let v̂k ∈ Ker(Id−Kk). Then









βω /∈ Nodd. Hence v̂k(0) = 0 and
therefore v̂k ≡ 0, i.e., Id − Kk : H1(R) → H1(R) is injective. By Fredholm’s alternative
there is a unique ûk ∈ H1(R) such that ûk −Kkûk = Rkf̂k. Using this equation, Rkf̂k ∈
H2(R) and Kkûk ∈ Hµ(R), we obtain ûk ∈ Hµ(R) for any µ < 32 .
Step 2: ûk is a weak solution to Lkûk = f̂k.











(x), ∀x ∈ R,
















F ûk(ξ)− 2β2kûk(0) ·
1√
2π
= F f̂k(ξ), for a.e. ξ ∈ R.
For ψ ∈ H1(R) we obtain












































Here we used that Fψ ∈ L1(R). Hence, ûk is a weak solution to Lkûk = f̂k.
Step 3: ûk ∈ D(Lk).
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We already know by step 1 that ûk ∈ Hµ(R) for any µ < 32 . This step will prove
that this regularity is in some sense optimal. Observe that if we take all test-functions
ψ ∈ H1(R) with support in (−∞, 0) and (0,∞), we obtain that ûk is a weak solution
to −û′′k + α2kûk = f̂k on (−∞, 0) and (0,∞). Elliptic regularity theory directly yields
ûk ∈ H2loc((−∞, 0)) and ûk ∈ H2loc((0,∞)). f̂k ∈ L2(R) yields ûk ∈ H2((−∞, 0)) and
ûk ∈ H2((0,∞)). Hence the traces û′k(0−) and û′k(0+) exist in the classical sense. Now
define for j ∈ N
ψj(x) :=






, − 2j < x ≤ −
1
j ,







, 1j < x ≤
2
j ,
0, 2j < x.

















































− 2β2kûk(0) + o (1)
−→ û′k(0−)− û′k(0+)− 2β2kûk(0).
Hence ûk ∈ D(Lk).
Step 4: û ∈ H
Since λk = −β4k + α2k 6= 0 and ϕk(x) = βke−β
2
k|x| are an eigen-pair of Lk and ûk is a weak





‖ûk‖2L2(R) ≤ b|Lk| (ûk, ûk) = bLk (ûk, ûk) + 2(−λk)
∣∣∣〈ûk, ϕk〉L2(R)∣∣∣2




























‖ûk‖L2(R) in a similar way. Observe






. Since f ∈ L2(R× TT ) we obtain u =
∑
k ûkek ∈ L2(R× TT )
with ‖u‖L2(R×TT ) ≤
1









‖ûk‖L2(R) ≤ 3‖f‖L2(R×TT )‖u‖L2(R×TT ) <∞,
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i.e., û ∈ H.
Step 5: u is a weak solution to Lu = f .
By step 3 and 4 we have for all v ∈ H
bL (u, v) =
∑
k







= 〈f, v〉L2(R×TT ) ,
i.e., u is a weak solution to Lu = f .
Step 6: u ∈ D(L).
As in step 3, observe that u is a weak solution of −αutt − uxx = f on (−∞, 0) × TT
and (0,∞) × TT . Elliptic regularity theory yields u ∈ H2loc((−∞, 0)× TT ) and u ∈
H2loc((0,∞)× TT ). Since the f ∈ L2(R× TT ), we obtain u ∈ H2((−∞, 0)× TT ) and
u ∈ H2((0,∞)× TT ). In particular the traces ux(0−, ·) and ux(0+, ·) exist as L2(TT )-
functions.
Next we show that the evaluation utt(0, ·) is a well-defined L2(TT )-function. Using step 1





































































































































































































































i.e., utt(0, ·) ∈ L2(TT ). It remains to show, ux(0+)− ux(0−) = βutt(0, ·) ∈ L2(TT ). Using
ûk ∈ D(Lk) we easily see
ux(0+, ·)− ux(0−, ·) =
∑
k







βûk(0) · ∂2t ek = βutt(0, ·).
Hence u ∈ D(L).
Step 7: Uniqueness of u.
Let u, v ∈ D(L) solve Lu = f = Lv. Then for any k we have ûk − Kkûk = Rkf̂k =
v̂k −Kkv̂k. The uniqueness in (2.5) yields ûk = v̂k for all k, i.e. u = v.
2.3.2 Step-potentials in 1 space dimension
In this section we investigate a one dimensional step-potential V with negative background
strength and a positive step symmetric around x = 0. In fact we assume
(HS) Let α, γ, r > 0. Define β := α+ γ and for x ∈ R we set
V (x) := −α+ β 1[−r,r](x) =
{
γ, |x| ≤ r,
−α, |x| > r.
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Observe that −α is the background strength, β is the height of the step relative to the
background and γ measures how positive the step is. We analyze the operator L =
V (x)∂2t − ∂2x for T2 -anti-periodic functions. The potential V is strictly negative for |x| > r
and strictly positive for |x| < r. Hence this operator is elliptic for |x| > r and hyperbolic
for |x| < r. The main result in this section is the following.
Theorem 2.38. Assume (HS), p ∈ (1, 3) and set ω := π2r√γ , T :=
ω
2π . Let Γ ∈ L
∞(R)
such that Γ(x) > 0 a.e. and lim|x|→∞ Γ(x) = 0 and V (x) := −α+ β 1[−r,r](x). Then there
exists a nontrivial weak solution u of the equation
V (x)utt − uxx = Γ(x)|u|p−1u, (x, t) ∈ R× TT , (2.2)
with minimal energy among all T2 -anti-periodic, weak solutions.
The term weak solution is defined in Definition 2.47, when we have all tools at hand to
write down every object rigorously. In Proposition 2.48 we see: A weak solution is always
a very weak solution in the following sense.
Definition 2.39. Assume (HS), p > 1 and Γ ∈ L∞(R). u ∈ Lp+1(R× TT ) is called a
very weak solution of the equation (2.2), if
∀ϕ ∈ C2c (R× TT ) :
∫
R×TT




The rest of this section is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 2.38 following the strategy
announced in the beginning of Section 2.3.
2.3.2.1 Spectral analysis of Lk




γ , T :=
ω
2π . For k ∈ Zodd define D(Lk) :=
H2(R),
Lku :=− û′′k − k2ω2 · V (x)ûk
with the corresponding bilinear forms
bLk : H






2ω2V (x)ûkv̂k dx .
Furthermore define the notations α2k := αk
2ω2, β2k := βk
2ω2, γ2k := γk
2ω2 and for λ ∈














, |x| < r,
sin
(√



















, |x| < r,
cos
(√




α2k−λ(x−r), x > r,
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EV oddk (λ) :=
√
α2k − λ sin
(√




γ2k + λ cos
(√
γ2k + λ r
)
,
EV evenk (λ) :=
√
γ2k + λ sin
(√




α2k − λ cos
(√
γ2k + λ r
)
.
Observe that in this section we do not have an additional factor 12 in β
2
k.




γ , T :=
ω
2π . Then
(i) Lk is self-adjoint on L
2(R,R) and for ûk ∈ D(Lk), v̂k ∈ H1(R,R) we have bLk (ûk, v̂k) =
〈Lkûk, v̂k〉L2(R).
(ii) There are Jk ∈ N, λk,j ∈ (−γ2k , α2k) such that σ(Lk) = {λk,j | j = 1, . . . , Jk}∪ [α2k,∞)









λ ∈ {λk,j | j = 1, . . . , Jk} ⇔ EV oddk (λ) · EV evenk (λ) = 0.
The values λk,j are simple eigenvalues. If EV
odd
k (λk,j) = 0, then the corresponding
eigenfunction is ϕoddk,λk,j and if EV
even
k (λk,j) = 0, then the corresponding eigenfunc-
tion is ϕevenk,λk,j .
We want to remark that this proposition is true for any α, γ, k, ω, r > 0.








2(R)→ L2(R), Bk := −γ2k 1[−r,r](x) we see Lk =
L̃k + Bk is a compact perturbation of the self-adjoint operator L̃k and hence self-adjoint
with σess(Lk) = σess(L̃k) = [α
2
k,∞). A long but straightforward calculation yields: The
point spectrum of Lk contains exactly all λ ∈ (−γ2k , α2k) such that EV oddk (λ)·EV evenk (λ) = 0
and the corresponding eigenfunctions are as claimed. We omit the calculation for this.
Observe that if λk,j is an eigenvalue of Lk then sin
(√
γ2k + λk,j r
)
6= 0 6= cos
(√
γ2k + λk,j r
)
and either EV oddk (λk,j) = 0 or EV
even
k (λk,j) = 0 but not both are 0 and furthermore






γ2k + λk,j r
)
,






γ2k + λk,j r
)
.
The left hand sides are both monotone and the right hand side is periodic in λk,j . Observe
that
√
γ2k + λk,j r ∈ (0,
√





















|k| periods (we used the Gaussian floor
and ceil notation here). Hence the number of eigenvalues λk,j of Lk grows linear in |k| and
the proposition is proven.




γ , T :=
ω
2π . Then there is a constant




γωr = π2 and hence
∀ k ∈ Zodd : cos(γkr) = cos(
√



















and hence 0 /∈ σ(Lk). Next we bound EV oddk and EV evenk away from zero for λ ∈ (−c ·
|k|, c · |k|). Since both are of very similar structure, namely√
µk2ω2 ∓ λ sin
(√




ν k2ω2 ± λ cos
(√





EV oddk (λ) with µ = α, ν = γ and choosing the upper signs,
EV evenk (λ) with µ = γ, ν = α and choosing the lower signs,
we will do this in one calculation. Here we also use the global estimates |cos(x)| ≤
∣∣x− k π2 ∣∣




for any x ∈ R, k ∈ Zodd. Since we want to prove linear
growth of the gap in k, we extract the factor |λ||k| and will bound all other |k| by 1 from




8r , µ, ν ∈ {α, γ}, use
√









































































































































































































































+ x · 4r
2
π2







+ x · 4r
2
π2















i.e., λ /∈ σ(Lk).
Remark 2.43. We note that the previous calculation is optimal in the exponent of |k|.
Observe that √












Hence, if λ ∈ (−c · |k|s, c · |k|s) for s > 1, then sin and cos will have large enough arguments
to create zeros in the product.
We now use this spectral information to define our sequence space H. Observe that we
assume symmetry in the coefficients such that the reconstructed function Sû will be real
valued.

















‖ûk‖2L2(R) <∞, ûk = û−k
 ,
and apply all other constructions as in Section 2.2.2.
As seen in Section 2.2.2 (H, 〈·, ·〉H) is a Hilbert space and L is self-adjoint on X . Applying
Theorem 2.17 we obtain the following corollary




γ , T :=
ω
2π . Then the map S : H →
Lp+1(R× TT ,R) with
(Sû) (x, t) :=
∑
k∈Zodd
ûk(x)ek(t), û ∈ H.
is continuous and locally compact for p ∈ [1, 3).
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∩ {ûk = û−k} ⊂ H.
Proof. Let ûk ∈ H1(R). As in Section 2.3.1.1 we use the fact that σ(Lk) ∩ (−∞, 0) =




〈ûk, ϕk,j〉L2(R) ϕk,j ,
where ϕk,j is the eigenfunction to λk,j of Lk normalized to ‖ϕk,j‖L2(R) = 1. Using Lkϕk,j =

















































∥∥û−k ∥∥2L2(R) ≤ β2k‖ûk‖2L2(R),
where we used the inequality λk,j < α
2
k and the equality ‖ûk‖
2
L2(R) =
∥∥û+k ∥∥2L2(R) +∥∥û−k ∥∥2L2(R). Next we calculate∥∥(û+k )′∥∥2L2(R) ≤ 2∥∥û′k∥∥2L2(R) + 2∥∥(û−k )′∥∥2L2(R) ≤ 2∥∥û′k∥∥2L2(R) + 2β2k‖ûk‖2L2(R).


































∥∥û′k∥∥2L2(R) + 4(αk2ω2 + γk2ω2)‖ûk‖2L2(R)
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2.3.2.2 Proof of Theorem 2.38
Having Definition 2.44 and Corollary 2.45 we can now define the term weak solution.
Definition 2.47. Assume (HS), p ∈ (1, 3) and set ω := π2r√γ , T :=
ω
2π . A function
u := Sû for û ∈ H is called a weak solution of the equation (2.2) if
∀ ϕ̂ ∈ H : bL (û, ϕ̂) =
∫
R×TT
Γ(x)|u|p−1 Sϕ̂d(x, t) .
Proposition 2.48. Assume (HS), p ∈ (1, 3) and set ω := π2r√γ , T :=
ω
2π . Let u := Sû for
û ∈ H be a weak solution of the equation (2.2) in the sense of Definition 2.47. Then u is
a very weak solution of the equation (2.2) in the sense of Definition 2.39.
Proof. Let ϕ ∈ C2c (R× TT ). Set ϕodd :=
∑




symmetry in time we see∫
R×TT
V (x)uϕeventt − uϕevenxx d(x, t) = 0,
∫
R×TT
Γ(x)|u|p−1uϕeven d(x, t) = 0.








⊂ H by Proposition 2.46.
Using the solution property of u we see∫
R×TT













−ûk(ϕoddk )′′ − k2ω2V (x)uϕdx =
∫
R×TT
V (x)uϕoddtt − uϕoddxx d(x, t) .
Combining both calculations with ϕ = ϕodd + ϕeven yields∫
R×TT
V (x)uϕtt − uϕxx d(x, t)−
∫
R×TT
Γ(x)|u|p−1uϕd(x, t) = 0.
Since ϕ ∈ C2c (R× TT ) was arbitrary, the claim is proven.
With all these preparations we can prove Theorem 2.38 rather quickly.
Proof of Theorem 2.38. We consider







Γ(x)|Sû|p+1 d(x, t) .
By Corollary 2.45 we have (A1). Hence I is well defined. Condition (A2) for bL directly
follows from the constructions in Section 2.2. By our assumptions condition (A3) is also
fulfilled. Applying Theorem 2.12, we obtain a ground state û of I in H and hence a weak
solution.
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2.3.3 Radially symmetric step-potentials in 2 space dimensions
In this section we investigate a 2 dimensional, radially symmetric step-potential V with
negative background strength and a positive step on a disk centered at x = 0. In fact we
assume
(HR) Let α, γ,R > 0. Define β := α+ γ and for x ∈ R2 we set
V (x) := −α+ β 1BR(0)(x) =
{
γ, |x| ≤ R,
−α, |x| > R.
Observe that −α is the background strength, β is the height of the step relative to the
background and γ measures how positive the step is. We analyze the operator L =
V (x)∂2t − ∆ for radially symmetric and T2 -anti-periodic functions. The potential V is
strictly negative for |x| > R and strictly positive for |x| < R. Hence this operator is
elliptic for |x| > R and hyperbolic for |x| < R. The main result in this section is the
following. Note that we do not assume any decay or periodicity on Γ.
Theorem 2.49. Assume (HR), p ∈ (1, 2) and set ω := π2R√γ , T :=
ω
2π . Let Γ ∈ L
∞(0,∞)
be positive a.e. and V (x) := −α+β 1BR(0)(x). Then there exists a nontrivial weak solution
u of the equation
V (x)utt −∆u = Γ(|x|)|u|p−1u, (x, t) ∈ R2 × TT . (2.3)
with minimal energy among all T2 -anti-periodic, weak solutions.
The term weak solution is defined in Definition 2.58, when we have all tools at hand to
write down every object rigorously. In Proposition 2.59 we see: A weak solution is always
a very weak solution in the following sense.
Definition 2.50. Assume (HR), p > 1 and Γ ∈ L∞(R). u ∈ Lp+1(R2 × TT ) is called a
very weak solution of the equation (2.3), if
∀ϕ ∈ C2c (R2 × TT ) :
∫
R2×TT




The rest of this section is dedicated to the proof of Theorem 2.49 following the strategy
announced in the beginning of Section 2.3.
2.3.3.1 Spectral analysis of Lk




γ , T :=
ω
2π . For k ∈ Zodd define
D(Lk) := H2(R2,R),
Lku :=− û′′k − k2ω2 · V (x)ûk
with the corresponding sesquilinear forms
bLk : H
1






2ω2V (x)ûkv̂k dx .
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Furthermore define the notations α2k := αk
2ω2, β2k := βk







cos(r sin(τ)) dτ , K0(r) :=
∫ ∞
0
e−r cosh(τ) dτ for r > 0,
i.e., J0 is a solution of Bessel’s differential equation r
2f ′′(r) + rf ′(r) + r2f(r) = 0 and
K0 is a solution of the modified Bessel differential equation r
2f ′′(r) + rf ′(r)− r2f(r) = 0.
J0 is often called the Bessel-function of the first kind, K0 is often called the modified
Bessel-function of the first kind. Next define the auxiliary functions
j(r) :=
J0(r)




for r > 0.








γ2k + λ · |x|
)
, |x| < R,
J0
(√




α2k − λ · |x|
)
, |x| > R.




γ , T :=
ω
2π . Then
(i) Lk is self-adjoint on L
2(R2) and for ûk ∈ D(Lk), v̂k ∈ H1(R2) we have bLk (ûk, v̂k) =
〈Lkûk, v̂k〉L2(R2).
(ii) There are Jk ∈ N0, λk,j ∈ (−γ2k , α2k) such that σ(Lk) = {λk,j | j = 1, . . . , Jk}∪[α2k,∞)
and supk
1





λ ∈ {λk,j | j = 1, . . . , Jk} ⇔ j
(√




α2k − λk,j ·R
)
.
The values λk,j are simple eigenvalues.
Proof. We argue exactly as in Proposition 2.41 for part (i). Part (ii) are straightforward
calculations, we only proof the at most linear growth of Jk. The key is the analysis of the
behavior of j and κ at ∞. All cited asymptotics can be fund in [ASR88]. The following





























Using the recursion formula and asymptotic for the Bessel function of first kind J1 we
obtain















, as r →∞.
Hence we obtain for r →∞
j(r) =
J0(r)
































Using the recursion formula and asymptotics for the modified Bessel function of first kind
K1 we obtain similarly












, as r →∞.




































and κ will be strictly negative. Hence approximately in intervals of the
form (nπ+ π4 , nπ+
3π
4 ) for n ∈ N the function j is negative and it is strictly monotonically
decreasing from 0 to −∞. Inserting now the arguments
√
γ2k + λk,j ·R and
√
α2k − λk,j ·R
into j and κ, we obtain
λ ∈ {λk,j | j = 1, . . . , Jk} ⇔ j
(√




α2k − λ ·R
)
.
Arguing with the asymptotics and sign changes as before, we obtain the at most linear
growth of Jk. For more details we refer to the next theorem.
Note that we neither claim any lower bound on Jk nor do we claim that 0 is not in the
spectrum of any Lk.




γ , T :=
ω
2π . Then there is K ∈ N and a
constant c > 0 (independent of k ∈ Zodd) such that (−c · |k|, c · |k|) ⊂ ρ(Lk).
Proof. We continue the arguments of Proposition 2.52. For any ε > 0 there is some r0 > 0










∩ (r0,∞), r̃ > r0 =⇒ j(r) > 0 > κ(r̃).
Choose ε := π8 and let r0 be as above. We want to construct c > 0 in such a way, that λ ∈
(−c · |k|, c · |k|) ⊂ (−γ2k , α2k) implies
∣∣∣√γ2k + λ ·R− kπ∣∣∣ < π8 and hence j (√γ2k + λR) > 0,
i.e., λ is not an eigenvalue of Lk. By assumption (HR):
√
rωR = π. Hence√
γ2k + λ ·R− kπ =
√
k2π2 + λR2 − kπ = λR
2
√








We define c := π
2
8R2
and K := r0π + 1. Then if |λ| < c · |k| we have∣∣∣∣√γ2k + λ ·R− kπ∣∣∣∣ < c · R2π√





















and hence λ is in the resolvent of Lk.
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Remark 2.54. With a similar argument as in Remark 2.43 we see that for any s > 1
there are no c > 0 and K ∈ N such that for all k ∈ Zodd with |k| ≥ K the whole interval
(−c · |k|s, c · |k|s) is in the resolvent of Lk.
We now use this spectral information to define our sequence space H. Observe that we
assume symmetry in the coefficients such that the reconstructed function will be real
valued.

















‖ûk‖2L2(R2) <∞, ûk = û−k
 ,
and apply all other constructions as in Section 2.2.2.
As seen in Section 2.2.2 (H, 〈·, ·〉H) is a Hilbert space and L is self-adjoint on X . Applying
Theorem 2.17 we obtain the following corollary




γ , T :=
ω
2π . Then the map S : H →
Lp+1(R2 × TT ,R) with
(Sû) (x, t) :=
∑
k∈Zodd
ûk(x)ek(t), û ∈ H.
is continuous and locally compact for p ∈ [1, 2).















∩ {ûk = û−k} ⊂ H.
Proof. Change R to R2 in the proof of Lemma 2.46. Possibly there are 0 eigenvalues but
there are most finitely many. Hence we can argue as in the proof of Theorem 2.17 with
equivalence of scalar products.
2.3.3.2 Proof of Theorem 2.49
Having Definition 2.55 and Corollary 2.56 we can now define the term weak solution.
Definition 2.58. Assume (HR), p ∈ (1, 2) and set ω := π2R√γ , T :=
ω
2π . A function
u := Sû for û ∈ H is called a weak solution of the equation (2.3) if
∀ ϕ̂ ∈ H : bL (û, ϕ̂) =
∫
R×TT
Γ(x)|u|p−1 Sϕ̂d(x, t) .
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Proposition 2.59. Assume (HR), p ∈ (1, 2) and set ω := π2R√γ , T :=
ω
2π . Let u := Sû
for û ∈ H be a weak solution of the equation (2.3) in the sense of Definition 2.58. Then
u is a very weak solution of the equation (2.3) in the sense of Definition 2.50.
Proof. Change R to R2 in the proof of Proposition 2.59.
With all these preparations we can prove Theorem 2.49 rather quickly.
Proof of Theorem 2.49. We consider







Γ(x)|Sû|p+1 d(x, t) .
By Corollary 2.56 we have (A1). Hence I is well defined. Condition (A2) for bL directly
follows from the constructions in Section 2.2. By our assumptions condition (A3) is also
fulfilled. Clearly the symmetry conditions (C0), (C2) and (C3) are fulfilled since V and
Γ(|·|) are radially symmetric. The assumption (C1) is checked in Lemma 2.20. Applying
Theorem 2.12, we obtain a ground state û of I in H.
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3 A Dual Method
In this part we consider the 1 + 1 dimensional semilinear wave equation
Lu = Γ(x)|u|p−1u, (x, t) ∈ R× TT , (3.1)
i.e., we consider (2.2) with a more specific right hand side. As in Chapter 2 the operator
L is closed and linear but here we assume in addition invertibility. Our guiding example is
L = V (x)∂2t −∂2x, which justifies the term ”wave” in the equation. For the right hand side
we assume Γ ∈ L∞(R) to be periodic and positive and p > 1. This case was not covered in
Chapter 2. We will prove the existence of a ground state of (3.1) with V (x) = −α+βδ0(x)
in Section 3.2.2 and with V (x) = −α + β 1[−r,r](x) Section 3.2.3. Observe that (3.1) is
not translation invariant in space, which causes the main obstacle of our analysis. We will
obtain a compactness result by comparing (3.1) with an ”equation at infinity”
L̃u = Γ(x)|u|p−1u, (x, t) ∈ R× TT . (3.2)
We assume that (3.2) has a ground state, in our examples in Section 3.2 the operator
L̃ = −α∂2t − ∂2x is strictly elliptic considering only T2 -anti-periodic functions, i.e., this
assumption is satisfied. Moreover L − L̃ will be compactly supported in space, what
motivates the name ”equation at infinity”. Comparing the generalized Nehari manifold of
(3.1) (see Section 2.1) and (3.2) and their corresponding ground state levels is possible but
is not detailed enough to the best of the author’s knowledge. For this reason we consider
the dual formulations of the equations
Kv = |v|q−1v, (x, t) ∈ R× TT , (3.3)
K̃v = |v|q−1v, (x, t) ∈ R× TT , (3.4)








p+1 and q = 1p < 1. The corresponding




















v K̃v d(x, t) .
Weak solutions of (3.3) and (3.4) correspond to weak solutions of (3.1) and (3.2), and
vice versa and analogously there is a one-to-one correspondence for ground states. We
will provide two minimization methods to obtain a ground state of (3.4), both fueled by
an a-priory energy estimate.
First we give an approach by the Nehari manifold, later used in the example with V (x) =
−α + βδ0(x) in Section 3.2.2. Note that due to the sublinear growth on the right hand
sides we do not need to consider the generalized Nehari manifolds. In addition the analysis
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of a generalized Nehari Manifold in the dual problem would need a whole new construc-
tion, since it is not clear how it will look like. We will see that Assumption 3.14 and
Assumption 3.15, which link the equations (3.3) and (3.4), are sufficient for some com-
pactness argument and hence we will prove the existence of a ground state of (3.3) in
Theorem 3.16. Assumption 3.14 describes an a-priory estimate between the ground state
levels and Assumption 3.15 translates a Palais-Smale sequence for J into a Palais-Smale
sequence for J̃ without changing the energy level provided there is some loss of compact-
ness. The second assumption mainly results from the fact that L− L̃ will be compact in
space.
Second we give an approach by constrained minimization, later used in the example with
V (x) = −α + β 1[−r,r](x) Section 3.2.3. We will see that Assumption 3.21 and Assump-
tion 3.22, which link the equations (3.3) and (3.4), are sufficient for some compactness ar-
gument and hence we will prove the existence of a ground state of (3.3) in Theorem 3.24.
Assumption 3.21 again describes an a-priori estimate between ground state levels and
Assumption 3.22 improves the convergence of special weakly convergent sequences. The
second assumption again mainly results from the fact that L − L̃ will be compact in
space.
In this chapter we were mainly inspired by [Fre13] and [DPR11] for the approach of the
Nehari Manifold and by [Str08] for the constrained minimization approach. All authors
used dual variational techniques to construct good minimizing sequences and their com-
pactness argument results from an a-priory energy estimate. We want to empathize at
this point, that most of the core ideas in the abstract parts are not completely new, but
we rearranged the arguments and generalized the techniques to make them applicable to
new wave-like operators as introduced above. We give the rather general toolbox to apply
these techniques to a larger class of examples, now including indefinite variational func-
tionals as in Section 3.2, as mentioned in the Introduction. Our main contribution is the
new and abstract Hilbert space notation not explicitly using Sobolev spaces and handling
the possibly different domains of L and L̃. This, however, manifests in many technical
problems.
Last in this chapter, namely in Section 3.1.3.1, we compare the different energy levels and
realize a one to one correspondence between the ground state levels and the ground states
of the different approaches. Furthermore we give some relation between different energy
levels when restricting to specific symmetries. This will later be applied in the examples.
We do not expect these last results to be completely new, but to the best of the authors
knowledge, we did not find a suitable reference. Hence we prove them in this work.
3.1 Abstract results on dual ground states
In this abstract section we carry out the abstract procedure advertised above and prove
the abstract existence theorems for ground states of equation (3.1), i.e., Theorem 3.16
and Theorem 3.24. First we provide general tools on equation (3.1) and general insights
on Palais-Smale sequence in Section 3.1.1. Then we introduce the comparison with the
”equation at infinity”. Afterwards we split into two paths. First we take an approach
using the Nehari manifold. Second we take an approach using a constrained minimization.
Both times, one core idea is an a-priori estimate for minimal energy levels. Thereafter
we provide some tool how to compare and link the energy levels of dual problems. Here
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we also consider the case that one energy level is an infimum and not attained, which
yields additional technical challenges. We apply these techniques later in Section 3.2 to
the announced examples.
3.1.1 The dual problem and Palais-Smale sequences
We aim for the 1 + 1 dimensional equation (2.2), but we can do most constructions and
proofs on an arbitrary open set Ω. The results Theorem 3.16 and Theorem 3.24 will be
done in a Ntrans +Nper dimensional setting. Our assumptions are
(A0) Let Ntrans, Nper ∈ N0, N := Ntrans + Nper ≥ 1. Let T
Nper
T denote the Nper-
dimensional torus with periods T = (T1, . . . , TNper) ∈ R
Nper
>0 . Let Ω := RNtrans ×
TNperT .
(A1) Let H be a real Hilbert space, 〈·, ·〉 the scalar product on H, Ω ⊂ RN be open, p > 1.
Assume the embedding S : H ↪→ Lp+1(Ω,R) is continuous and S : H ↪→ Lp+1loc (Ω,R)
is compact. Furthermore assume that there is an orthogonal decomposition H =
H+ ⊕H− with H+ 6= {0}.
(A2) Let bL : H × H → R be a continuous, symmetric bilinear form. Assume that bL is
positive definite on H+, negative definite on H− such that
bL (û, û) =
∥∥û+∥∥2 − ∥∥û−∥∥2.
where û± is the projection on H±. Let in addition L : H → H∗ be a continuous and
continuously invertible linear operator satisfying
∀ û, v̂ ∈ H : bL (û, v̂) = 〈Lû, v̂〉H∗×H .
(A3) Let Γ ∈ L∞(Ω) with inf Γ > 0 and there is some ζ = (ζ1, . . . , ζNtrans , 0, . . . , 0) ∈
RNtrans+ × {0}Ntrans such that Γ(·+ diag(ζ)k) = Γ(·) for any k ∈ ZNtrans × {0}Ntrans ,
i.e., Γ is periodic with periods ζ.
(C1) Let 1 ≤ p∗ < p < p∗ < ∞ and assume that S : H ↪→ Lp∗+1(Ω,R) ∩ Lp
∗+1(Ω,R) is
continuous. Furthermore there is a sequence of balls Bj ⊂ RNtrans , j ∈ N, such that⋃









Assumption (A0) makes our domain of interest Ω a strip. We could also include additional
bounded directions in this abstract section, but for the sake of simplicity we omit this
here. The assumptions (A1) and (A2) are similar as in Chapter 2 but more restrictive
here. Assumption (A3) fixes the geometry of the right hand side. We can switch the sign
of Γ in (A3) by switching the roles of H+ and H− if both are non-empty. In our examples
L and bL define each other uniquely. By assumption (C1) we have Lemma 2.13, a variant
of the often named ”P.L. Lions concentration compactness lemma”.
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Definition 3.2. Assume (A1), (A2) and (A3). Let q := 1p . Define the operators
S : H → Lp+1(Ω,R), (Sû)(x) := Γ(x)
1
p+1 · (Sû)(x),
K : Lq+1(Ω,R)→ H, Kv := L−1 ◦ S∗v,
K : Lq+1(Ω,R)→ Lp+1(Ω,R), Kv := S ◦ L−1 ◦ S∗v = S ◦ Kv.
We define further the functionals


























q+1(Ω,R)× Lq+1(Ω,R)→ C, bK (v, w) := 〈Kv,S∗w〉H×H∗ .
The operators K and K are inspired by so-called Birmann-Schwinger Kernels, cf. [Sim82].
The operator S helps us to simplify notation, since it absorbs Γ.
Remark 3.3. Observe that by positivity of Γ and injectivity of S we obtain injectivity of
S. Using the duality Lq+1(Ω)∗ ∼= Lp+1(Ω) we have for v, w ∈ Lq+1(Ω,R):
bK (v, w) = 〈S ◦ Kv, w〉Lp+1(Ω)×Lq+1(Ω) =
∫
Ω
Kv · w dx = 〈Kv,w〉Lp+1(Ω)×Lq+1(Ω) .
Proposition 3.4. Assume (A1), (A2) and (A3). Then:
(i) The operators S, K and K are continuous.
(ii) I ∈ C1(H,R), J ∈ C1(Lq+1(Ω,R),R) with








∀ v, w ∈ Lq+1(Ω): J ′ (v)[w] =
∫
Ω
|v|q−1v w dx− bK (v, w)
(iii) bK is symmetric, i.e., ∀ v, w ∈ Lq+1(Ω,R) : bK (v, w) = bK (w, v).





For v ∈ Lq+1(Ω,R) we can identify J ′ (v) = |v|q−1v −Kv in Lp+1(Ω,R).
(v) If û ∈ H is a critical point of I, then v := |Sû|p−1Sû is a critical point of J .
If v ∈ Lq+1(Ω,R) is a critical point of J , then û := S−1(|v|q−1v) is a critical point
of I.
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m0. Furthermore if û ∈ H is a ground state of I,
then v := |Sû|p−1Sû is a ground state of J and if v ∈ Lq+1(Ω) is a ground state of
J , then û := S−1(|v|q−1v) is a ground state of I.
Proof. (i) The statement follows by continuity S, S∗, L−1 and boundedness of Γ.
(ii) This proof is a straightforward calculation. For details see e.g. [Str08].
(iii) This part directly follows from the fact that L is symmetric.
(iv) Let û, ẑ ∈ H. Using Lq+1(Ω)∗ ∼= Lp+1(Ω) we calculate















Analogous we see for v, w ∈ Lq+1(Ω,R)













∗ ∼= Lp+1(Ω) again, the claim follows.
(v) We start with the first statement. Let û ∈ H be a critical point of I and set
v := |Sû|p−1Sû. By (A1) and (A2)we find v ∈ Lq+1(Ω,R). Clearly |v|q−1v = Sû.





= S∗v in H∗.
Hence we obtain for any w ∈ Lq+1(Ω)
J ′ (v)[w] =
∫
Ω






S ◦ L−1 ◦ S∗v︸ ︷︷ ︸
=û
·w dx = 0,
i.e., v is a critical point of J .
Next we show the second statement. Let v ∈ Lq+1(Ω,R) be a critical point of J .
Then |v|q−1v = Kv = SKv in Lq+1(Ω)∗ ' Lp+1(Ω). Observe that |v|q−1v is in the
range of S, i.e., û := S−1(|v|q−1v) is well defined by injectivity of S : H → Lq+1(Ω,R).
Hence û ∈ H and clearly v = |Sû|p−1Sû. Moreover û = L−1S∗v and we obtain for
any ẑ ∈ H
I ′ (û)[ẑ] = bL (û, ẑ)−
∫
Ω
|Sû|p−1SûS ẑ dx = 〈S∗v, ẑ〉H∗×H −
∫
Ω
v S ẑ dx = 0,
i.e., û is a critical point of I.
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(vi) In part (v) we have seen, that Φ: {û ∈ H \ {0} | I ′ (û) = 0} → {v ∈ Lq+1(Ω,R) \
{0} | J ′ (v) = 0},Φ(û) := |Sû|p−1Sû is a bijection with inverse Φ−1(v) := S−1(|v|q−1v).
If both sets of critical points are empty, then both infima are −∞ and hence the claim
is true. Now assume one set (and hence both sets) of critical points is nonempty.
































































c0. Hence we have equality.
Now let û ∈ {H \ {0} | I ′ (û) = 0} be a ground state for I, i.e., I (û) = c0. Then




































Hence Φ(û) is a ground state of J . The other direction is done exactly analogously.
In the next section we will construct special Palais-Smale sequences and by the structure
of J we get boundedness for free using the following proposition.
Definition 3.5. Let X be a Banach space and E ∈ C1(X,R). Then (xn)n ⊂ X is called
a Palais-Smale sequence for E, if (E(xn))n is bounded and E
′(xn)→ 0 in X∗.
Proposition 3.6. Assume (A1), (A2) and (A3). If (v(n))n ∈ Lq+1(Ω,R) is a Palais-Smale
sequence for J , then (v(n))n is bounded in L
q+1(Ω).
Proof. Assume there is a subsequence, w.l.o.g. again superscripted with n, such that∥∥v(n)∥∥
Lq+1(Ω)





























Since Palais-Smale sequences are bounded, we find a weak limit up to choosing some
suitable subsequence. Next we show that any weak limit v∗ of a Palais-Smale-sequence is
a critical point of J and J is weakly lower semi-continuous on such sequences. Observe
that we will not yet prove that v∗ 6= 0. This is done in Section 3.1.2 and needs additional
assumptions.
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Proof. We write û(n) := Kv(n) as before and define û∗ := Kv∗. By continuity of K we have
û(n) ⇀ û∗ in H. By (A1) we know Sû(n) ⇀ Sû∗ in Lp+1(Ω) and Sû(n) → Sû∗ Lp+1loc (Ω).
Hence using Proposition 3.4 part (iv)
∣∣∣v(n)∣∣∣q−1v(n) = J ′ (v(n))+Kv(n) = o (1) + Sû(n){⇀ Sû∗, in Lp+1(Ω),
→ Sû∗, in Lp+1loc (Ω),
where we consider the above equalities via the duality Lq+1(Ω)
∗ ∼= Lp+1(Ω). Hence





















→ 〈û∗,S∗ϕ〉H×H∗ = 〈Kv
∗,S∗ϕ〉H×H∗ = bK (v
∗, ϕ).
Hence:













|v∗|q−1v∗ϕdx− bK (v∗, ϕ) = J ′ (v∗)[ϕ].
By density of C∞c (Ω,R) in Lp+1(Ω,R) ' Lq+1(Ω,R)
∗
we obtain J ′ (v∗) = 0. It remains
to proof the lower semi-continuity ot J on weakly convergent Palais-Smale sequences.
Since the pth odd power as a map Lp+1(Ω̃,R) → Lq+1(Ω̃,R) is Lipschitz-continuous on
Lp+1-bounded sets for any open set Ω̃ ⊂ Rn (e.g. cf. [Str08]), we obtain
v(n) =
∣∣∣Sû(n)∣∣∣p−1Sû(n) + o (1)→ |Sû∗|p−1Sû∗, in Lq+1loc (Ω).
Observe first that the convergence in Lq+1loc (Ω) implies pointwise almost everywhere con-
vergence up to a subsequence. Observe second that the convergence in Lq+1loc (Ω) and
boundedness in Lq+1(Ω) imply weak convergence in Lq+1(Ω). Hence v∗ = |Sû∗|p−1Sû∗




→ 0, boundedness of (v(n))n in Lq+1(Ω),







































|v∗|q+1 dx = J (v∗)− 1
2
J ′ (v∗)[v∗] = J (v∗),
i.e., the claim is proven.
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3.1.2 Compactness by comparison with the equation at infinity
In this section we provide two criteria to ensure that the weak limit v∗ of two special
Palais-Smale-sequences is not 0. This will be done considering an additional ”equation at
infinity”, indicated by tilde notation.
Definition 3.8. Assume (A0), (A1), (A2), (A3) and (C1) as in Section 2.1. We refer to
this setting as the ”equation of interest”. Assume additionally (A0), (A1), (A2), (A3) and
(C1) are true for the Hilbert space H̃, the embedding S̃ : H̃ → Lp+1(Ω,R), the operator L̃,
the bilinear form bL̃ but with the same Ω, p > 1, ζ and Γ as the ”equation of interest”,
i.e., without tilde notation. We refer to the setting with tilde notation as the ”equation at
infinity”.
3.1.2.1 A Nehari approach
In this approach we will need some additional symmetry in the ”equation at infinity”.
Definition 3.9. Assume (A0), (A1), (A2), (A3) and (C1) as in Section 2.1. Assume
further we have an ”equation at infinity” as in Definition 3.8. We say H̃ and J̃ respect
ζ-translation symmetry of Ω as in (C2) and (C3) in Section 2.1.2.2 with Nrad = 0 if for
any û ∈ H̃, v ∈ Lq+1(Ω,R) and k ∈ ZNtrans we have (S̃û)(·+ ζk) ∈ Range(S̃),∥∥∥S̃−1 ((S̃û)(·+ ζk))∥∥∥ = ‖û‖H̃, and J̃ (v(·+ ζk)) = J̃ (v).
We now present the method of the Nehari manifold in the dual problem.
Definition 3.10. Assume (A1), (A2) and (A3). Let
M(N) :=
{
v ∈ Lq+1(Ω,R) \ {0}
∣∣ J ′ (v)[v] = 0} , m(N) := inf
M(N)
J.
Remark 3.11. The set M(N) is called Nehari manifold. It contains all critical points of
J and M(N) ⊂ {v ∈ Lq+1(Ω,R)
∣∣ bK (v, v) > 0}. Furthermore
∀ v ∈ Lq+1(Ω,R) : J ′ (v)[v] =
∫
Ω












hence J is positive on M(N).
Proposition 3.12. Assume (A1), (A2) and (A3). If M(N) 6= ∅, then m(N) > 0.
Proof. Let v ∈M(N). Then we calculate:
‖v‖q+1
Lq+1(Ω)
= bK (v, v) = 〈Kv, v〉Lp+1(Ω)×Lq+1(Ω) ≤ ‖K‖Lq+1(Ω,R)→Lp+1(Ω,R)‖v‖
2
Lq+1(Ω).
Since q+1 < 2 we see ‖v‖Lq+1(Ω) is bounded away from zero onM(N) and by Remark 3.11
the claim follows.
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The previous proposition is one main point why we consider the Nehari manifold of the
dual problem. By the sub-quadratic growth of ‖v‖q+1
Lq+1(Ω)
in J due to q < 1 we easily
obtained that minimizing sequences of J onM(N) are bounded and bounded away from 0
in Lq+1(Ω,R) and the infimum m(N) is also bounded away from 0. Observe that possibly
M(N) = ∅, if S∗ maps Lq+1(Ω,R) into the parts where L−1 is negative. We will use
Section 3.1.3.1 to verify M(N) 6= ∅ in the examples.
The next lemma makes use of assumption (C1) to apply our version of ”P.L. Lion’s con-
centration compactness lemma”, i.e., Lemma 2.13 in Chapter 2.
Lemma 3.13. Assume (A0), (A1), (A2), (A3) and (C1). If M(N) 6= ∅, then there is








→ 0 and writing
û(n) := Kv(n) we have in addition
∀n ∈ N :
∫
Br(ξ(n))∩Ω
∣∣∣Sû(n)∣∣∣p+1 dx ≥ δ.
We will prove the stronger result that r > 0 can be chosen arbitrary.




→ m. By Ekeland’s variational principle, cf.











∣∣∣Sû(n)∣∣∣p+1 dx = 0.































a contradiction. The claim now follows, possibly choosing a suitable subsequence.
Provided M(N) 6= ∅, we have constructed a special minimizing sequence (v(n))n. It is a
Palais-Smale-sequence for J and we can guarantee, that the Lp+1-norm of û(n) := Kv(n) in
balls with uniform radii and centers possibly diverging to infinity is bounded from below.
The next assumptions link the ”equation of interest” (with no tilde notation) and the
”equation at infinity” (with tilde notation).
Assumption 3.14. Assume the setting as in Definition 3.8. Assume m(N) < m̃(N).
Assumption 3.15. Assume the setting as in Definition 3.8. Assume there is some com-
pact set Ω̃ ⊂ Ω and some s ∈ (p∗, p∗) such that: If (v(n))n is a Palais-Smale sequence for
J to the level m(N) and
∥∥∥S̃K̃v(n)∥∥∥
Ls+1(Ω̃)
→ 0, then (v(n))n is a Palais-Smale sequence for
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These assumption are quite abstract at this point, but they will become more clear in the
examples. In Section 3.1.3.1 we provide some abstract tools to verify these statements.
The identification of these core steps and the proofs that these assumptions are true in
our examples, is one of our main new contribution in this chapter. Assumption 3.14 is an
a-priory estimate of ground state levels. Assumption 3.15 tells us, that if there is some
”bad” convergence in Ls+1 on a special set Ω̃ (sometimes called ”loss of compactness”),
then our Palais-Smale sequence for J is in addition a Palais-Smale sequence for J̃ without
changing the energy level m(N). We are now ready to proof our main theorem.
Theorem 3.16. Assume the setting as in Definition 3.8 and 3.9. Assume further As-
sumption 3.14 and Assumption 3.15 are true. Then J has a ground state.
Proof. We observe that by the strict inequality in Assumption 3.14, we have m(N) < ∞
and hence M(N) 6= ∅. By Lemma 3.13 there is a sequence (v(n))n ⊂ M(N), a sequence








→ 0. Let Ω̃ ⊂ Ω be
compact and s ∈ (p∗, p∗) as in Assumption 3.15. We will prove that ‖S̃K̃v(n)‖Ls+1(Ω̃) 9 0.
Assume the contrary. Then by Assumption 3.15 we obtain that (v(n))n is a Palais-Smale
sequence for J̃ to the level m(N). Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 3.13 to J̃ , there is a
subsequence of (v(n))n, again superscripted by n, a sequence ξ
(n) ∈ Ω and some δ, r > 0
such that
∀n ∈ N :
∫
Br(ξ(n))
∣∣∣S̃K̃v(n)∣∣∣p+1 dx ≥ δ.
Case 1: (ξ(n))n ∈ Ω is bounded.
By Proposition 3.6 the sequence (v(n))n is bounded in L
q+1(Ω). Hence we find some
v∗ ∈ Lq+1(Ω) and some subsequence, again superscripted by n, such that v(n) ⇀ v∗
in Lq+1(Ω). We see by continuity of K̃ that K̃v(n) ⇀ K̃v∗ in H̃. Since S̃ is locally
compact and (ξ(n))n ∈ Ω is bounded, we obtain S̃K̃v(n) → S̃K̃v∗ in Lp+1(BR(0) ∩ Ω) for
R := r + supn
∣∣ξ(n)∣∣. Using ‖S̃K̃v(n)‖Lp+1(BR(0)∩Ω) ≥ δ we obtain S̃K̃v∗ 6= 0. Injectivity
of S̃ and K yields v∗ 6= 0. As in Lemma 3.7 we see that v∗ is a critical point of J̃ with




≥ J̃ (v∗). Combined with v∗ 6= 0 we get the reverse inequality
J̃ (v∗) ≥ m(N), hence v∗ is a nontrivial critical point of J̃ with energy level m(N). This
contradicts Assumption 3.14.
Case 2: (ξ(n))n ∈ Ω is unbounded.
For each ξ(n) choose a closest grid point η(n) ∈ diag(ζ)(ZNtrans×{0}Nper) with ζ as in (A3).
Define R := r + ρ, with ρ := supn
∣∣ξ(n) − η(n)∣∣. Clearly ρ ≤ √Ntrans maxj=1,...,Ntrans ζj .
We define the translations w(n) := v(n)(· + η(n)) and define ẑ(n) := K̃w(n). Observe that
by the choice of η(n) we have ẑ(n) = (K̃v(n))(·+ η(n)) = K̃(v(n)(·+ η(n))), i.e., K̃ commutes
with translations and Γ(·) = Γ(· + η(n)). Since J̃ is ζ-translation invariant, (w(n))n is a
Palais-Smale sequence for J̃ to the level m(N). Obviously (w(n))n is bounded in L
q+1(Ω)
and hence we find some w∗ ∈ Lq+1(Ω,R) such that, up to taking a subsequence again




∣∣∣S̃K̃v(n)∣∣∣p+1 dx = ∫
BR(0)
∣∣∣S̃K̃, w(n)∣∣∣p+1 dx = ∫
BR(0)
∣∣∣S̃ẑ(n)∣∣∣p+1 dx ,
i.e., (Sẑ(n))n is bounded away from 0 in L
p+1(BR(0)). By continuity of K̃ and local
compactness of S̃ we obtain w∗ 6= 0. As in case 1 we see that w∗ is a nontrivial dual
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ground state of J̃ with energy level m(N). This contradicts again Assumption 3.14.
Conclusion: Since ‖S̃K̃v(n)‖Ls+1(Ω̃) 9 0, we can choose a subsequence of (v
(n))n, again
superscripted by n, such that infn‖S̃K̃v(n)‖Ls+1(Ω̃) > 0. Arguing exactly as before we find
another a subsequence of (v(n))n, again superscripted by n, and v
∗ ∈ Lq+1(Ω,R)\{0} such
that v(n) ⇀ v∗ in Lq+1(Ω). Applying Lemma 3.7 to J we see v∗ is a critical point of J




≥ J (v∗). Combined with v∗ 6= 0 we get the reverse inequality
J (v∗) ≥ m, hence v∗ is a nontrivial dual ground state of J .
We finish this section with an observation that reduces the comparison of the ground state
levels m(N) and m̃(N) of two dual functionals J and J̃ to a comparison of the corresponding
bilinear forms bK̃ and bK for the ground state of the ”equation at infinity”.
Lemma 3.17. Assume (A1), (A2) and (A3) for the ”equation of interest” and the ”equa-
tion at infinity”. Assume in addition that J̃ has a ground state v ∈ Lq+1(Ω,R). Then:
bK̃ (v, v) < bK (v, v) implies m
(N) < m̃(N).
Proof. Since v ∈ M̃(N) we know bK̃ (v, v) = ‖v‖
q+1
Lq+1(Ω)

















By the polynomial structure of J we see that tv ∈ M(N) for t > 0 if and only if t = τ .



















= τ q+1 · J̃ (v) < J̃ (v) = m̃(N).
Hence m(N) < m̃(N).
3.1.2.2 A constrained minimization approach
In the abstract part of this minimization approach we do not see an additional symmetry
assumption as Definition 3.9, but we will use such symmetry in the application to check
all assumptions. We split the functional J in its quadratic nonlinear part J0 and its part
J1. Then we minimize J0 under the constrained J1 ≡ 1.
Definition 3.18. Assume (A1), (A2) and (A3). Let












∣∣ J1(v) = 1} , m(L) := (L)inf
M
J0.
Remark 3.19. Since J0 and J1 are C
1, we expect a Lagrange multiplier λ ∈ R for a
minimizer v∗ such that J ′1(v
∗) = λJ ′0(v
∗), if such a minimizer exists.
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Proposition 3.20. Assume (A1), (A2) and (A3). If M(L) 6= ∅, then m(L) > 0.
Proof. Assume (A1), (A2) and (A3). Let v ∈M(L). By continuity of K we calculate
1 = bK (v, v) ≤ ‖K‖Lq+1(Ω)→Lp+1(Ω)‖v‖
2
Lq+1(Ω) = ‖K‖Lq+1(Ω)→Lp+1(Ω) ((q + 1)J0(v))
2
q+1 .
Observe that possibly M(L) = ∅, if S∗ maps Lq+1(Ω,R) into the parts where L−1 is
negative. We will use Section 3.1.3.1 to verify M(L) 6= ∅ in the examples. The next
assumptions link the ”equation of interest” (with no tilde notation) and the ”equation at
infinity” (with tilde notation).
Assumption 3.21. Assume the setting as in Definition 3.8. Assume m(L) < m̃(L).










Assumption 3.21 also implies that m(L) 6=∞, even if m̃(L) =∞, and hence the set M(L)
is nonempty.
We shortly state a technical lemma which instantly follows from the often called Brezis-
Lieb-Lemma.
Lemma 3.23. Let fn, f ∈ Lq+1(Ω) be measurable, (fn)n be uniformly bounded in Lq+1(Ω)













|f |q+1 dx .
A proof can be found in [Wil96].
Theorem 3.24. Assume the setting as in Definition 3.8. Assume further Assumption 3.21
and Assumption 3.22 are true. Then m(L) is attained.
Proof. We split the proof into several steps.
Step 1: Approximate Lagrangian multipliers.
Let (v(n))n ⊂ M(L) be a minimizing sequence for J0, i.e., v(n) ∈ D(J) with J1(v(n)) =
1 and J0(v
(n)) → m(L). Clearly (v(n))n is bounded in Lq+1(Ω), hence we find some
v∗ ∈ D(J) and some subsequence (again superscripted with n) such that v(n) ⇀ v∗
in Lq+1(Ω). Using Ekelands variational principle, cf. [Eke74], we argue exactly as in
[Fre13], proof of Proposition 2.3.12 step 1 and the first half of step 2, to find a new,
bounded, minimizing sequence (v(n))n ⊂ M(L) and λn ∈ R with ∂TnJ0(v(n)) → 0 and
∂SnJ0(v
(n)) = −λn∂SnJ1(v(n)), where Tn and Sn denote the tangential and normal space
in v(n) on M(L). Observe that in [Fre13] the functional J was minimized over the Nehari
manifold but all arguments are also valid in our setting when adjusting the functional and
minimization set. Using additionally ∂TnJ1(v
(n)) = 0 we find
o (1) = J ′0(v
(n))− λnJ ′1(v(n)) =
∣∣∣v(n)∣∣∣q−1v(n) − λnKv(n), in Lp+1(Ω).
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We test this equation with v(n) and use the polynomial structures of J0 and J1. Hence we
calculate
o (1) = J ′0(v
(n))[v(n)]− λnJ ′1(v(n))[v(n)]
= (q + 1)J0(v
(n))− 2λnJ1(v(n)) = (q + 1)m(L) − 2λn + o (1),
i.e., λn → q+12 m
(L) > 0. Hence we obtain J ′0(v
(n))− q+12 m
(L)J ′1(v
(n)) = o (1).
Step 2: Construct a Palais-Smale Sequence and improve convergence.







(n)) − J ′1(τv(n)) = o (1) and J(τv(n)) is bounded, i.e., (τv(n))n is a Palais-Smale
sequence for J . Since (v(n))n is bounded in L
q+1(Ω), we find v∗ ∈ Lq+1(Ω) and a subse-
quence (again superscripted with n) such that v(n) ⇀ v∗. We now apply Lemma 3.7 for
(τv(n))n and obtain 0 = J
′ (τv∗) = τ q|v∗|q−1v∗ − τKv∗. Hence, by the choice of τ , we
conclude
0 = |v∗|q−1v∗ − q + 1
2
m(L)Kv∗.





∗|q+1 dx ≥ 0.
Step 3: Apply Brezis-Lieb Lemma.
Using the boundedness of (v(n))n in L
q+1(Ω) and pointwise convergence v(n) → v∗ we
obtain
m(L) = J0(v
(n)) + o (1) = J0(v
∗) + J0(v
(n) − v∗) + o (1).
We will analyze the error term J0(v
(n) − v∗) in more detail later.
Step 4: Compare to the equation at infinity.





























∗, v∗). Using Assump-










v(n) − v∗, v(n) − v∗
)
+ o (1).
Step 5: Scaling behavior and concavity.
We set A := 12bK (v




v(n) − v∗, v(n) − v∗
)
. Clearly A,Bn ≥ 0, A +
Bn → 1 and Bn → 1 − A =: B. If A > 0, then A−
1
2 v∗ ∈ M(L) and hence m(L) ≤
J0(A
− 1
2 v∗) = A−
q+1
2 J0(v
∗). Therefore we obtain A
q+1
2 m(L) ≤ J0(v∗). This equation is
obviously true if A = 0. Similarly, if Bn > 0 then B
− 1
2























(L) + o (1)














2 = 1. The strict concavity of x 7→ x
q+1
2 now yields either A = 1, B = 0
or A = 0, B = 1. The latter is impossible, since this would yield m(L) ≥ m̃(L) as seen in
the calculation above, a contradiction to Assumption 3.21. Hence A = 1, B = 0.
Step 6: Conclusion.




v(n) − v∗, v(n) − v∗
)
→ 0 now yields v(n) → v∗ in
Lq+1(Ω). Therefore we see that m(L) = J0(v
∗) + J0(v
(n) − v∗) + o (1) = J0(v∗) and
v∗ ∈M(L) since A = 1. Hence we found a minimizer. Utilizing |v∗|q−1v∗− q+12 m
(L)Kv∗ =
0 and τ = ( q+12 m
(L))
1
q−1 as in step 3 we see that τv∗ is critical point of J .
3.1.3 Further abstract tools
3.1.3.1 Comparison of sesquilinear forms in the dual setting
This subsection is fueled by an idea of Ambrosetti and Struwe aiming to the question:
How can we compare the bilinear forms of two dual problems? This knowledge helps us to
compare ground state levels and to construct tools to prove the a-priori energy estimate
in Assumption 3.14. In addition, and this is our new use for Lemma 3.25, we will exploit
it to have a tool to prove Assumption 3.15 in our examples.
This and Lemma 3.17 are the main ideas to prove the a-priori energy estimates in Assump-
tion 3.14 and Assumption 3.21. Moreover in our examples W = L−L̃ will have ”compact
support in space” (this term explains itself in the examples), which makes it way easier to
calculate pairings with W. Lemma 3.25 will also be used to proof Assumption 3.15, i.e.,
to transfer a Palais-Smale sequence for J to the level m(N) to a Palais-Smale sequence for
J̃ without changing the energy level m(N) and will also be used to proof Assumption 3.22,
i.e., to calculate a difference of bilinear forms. Here we assume in addition that W is
seeing nothing outside a set Ω̃.
The next lemma contains the idea how to rewrite die difference of the bilinear forms for
dual functionals and inspired by [AS86]. We recall: Up to now the Hilbert spaces H and
H̃ and the embeddings S and S̃ could have been completely distinct, but from now on we
assume more structure. In our examples, both, H and H̃, will be either subspaces of the





S and S̃, will be either the Sobolev-embedding for functions or the Fourier reconstruction
operator which reconstructs a function out of a sequence.
Lemma 3.25. Assume (A1), (A2) and (A3) for the ”equation of interest” and the ”equa-
tion at infinity”. Let v, w ∈ Lq+1(Ω,R), set û := K̃v, ẑ := K̃w ∈ H̃ and assume in addition
(i) S∗v = S̃∗v and S∗w = S̃∗w.
(ii) û, ẑ ∈ H.
(iii) Wû := Lû− L̃û ∈ H∗ and W ẑ := Lẑ − L̃ẑ ∈ H∗.
Define ϕ̂ = −L−1W ẑ ∈ H. Then bK (v, w)− bK̃ (v, w) = 〈−Wû, ϕ̂〉H∗×H+ 〈−Wû, ẑ〉H∗×H.
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We can read Lemma 3.25 as follows: Taking some possibly special functions v, w ∈
Lq+1(Ω,R) (e.g. a ground state for ”equation at infinity”), check (i), (ii) and (iii). As-
sumption (i) is always satisfied, if S and S̃ have the same formula but one has a larger
domain, as in our examples. Assumption (ii) checks, whether v and w are mapped into
H by K̃ and not just H̃. This means that K̃ should be regularizing in the sense that
Range(K̃) is a strict subset of H̃. Writing û := K̃v, ẑ := K̃w we now have û, ẑ ∈ H̃ ∩ H.
Assumption (iii) checks if the differences Wû := Lû − L̃û and W ẑ := Lẑ − L̃ẑ are in
H∗. If the assumptions (i), (ii) and (iii) are true, then we can define ψ̂ = −L−1Wû and
ϕ̂ = −L−1W ẑ and do the calculation of the lemma. Note that ψ̂ is only needed in the
calculation and does not appear in the statement.
Proof of Lemma 3.25. Assumption (ii) and (iii) yield that ϕ̂ and ψ̂ are well defined. We
calculate on H∗:
Lψ̂ = −Wû = L̃û− Lû = S̃∗v − Lû ⇔ S̃∗v = L(ψ̂ + û),
Lϕ̂ = −W ẑ = L̃ẑ − Lẑ = S̃∗w − Lẑ ⇔ S̃∗w = L(ϕ̂+ ẑ).
By (i) we see S∗v = S̃∗v = L(ψ̂ + û) ∈ H∗ and S∗w = S̃∗w = L(ϕ̂+ ẑ) ∈ H∗. We observe
by (i) and û ∈ H ∩ H̃ that




























Hence using all from above we calculate




















































= 〈−Wû, ϕ̂〉H∗×H + 〈−Wû, ẑ〉H∗×H .
Combining Lemma 3.17 and Lemma 3.25 we have the following strategy for proving As-
sumption 3.14: Take a ground state v for the ”equation at infinity”, define û := K̃v and
check the assumptions of Lemma 3.25 for v = w. Using Lemma 3.17 we see







> 0 ⇒ m < m̃.
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In our examples −W will be a positive operator, i.e., we can hope that the right hand side
of the first equation is positive.
We will also use Lemma 3.25 in the following lemma, where (iv) indicates a criterion for
Assumption 3.15.
This and Lemma 3.17 are the main ideas to prove the a-priori energy estimates in As-
sumption 3.14 and Assumption 3.21. Moreover in our examples W will have ”compact
support in space” (this term explains itself in the examples), which makes it way easier to
calculate pairings with W.
Lemma 3.26. Assume (A1), (A2) and (A3) for the ”equation of interest” and the ”equa-
tion at infinity”. Let v(n) ∈ Lq+1(Ω,R) be a Palais-Smale sequence for J to the level m(N)
with S̃K̃v(n) → 0 in Ls+1(Ω̃). Assume in addition
(i) S∗ = S̃∗ pointwise on Lq+1(Ω,R).
(ii) K̃ : Lq+1(Ω,R)→ H is continuous.
(iii) W ◦ K̃ : Lq+1(Ω,R)→ H∗ with W ◦ K̃v := LK̃v − L̃K̃v is compact.
(iv) If S̃K̃v = S̃K̃w on Ω̃, then WK̃v =WK̃w in H∗.
Then there is a subsequence, again superscripted with n, such that (v(n))n is a Palais-
Smale sequence for J̃ to the level m(N). In other words: Assumption 3.15 with Ω̃ ⊂ Ω and
s ∈ (p∗, p∗) as in 4. is true.
We can read Lemma 3.26 as follows: We first check the assumptions (i), (ii) and (iii).
Then Lemma 3.25 is applicable for any v ∈ Lq+1(Ω,R). Next check assumption (iv). This
is formally fulfilled, if L− L̃ is formally supported in Ω̃. Then Assumption 3.15 is true.









→ 0 in Lq+1(Ω,R). By assumption (i), (ii) and
(iii) we can apply Lemma 3.25 for each v(n). Let û(n) := K̃v(n) and ψ̂(n) := −L−1Wû(n).
































































Obviously Wû(n) → 0 in H∗ is sufficient to prove the claim. By Proposition 3.6 the
sequence (v(n))n is bounded in L
q+1(Ω,R), hence v(n) ⇀ v∗ in Lq+1(Ω,R) up to taking
a subsequence. Compactness in (iii) yields Wû(n) → WK̃v∗ in H∗, possibly after taking
another subsequence. Looking back into the proof of Lemma 3.7 we see that (up to taking
another a subsequence) we have v(n) → v∗ a.e. in Ω. Using S̃K̃v(n) → 0 in Ls+1(Ω̃) and
continuity of K̃ and local compactness of S̃ we obtain S̃K̃v∗ = 0 in Ω̃. Hence WK̃v∗ = 0
and the proof is done.
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3.1.3.2 Comparison of Nehari and constrained minimization energy level
Last in this section we connect the energy levels of the Nehari and constrained minimiza-
tion approach.
Lemma 3.27. Assume (A1), (A2) and (A3). Then:







2. The value m(L) is attained if and only if m(N) is attained.
3. In the case m(L),m(N) < ∞ set τ := ( q+12 m
(L))
1
1−q . If vL ∈ M(L) with m(L) =
J0(vL), then τvL ∈ M(N) with m(N) = J(τvL). If vN ∈ M(N) with m(N) = J(vN ),
then 1τ vN ∈M
(L) with m(L) = J0(
1
τ vN ).
Proof. If D(J)∩ {bK (v, v) > 0} = ∅, thenM(N) =M(L) = ∅ and both sides are +∞, i.e.,
the claim holds true. Now let D(J) ∩ {bK (v, v) > 0} 6= ∅, then M(N) and M(L) are both














, tL(v) := J1(v)
− 1
2 .
Then: tv ∈M(N) if and only if t = tN (v), and tv ∈M(L) if and only if t = tL(v). With this
preparation we start calculating. Let v ∈ M(N). We observe that (1 + q)J0(v) = 2J1(v)
and J(v) = (1− 1+q2 )J0(v) =
1−q
2 J0(v). Then we calculate









































































Taking the infimum over v on the right hand side we obtain after a short calculation






2 . Hence the claim 1 is proven. Claim 2 instantly
follows from the calculations above. We only sketch the proof of claim 3, the left out
calculations are lengthy but straight forward. If vL ∈ M(L) with m(L) = J0(vL), then by
the Lagrangian multiplier rule have J ′0(vL) = τ
1−qJ ′1(vL), where we obtain the exact value
of the Lagrangian multiplier by testing the equation with vL as in step 1 in the proof
of Theorem 3.24. Using the scaling of J0 and J1 we obtain J
′(τvL) = 0 and therefore







2 we see that m(N) = J(τvL). The reverse claim is proven analogously.
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We have shown that due to the polynomial structure of our dual functional the presented
minimization procedures are equivalent. For more general functionals this might not
always be true.
3.2 Examples for ”wave-guides”
We will apply our previously developed technique on dual variational functionals to semi-
linear wave equations. Especially the case of one spatial direction and time-periodicity
with a non-translation-invariant wave operator L and a periodic in space right hand side is
of interest, since it was not covered by the techniques in Chapter 2. Observe that Γ could
have been t depended here. In our examples we have L = L̃ −W with L̃ = −α∂2t − ∂2x.
Hence we first analyze ground states of our ”equation at infinity” L̃u = Γ(x)|u|p−1u on
(x, t) ∈ R× TT .
3.2.1 The ground state of the ”equation at infinity”
In this section we consider the 1 + 1 dimensional, elliptic, semilinear equation
−αutt − uxx = Γ(x)|u|p−1u, (x, t) ∈ R× TT , (3.5)
with Γ ∈ L∞per(R) and inf Γ > 0. As before TT denotes the 1-dimensional torus with
period T > 0. We consider T2 -anti-periodic functions on the cylinder R× TT , since (3.5)
is compatible with this symmetry and it makes L̃ an elliptic operator. Then one can find
a ground state by well known techniques, e.g. cf. [SW10]. Since we work on function
spaces, we write non-calligraphic letters, as in Chapter 2.
Definition 3.28. We define for p ∈ (1,∞), k ∈ N, α > 0 and Γ ∈ L∞per(R):
L̃ : H2ap(R× TT ,R)→ L2ap(R× TT ,R), L̃u := −αutt − uxx,
bL̃ : H
1
ap(R× TT ,R)×H1ap(R× TT ,R)→ R, bL̃ (u, v) :=
∫
R×TT
αutvt + uxvx d(x, t) ,








Γ(x)|u|p+1 d(x, t) .
Proposition 3.29. Let p ∈ (1,∞), α > 0 and Γ ∈ L∞per(R) such that inf Γ > 0. Then:






(ii) L̃ is self-adjoint with spectrum σ(L̃) = [αω2,∞) with ω := 2πT . Hence L̃ is continu-
ously invertible.
(iii) Ĩ ∈ C1(H1ap(R× TT ,R)) with Ĩ ′ (u)[v] = bL̃ (u, v)−
∫
R×TT Γ(x)|u|
p−1u v d(x, t).
(iv) Ĩ has a ground state, i.e., there is u ∈ H1ap(R× TT ,R) \ {0} such that 0 < Ĩ (u) =
inf{Ĩ(v) | Ĩ ′ (v) = 0}. Furthermore u ∈ H2ap(R× TT ,R).
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Proof. (i), (ii) and (iii) are clear since L̃ and Ĩ fit into our abstract setting. The existence
of the ground state in (iv) can be found in [SW10]. The additional regularity of the ground
state can be done by standard elliptic regularity theory, e.g. as in [GT15].
For the sake
3.2.1.1 Decay at infinity
We will have a closer look onto the ground state and analyze its behavior at infinity. Our
main result in this section will be the following:
Theorem 3.30. Let u ∈ H2ap(R× TT ,R) \ {0} be a solution of (3.5). Then for s ∈
{0, 1, 2}, l ∈ (0, 1) there are ε > 0 and complex numbers U (s)±1 ,u
(l)
±1 ∈ C such that as





U (s)1 · e




























The first equality tells us the exact behavior of a solution u, ut and utt at infinity. Note
that the first frequencies k = ±1 dominate and the correction terms are decaying strictly




∣∣2+lu at infinity. We do not claim that uttt exists. The rest of this section is denoted
to the proof of Theorem 3.30. We start with giving a formula for L̃−1.




G̃(y − x, s− t)u(y, s) d(y, s) ,
















, (x, t) /∈ {0} × TZ.
The proof for this lemma is technical and not very insightful. Therefore we shift the details
into the appendix Section 3.2.4.1. Later we use more than one integrable time derivative
of G̃, but the second time derivative of G̃ is not integrable. Therefore we look at fractional
derivatives.



































, |x| → ∞, t ∈ TT ,




























































αω|x|+ iωt)−s + (
√













, |x| → ∞, t ∈ TT .









































, |x| → ∞, t ∈ TT .
Hence G̃, ∂tG̃, G̃
(s) ∈ L1(R× TT ) for s ∈ (0, 2) but ∂2t G̃ /∈ L1loc(R× TT ).
Observe that G̃(s) is something like a sth fractional time derivative of G̃.
Proof. Clearly G̃ is smooth outside x = 0. The closed forms of the derivatives follow by the
usual differentiation rules. The Fourier series representations now follow by smoothness
and the usual differentiation rules. The behaviors for small arguments of G̃, ∂tG̃ and ∂
2
t G̃















for |z| → 0 into the closed representations. We sketch these
calculations, i.e. for 0 < |x|, |t| → 0 we have
−4π
√































= ln(1 + O (|x|)) + ln
(



























1− 12ω2t2 + O (t4)
) = 2t
αx2 + t2
+ O (|x|+ |t|),
−4π
√

























1− 12ω2t2 + O (t4)
))2
= 2
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xk, x ∈ C, |x| < 1,Re(σ) < 1
⇒ Liσ(eµ)− Γ(1− σ) · (−µ)σ−1 → 0 as µ→ 0 with Re(µ) < 0.
Here we choose (−µ)−s > 0 if µ ∈ (−∞, 0) and extend continuous into the slit plane
C \ (0,∞). Using this result with σ = 1− s and µ = −
√


















= Γ(s) · (
√
αω|x| − iωt)−s + Γ(s) · (
√
αω|x|+ iωt)−s + o (1)
































may be t-dependent but is





































































































The claimed integrability at the singularities follow by ln(|·|), |·|a ∈ L1loc(R2,R) for a > −2
and |·|−2 /∈ L1loc(R2,R).
The next Lemma is a tool to ”read off” the behavior at infinity of a function with a
convolution representation u = g ∗ f . Observe that we will only need knowledge of the
convolution-kernel g at infinity, i.e., the limiting function g∞, fast decay of f , namely
b > a+ε, and global integrability of g. Note that we do not need integrability of g∞, since
f is decaying fast enough. We will also keep track of the constants.
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f(y, s)g(x− y, t− s) d(y, s) , (x, t) ∈ R× TT ,
with functions f, g, g∞ : R× TT → C such that:
(i) g ∈ L1(R× TT ) and ∀(x, t) ∈ R× TT : |g∞(x, t)| ≤ Ce−ax,
(ii) ∀x > R, t ∈ TT : |g(x, t)− g∞(x, t)| ≤ Ce−(a+ε)x,
(iii) ∀(x, t) ∈ R× TT : |f(x, t)| ≤ Ce−b|x|.
Then there is C̃ > 0 such that:∣∣∣∣u(x, t)− ∫
R×TT
f(y, s)g∞(x− y, s− t) d(y, s)
∣∣∣∣ ≤ C̃e−(a+ε)x, ∀x > R, t ∈ TT .
A similar result for asymptotics with x < −R can be proven analogously.
Proof. Observe that x− y > R is equivalent to y < x−R. We then calculate for x > R:∣∣∣∣u(x, t)− ∫
R×TT































































To apply the previous lemma, we must prove that u is exponentially decaying with the rate
e−
√
αω|x|. Then the right hand side Γ(x)|u|p−1u will decay strictly faster since p > 1.
Lemma 3.34. Let u ∈ H2ap(R× TT ,R) \ {0} be a solution of (3.5). Then
∀µ <
√
αω ∃C > 0 ∀ (x, t) ∈ TT : |u(x, t)| ≤ Ce−µ|x|.
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G̃(x− y, t− τ)f(u(y, τ)) d(y, τ) , with f(u) := |u|p−1u.
Following the lines of [BL97] chapter 3 until Theorem 3.1.4, we observe that the additional
integration over TT does not change the proof and we see: the function u is decaying
exponentially with eµ|x|u(x, t) ∈ L1(R× TT ) for any µ <
√
αω.
We now have all tools at hand to proof the main result for this section.
Proof of Theorem 3.30. We prove the result for x → ∞, the proof for x → −∞ is done
analogously. By Lemma 3.34 u decays exponentially with eµ|x|u(x, t) ∈ L1(R× TT ) for
any µ <
√
αω. Since p > 1, the right hand side of equation (3.2) also decays exponentially
and with higher rate pθ
√





fixed. Using the formula for L̃−1 from Lemma 3.31, the integrability and decay of G̃ from






























































Here we also used the fact that cos(ωt) =
√
T
2 (e1(t) + e−1(t)). To obtain the behavior of






Γ(y)|u(y, s)|p−1u(y, s) ∂
∂t




























































Observe that |ut(x, t)| ≤ Ce−
√
αω|x| for some C > 0. Hence there is some C > 0 such that
∀ (x, t) ∈ TT :∣∣∣∣ ∂∂t (Γ(x)|u(x, t)|p−1u(x, t))
∣∣∣∣ = p · Γ(x) · ∣∣∣|u(x, t)|p−1ut(x, t)∣∣∣ ≤ p‖Γ‖∞Cpe−p√αω|x|.
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Here we also used p > 1 to estimate |u(x, t)|p−1. By the same arguments as before we can









































































Hence we have the claimed result for utt. We can not repeat this trick again with the same
arguments, since G̃tt /∈ L1(R× TT ) and we only assumed p > 1 but not p > 2. But we
can gain something similar to a fractional (2 + l)-th time derivative with l ∈ (0, 1). The












































































3.2.1.2 Additional restrictions and symmetries
We will later use different energy levels concerning additional restrictions like Dirichlet
boundary conditions and symmetries like oddness in space. If we restrict to Dirichlet
boundary conditions in time (which can be extended to periodic boundary conditions), we
obtain even ground states in time and space. We cite the following existence result.
Proposition 3.35. Let p ∈ (1,∞), α > 0 and Γ ∈ L∞per(R) with inf Γ > 0. Then (3.5)
has a ground state u in the class
H̃odd :=
{
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Furthermore u ∈ H2ap(R× TT ). Moreover there is a ground state u, which is positive on
R× (−T4 ,
T
4 ) and even in x and t around 0.
Proof. As in Proposition 3.29 we refer to [SW10] and [GT15] for existence of a positive
solution and the regularity claim. The symmetry claim can be proven by a moving plane
method as in [CCW98].
Proposition 3.36. Let p ∈ (1,∞), α > 0 and Γ ∈ L∞per(R) with inf Γ > 0. Then (3.5)
has no ground state solution u in the class{




≡ 0, u is odd in x
}
.
Proof. Assume the contrary. Without loss of generality we assume u to be non-negative
on (0,∞) × (−T4 ,
T
4 ) by taking |u| instead of u. Then by usual regularity theory as in as
in [GT15] we obtain a H2(R× TT ) solution. Ellipticity and the strong minimum principle
yields positivity of u. As in [CCW98], we start the moving plane method in x at 0 and
prove that u starts to increase. Since there is no right hand boundary, u will increase
forever, contradicting integrability.
We have seen, that sometimes the ground state energy is not attained. Motivated by
the symmetry in Proposition 3.35 we will consider T2 -antiperiodic and even functions in t.
Later we compare spatially even and odd functions. As notation we indicate the symmetry
by two indices, the first index indicates symmetry in space and the second index indicates
symmetry in time additionally to the T2 -anti-periodicity.
Definition 3.37. We define
D(J̃)·,e :=
{










v ∈ D(J̃)·,e | v is odd in x around 0
}
.
Observe that ”T2 -anti-periodic and even” implies ”odd around ±
T
4 ”. In the next lemma
we will see how we can calculate the different minimal energy levels by the constrained
minimization approach.
Lemma 3.38. Let p ∈ (1,∞), α > 0 and Γ ∈ L∞per(R) with inf Γ > 0. Define:
M̃(L)·,e :=
{









v ∈ D(J̃)e,e | J̃1(v) = 1
}





v ∈ D(J̃)o,e | J̃1(v) = 1
}
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Proof. The first equality is clear due to the symmetry of the ground state in Proposi-
tion 3.35. We divide the proof of the second equality into several steps. W.l.o.g. let Γ be
1-periodic.
Step 1: Scaling.





















Let v∗ be a ground state as in Proposition 3.35. We set v(n)(x, t) := v∗(x−n, t)−v∗(x+n, t),
then clearly v(n) ∈ D(J̃)o,e. Using the translation invariance of Γ and the operator L̃ and







v∗(· − n, ·)K̃v∗(· − n, ·) + v∗(·+ n, ·)K̃v∗(·+ n, ·)













Furthermore we use |a− b|q+1 ≤ |a|q+1 + |b|q+1 + (q + 1)|a|q|b|. We shift the proof of this





































Let w(n) ∈ m̃(L)o,e such that J̃0(w(n)) → m̃(L)o,e . Set v(n) := 1{x≥0} · w(n), then clearly











































G̃(x− y)w(n)(y) dy dx






































G̃(x+ y)w(n)(y) dy dx .
Next we will estimate the correction term using the asymptotics of G̃. We observe first
that for any s > 1 and M > 0 we have
∥∥w(n)∥∥
Ls((0,M)×TT )
→ 0. If this were false, then
w(n) would have a weakly convergent subsequence with a nontrivial limit and this limit
would be a minimizer, contradicting that m̃
(L)





































































G̃(x+ y)w(n)(y) dy dx
∣∣∣∣




αωM → 0 as M →∞.
We now conclude J̃1(v
(n)) = 12 + o (1), where we have inserted J̃1(w
(n)) = 1. Using again
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Remark 3.39. Observe that the previous lemma can be proven in more generality. The
essential assumptions were the existence of an exponentially decaying and even ground
state, the fact that a cut-off as in step 3 keeps us in D(J̃)·,e and a representation K̃v = G̃∗v
with an exponentially decaying kernel. For the sake of simplicity we do not go into details.
We next prove the technical inequality in the proof of Lemma 3.38. We want to remark
that this estimate is good, if one of the parameters is very small but bad if both are almost
equal.
Proposition 3.40. If a, b ∈ R, q ∈ (0, 1), then: |a− b|q+1 ≤ |a|q+1 + |b|q+1 +(q+1)|a|q|b|.
Proof. We start with a simplified version and regain complexity.
Step 1: ∀h > 0: (1 + h)q+1 ≤ 1 + hq+1 + (q + 1)h.
Obviously the left and right hand side are convex C1-functions and equal at h = 0. Hence
it suffices to prove that the derivatives are ordered. We calculate:
(q + 1)(1 + h)q ≤ (q + 1)hq + (q + 1) ⇔ (1 + h)q+1 ≤ 1 + hq.
The latter inequality holds true due to concavity of h 7→ hq.
Step 2: ∀h ∈ R : |1 + h|q+1 ≤ 1 + |h|q+1 + (q + 1)|h|.
Observe that |1 + h| ≤ 1 + |h| and use step 1.
Step 3: ∀ a, b ∈ R : |a− b|q+1 ≤ |a|q+1 + |b|q+1 + (q + 1)|a|q|b|.
If a = 0, then the inequality is obviously true. If a 6= 0, then we set h = − ba in step 3 and
multiply the equation by |a|q+1.
Next we give a short result on scaling in the time period T .
Lemma 3.41. Let p ∈ (1,∞), α > 0 and Γ ∈ L∞per(R) with inf Γ > 0. Let z ∈
H1ap(R× TT ) be the ground state of (3.5) in the class H̃odd with T = 1 as in Proposi-
tion 3.35. Then u(x, t) = T
− 2
p−1 z( 1T x,
1
T t) is the ground state of (3.5) in the class H̃odd
with T > 0 as in Proposition 3.35.
Proof. Clearly u ∈ H̃odd, u is positive on R× (−T4 ,
T
4 ) and even around 0. We calculate:(
L̃u
)





























p−1 (u(x, t))p = (u(x, t))p.
The claim now follows by uniqueness.
Using this scaling result we can refine the behavior at infinity by extracting the parameter
r in T = 4r
√
γ.
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Corollary 3.42. Let p ∈ (1,∞), α > 0 and Γ ∈ L∞per(R) with inf Γ > 0. Let u ∈
H1ap(R× TT ) be the ground state of (3.5) in the class H̃odd with T = 4r
√
γ as in Propo-
sition 3.35. Then for s ∈ {0, 1, 2}, l ∈ (0, 1) there are ε > 0 and complex numbers
U (s)±1 ,u
(l)





U (s)1 · e




























Moreover there is C(α, γ, p,Γ, l) such that u(l)± = C(α, γ, p,Γ, l) · r
−2−l− 2
p−1 .
Proof. The asymptotics have already been proven in Theorem 3.30. It remains to proof



















































Using u(x, t) = T
− 2
p−1 z( 1T x,
1
T t) and the time scaling t  
1








































Last we insert T = 2πω = 4r
√
γ and see
u(l)± = C(α, γ, p,Γ) · r
− 2









= C(α, γ, p,Γ, l) · r−2−l−
2
p−1 .
With these preparations we will later be able to proof the a-priori energy estimate in
Section 3.2.3 quite fast.
3.2.1.3 Further remarks
Before we jump into the concrete examples, we develop some notation and results.
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k ûk(x)ek(t) whenever it converges, (S̃
−1u)k := 〈u(x, ·), ek〉L2(TT ) whenever
it exists, L̃k := − d
2
dx2
+αk2ω2 : H2(R)→ L2(R), L̃ :=
⊕
k∈Zodd Lk and K̃ := L̃
−1. We refer
to this construction as ”equation at infinity” formulated on sequence spaces. Let further




, (Sû)(x, t) :=
∑
k ûk(x)ek(t) bL and Γ satisfy (A1),
(A2) and (A3) and recall the constructions and results from Section 2.1.
Lemma 3.44. Assume we are in the setting of previous definition. Then
(i) S̃û = Sû whenever it converges. We no longer distinguish between S and S̃ if we
know that either Sû or S̃û exists.












→ L2(R× TT )





(iii) Consider S : H → Lp+1ap (R× TT ,R) and its adjoint S∗ : Lq+1ap (R× TT ) → H∗. Then





and this representative is S∗v = S−1v.
(iv) For any v ∈ Lq+1ap (R× TT ) we have S̃K̃v = K̃v.
Proof. (i) This statement is clear.



















1, we see by Riesz-Thorin interpolation that
∥∥S−1∥∥
Lq+1(R×TT )→lq+1(Lp+1(R))
≤ 1 +T .
(iii) Let v ∈ Lq+1ap (R× TT ,R) ∩ L2ap(R× TT ,R). Then S∗v ∈ H∗ = l2 (Zodd, H∗k) since




. Hence we see for any ẑ ∈ H
〈S∗v, ẑ〉H∗×H = 〈v, Sẑ〉Lq+1(R×TT )×Lp+1(R×TT ) =
∫
R×TT
v · Sẑ d(x, t)






Here we used that the adjoint of an isometry is its inverse. The claim now follows
by density.




W 2,q+1ap (R× TT ) ⊂ H1ap(R× TT ). Moreover we have (S∗v)k = v̂k ∈ Lp+1(R). Look-
ing into the proof of Lemma 3.31 we have (SK̃v)k = G̃k ∗ v̂k. But this is exactly
G̃k ∗ v̂k = L̃−1k v̂k. Using part (ii) we have SK̃v = L̃
−1S−1v. Since the right hand




, we can use that S is an isometry and obtain the claim.
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3.2.2 δ-potentials
This section is an application of Theorem 3.16. Our main assumption throughout this
example will be:
(Hδ) Let α, β, T > 0. Define V (x) := βδ0(x)− α.
We will prove the following theorem:




β . Let Γ ∈ L
∞(R) be periodic
with inf Γ > 0 and V (x) := βδ0(x)− α. Then there exists a nontrivial weak solution u of
the equation
V (x)utt − uxx = Γ(x)|u|p−1u, (x, t) ∈ R× TT , (2.2)
with minimal energy among all T2 -anti-periodic, weak solutions.
See Definition 2.22 in Chapter 2 for the term weak solution in the case of (Hδ). Observe
that compared to Theorem 2.21 in Chapter 2 the structure of the right hand side of




short calculation using Proposition 2.24 shows: the assumption ω < 2
√
α
β is equivalent to
positivity of the eigenvalue λ1 of L1. We will apply Theorem 3.16 to prove the existence
of a ground state.
Assume (Hδ), p ∈ (1, 3) and ω := 2πT and recall the constructions and results for H, L, H,
L etc. of Section 2.3.1.1 Section 2.3.1.2. We mostly work on function spaces indicated with
non-calligraphic letters. Observe in addition that by Lemma 2.20, assumption (C1) is true.
If we write calligraphic letters in between, we mean the corresponding objects on sequence
spaces, which are precisely determined by Fourier series. Additionally recall the ”equation
at infinity” and its ground state, analyzed in Section 3.2.1. We will verify Assumption 3.14
and Assumption 3.15 and start with checking the assumptions of Lemma 3.26.




β . Let Γ ∈ L
∞(R) be periodic
with inf Γ > 0. Recall the notation and results as in Section 3.2.1. Then:
(i) S∗ = S̃∗ pointwise on Lq+1(Ω,R).
(ii) K̃ : Lq+1(Ω,R)→ H is continuous.
(iii) W ◦ K̃ : Lq+1(Ω,R)→ H∗ with W ◦ K̃v := LK̃v − L̃K̃v is compact.
(iv) If K̃v = K̃w on (−ε, ε)× TT for any ε > 0, then WK̃v = WK̃w in H∗.
Proof. (i) Since S and S̃ are the same map with just different domains and both ranges
are subsets of Lp+1(Ω,R), this is clear.
(ii) By Lemma 3.44 we have K̃ : Lq+1(R× TT ) → W 2,q+1(R× TT ). Using Sobolev’s
embedding we see W 2,q+1(R× TT ) → H1(R× TT ) is continuous, e.g. cf [Ada75],
and using standard trace theory we see W 2,q+1(R× TT )→ H1({0} × TT ) is contin-
uous since q = 1p >
1
3 , e.g. cf. [DNPV12]. Since H = H
1(R× TT ) ∩H1({0} × TT ),
cf. Theorem 2.27, we obtain K̃ : Lq+1(R× TT ,R) → W 2,q+1(R× TT ,R) → H is
compact as claimed.
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(iii) Let v ∈ Lq+1(R× TT ,R), z ∈ H be arbitrary and write u := K̃v. Then∣∣∣∣〈W ◦ K̃v, z〉H∗×H
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣〈Lu, z〉H∗×H − 〈L̃u, z〉H∗×H
∣∣∣∣ = ∣∣∣∣−β ∫
TT
ut(0, ·)zt(0, ·) dt
∣∣∣∣
≤ β‖ut(0, ·)‖L2(TT )‖zt(0, ·)‖L2(TT ) ≤ β‖u‖H‖z‖H
≤ β‖K̃‖Lq+1(Ω)→H‖v‖Lq+1(Ω)‖z‖H ,
i.e., W ◦ K̃ := LK̃ − L̃K̃ : Lq+1(Ω,R) → H∗ is continuous. We obtain compact-
ness of W ◦ K̃ by observing compactness of the embedding W 2,q+1(R× TT ,R) →
H1({0} × TT ) since q = 1p >
1
3 , e.g. cf. [DNPV12].
(iv) Looking again into the calculation in (iii) we observe that W only sees the time-
derivative evaluated at x = 0. If two functions coincide in an open set around the
line {0} × TT , then clearly their time-derivatives are equal.




β . Let Γ ∈ L
∞(R) be
periodic with inf Γ > 0 a.e. Recall the notation and results as in Section 3.2.1. Then
Assumption 3.15 holds true.
Proof. Lemma 3.46 checks the assumptions for Lemma 3.26, hence the claim follows.




β . Let Γ ∈ L
∞(R) be periodic
with inf Γ > 0. Recall the notation and results as in Section 3.2.1. Then m < m̃, i.e., the
Assumption 3.14 is true.
Proof. W.l.o.g. we assume Γ ∈ L∞(R) is 1-periodic. Let n ∈ N be arbitrary, u ∈
H2ap(R× TT ) \ {0} be the ground state of Ĩ (by Proposition 3.29) and define
v(n)(x, t) := |(Su)(x+ n, t)|p−1Su(x+ n, t)
i.e., v(n) is a ground state for J̃ by Proposition 3.4 and 1-periodicity of J̃ . We follow









for some n ∈ N big enough. Using Lemma 3.46, we can define ψ(n) =
−L−1Wu(·+ n) ∈ H∗. We calculate using Fourier Series:
















Hence we see ψ̂
(n)



























































































































> 0 for n ∈ N sufficiently large.
Here we used the approximation result for the ground state of Ĩ in Theorem 3.30, the




|k|3 and α1 > β
2





Observe that the terms absorbed in O (·) are uniformly bounded in k. Having this strict
inequality we obtain the claim by applying Lemma 3.17.
The proof of Theorem 3.45 is now straightforward.
Proof of Theorem 3.45. Observe that by the constructions as in Section 2.3.1, Corol-
lary 3.47 and Lemma 3.48 we have checked the assumptions of Theorem 3.16 and obtain
a ground state of I. Arguing with symmetries exactly as in Theorem 2.21 we obtain that
the ground state is a weak solution.
3.2.3 Step-Potentials
This section is an application of Theorem 3.24. Our main assumption throughout this
example will be:
(HS) Let α, γ, r > 0. Define β := α+ γ and for x ∈ R we set
V (x) := −α+ β 1[−r,r](x) =
{
γ, |x| ≤ r,
−α, |x| > r.
We will prove the following theorem:
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Theorem 3.49. Assume (HS), p ∈ (1, 3) and set ω := π2r√γ , T :=
ω
2π , β := α + γ. Let
Γ ∈ L∞(R) be periodic, even, inf Γ > 0 and let V (x) := −α + β 1[−r,r](x). Then there is
some r0 = r0(α, γ, p,Γ) > 0 such that for r > r0 exists a nontrivial weak solution u of the
equation
V (x)utt − uxx = Γ(x)|u|p−1u, (x, t) ∈ R× TT , (2.2)
with minimal energy among all T2 -anti-periodic, even in t and spatially odd weak solutions.
See Definition 2.47 in Chapter 2 for the term weak solution in the case of (HS). Observe
that compared to Theorem 2.38 in Chapter 2 the structure of the right hand side of Theo-
rem 3.49 is less general and we also consider only spatially odd functions when comparing
energies. A short calculation using Proposition 2.41 will show later in Proposition 3.54:
restricting to spatially odd functions yields that L1 has at least one eigenvalue and all
eigenvalues of L1 are positive. This is necessary for the structure of our strategy. We will
apply Theorem 3.24 to prove the existence of a ground state.
Assume (HS), p ∈ (1, 3) and ω := 2πT . Let Γ ∈ L
∞(R) be periodic, even, inf Γ > 0
and recall the constructions and results for H, L etc. of Section 2.3.2.1 and restrict every
function to odd in x around 0. Often we highlight the oddness in space by the index ”odd”
but for the sake of readability we drop the index at calligraphic letters. Observe in addition
that by Lemma 2.20, assumption (C1) is true. We work on the abstract sequence spaces
indicated with calligraphic letters. Additionally recall the ”equation at infinity” and its
ground state when considering even and odd functions and the non-existence of a ground
state only considering spatially odd functions, analyzed in Section 3.2.1. Also recall the
calculations comparing different energy levels of Section 3.2.1 when dealing with spatial
symmetry, since these will be important in this example. We will verify Assumption 3.21
and Assumption 3.22 and start with checking the assumptions of Lemma 3.26.
Lemma 3.50. Assume (HS), p ∈ (1, 3) and ω := 2πT . Let Γ ∈ L
∞(R) be periodic, even,
inf Γ > 0. Recall the notation and results as in Section 3.2.1. Then:
(i) S∗ = S̃∗ pointwise on Lq+1ap,odd(R× TT ,R).
(ii) K̃ : Lq+1ap,odd(R× TT )→ H is continuous.
(iii) W ◦ K̃ : Lq+1ap,odd(R× TT ,R)→ H
∗ with W ◦ K̃v := LK̃v − L̃K̃v is compact.
(iv) If S̃K̃v = S̃K̃w on (−r − ε, r + ε)× TT for any ε > 0, then WK̃v =WK̃w in H∗.
Proof. (i) Since S and S̃ are the same map with just different domains and both ranges
are subsets of Lp+1ap,odd(R× TT ,R), this is clear.
(ii) By Lemma 3.44 we have K̃ : Lq+1(R× TT ) → W 2,q+1(R× TT ). Using Sobolev’s
embedding we see W 2,q+1(R× TT )→ H1(R× TT ) is continuous, cf. [Ada75]. Using














Arguing exactly as in Lemma 2.46 we see H̃ embeds continuously into H, i.e.,
K̃ : Lq+1ap,odd(Ω)→ H is continuous.
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(iii) Let v ∈ Lq+1ap,odd(R× TT ,R), ẑ ∈ H be arbitrary and write û := K̃v. First, using p < 3
we observe that W 2,q+1(R× TT ) → H
3
2 ((−r, r)× TT ) is compact, cf. [DNPV12].






since 〈ẑk, ẑk〉|Lk| ≥ c|k|‖ẑk‖
2
L2(R) as
seen in the proof of Theorem 2.45. Hence∣∣∣∣〈W ◦ K̃v, ẑ〉H∗×H







































i.e., W ◦ K̃ is compact.
(iv) Looking again into the calculation in (iii) we observe that W only sees the time-
derivative evaluated on the strip (−r, r) × TT . If two functions coincide on a set
containing that strip, then clearly their time-derivatives are equal.
Corollary 3.51. Assume (Hδ), p ∈ (1, 3) and ω := 2πT . Let Γ ∈ L
∞(R) be periodic, even,
inf Γ > 0. Recall the notation and results as in Section 3.2.1. Then Assumption 3.22 holds
true.
Proof. Lemma 3.50 checks the assumptions for Lemma 3.26, hence we argue similarly
as in the proof there. We set ẑ(n) := K̃w(n) and ϕ̂(n) := −L−1W ẑ(n). Then applying




















Using weak convergence w(n) ⇀ 0 and compactness of W ◦ K̃ : Lq+1ap (R× TT ) → H∗ we
obtain the claim.
Lemma 3.52. Assume (Hδ), p ∈ (1, 3), ω := π2r√γ and T :=
2π
ω . Let Γ ∈ L
∞(R) be
periodic, even, inf Γ > 0. Recall the notation and results as in Section 3.2.1, but restricted
to odd functions. Then there is some r0 = r0(α, γ, p,Γ) such that for r > r0 we have
m(L) < m̃(L), i.e., the Assumption 3.14 is true.
Proof. Since the scaling in r is crucial in this proof, every generic constant c is independent
on r. We utilize the results in Section 3.2.1. We recall the definitions
D(J̃)o,e :=
{





v ∈ D(J̃)o,e | J1(v) = 1
}
, m(L)o,e := inf
M(L)o,e
J0,






o,e and analogously with tilde. Hence




o,e . We already know that m̃
(L)
o,e is not attained but
v(n)(x, t) := v∗(x − n, t) − v∗(x + n, t) is an infimizing sequence, where v∗ is a ground
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state as in Proposition 3.35. We refine the calculations in the proof of Lemma 3.38. Let
C∗ > 0 be the smallest constant such that v∗(x, t) ≤ C∗e−p
√
αω|x|. The existence of such a
constant results from Corollary 3.42, and its scaling in r reads C∗(r) = C(α, p,Γ) · r−
2p
p−1
as seen in Lemma 3.41 when inserting v∗ = |u∗|p−1u∗. A direct calculation verifies for













































where we plugged in T = 4r
√
γ, ω = π2r√γ and C∗ = C(α, p,Γ) r
− 2p
p−1 and calculated
2 − 2pp−1(q + 1) = −
4
p−1 . We next want to calculate the difference J1(v










. This is done in the upcoming lengthy and technical
calculations. Define û(n) := K̃v(n). Using Lemma 3.46, we can define ψ̂(n) = −L−1Wû(n) ∈
H∗. We do not have an explicit formula for ψ̂(n) as in Section 3.2.2, which results in
additional technical calculations. We use the decomposition of L into Lk and apply the














































































In particular the projection P λk can be evaluated explicitly if λ = λk,j , i.e., the j-th
eigenvalue of Lk. Using the corresponding eigenfunction ϕ̂k,j we see

































) ∣∣∣∣〈ψ̂(n)k , ϕk,j〉L2(R)
∣∣∣∣2

























































αω|x| + E(x, t),






for |x| → ∞.
Now we insert the asymptotics, use orthogonality of ϕ1,j , use ϕ1,j = ϕ−1,j and λ1,j = λ−1,j
estimate (a+ b)2 ≥ 12a















































































Here we estimated |λk,j | ≥ c|k| for some c > 0 by Theorem 2.42. Next we insert ‖ϕk,j‖L2(R),
observe that the t-uniform bound of E carries on into a k-uniform bound of Êk and use
σ(Lk) = {λk,j | j = 1, . . . , Jk} ∪ [αk2ω2,∞) with 0 < Jk ≤ C|k| for some C > 0 and



























− C(α, γ, p, r)e−2(
√
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We recall that the operator L1 : H
2
odd(R) → L2odd(R) has at least one eigenvalue and all
eigenvalues are positive by spatial oddness. We prove this in the subsequent Proposi-












= C(α, γ, j) · r5.
We give an explicit formula of the left hand term in Proposition 3.54. But we do not state
it here to not interrupt the flow of arguments calculating J1(v
(n)) − J̃1(v(n)). Using in













αωn − C(α, γ, p, r, l)e−2(
√
αω+ε)n




αωn − C(α, γ, p, r, l)e−2(
√
αω+ε)n.
Hence we conclude by this long and technical calculation the fact that
J1(v




αωn − C(α, γ, p, r, l)e−2(
√
αω+ε)n




αωn − C(α, γ, p, r, l)e−2(
√
αω+ε)n,
where we inserted the estimate on J̃1(v
(n)). We observe that the factor C(α, γ, p,Γ, l) · r−
C(α, p,Γ) will be positive for r > r0 = r0(α, γ, p,Γ, l) and this choice is independent of n.
With these preparations we finally compare the desired energy levels. Recall step 1 and 2



























2 m̃(L) = m̃(L)o,e
For the sake of readability we dropped all dependencies of the different constants C except
for the dependence on r in the constant in front of e−2(
√
αω+ε)n. We improve this estimate
by a variant of Taylor’s approximation. Observe that for a0, a1, b1 ∈ R, b0 ∈ R\{0}, s > 0
and µ ∈ (0, 1) we find ν > 0 such that
a0 + a1x











, as x↘ 0.
Hence, choosing r > r0 = r0(α, γ, p,Γ, l) sufficiently big, we see that for n → ∞ the
fraction
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converges to m̃
(L)
o,e strictly from below. We shortly remark, that the constant in front of
e−2(
√
αω+ε)n may also be big, but since we first fix r and let n→∞ afterwards, this does




o,e and with the argumentation
at the beginning of the proof we have proven the claim m(L) < m̃(L) if r > r0.
Remark 3.53. The fact that we only have an infimizing sequence at hand and not a min-
imizer gives rise to additional technical difficulties, resulting in the additional assumption
r > r0 when comparing Theorem 3.49 and Theorem 3.45.
Proposition 3.54. Assume (HS) and ω :=
2π
T . Then the operator L1 : H
2
odd(R)→ L2odd(R)
has at least one eigenvalue and all eigenvalues are positive. Moreover, writing σ(L1) =


























































































































where µj := λ1,j
4r2
π2
is independent of r.
Since the proof of this proposition is long, technical and interrupts the flow of arguments,
we shifted it into Section 3.2.4.2. The proof of Theorem 3.49 is now straightforward, since
we have already dealt with all technical difficulties and outsourced them into the previous
results.
Proof of Theorem 3.49. Observe that by the constructions as in Section 2.3.2, Corol-
lary 3.51 and Lemma 3.52 we have checked the assumptions of Theorem 3.24 and obtain
a ground state of J . Using Proposition 3.4 we obtain a ground state for I. We argue
with symmetries analogously as in Theorem 2.38 and observe that oddness in space can
be treated as T2 -anti-periodicity in time. Hence we obtain that the ground state is a weak
solution.
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3.2.4 Proof of Lemma 3.31 and Proposition 3.54
3.2.4.1 Proof of Lemma 3.31
To prove this lemma we start by decomposing L̃ by Fourier series in time and then prove
an explicit formula for the inverse of L̃.
Definition 3.55. Let α > 0 and ω := 2πT . We define for k ∈ Z
L̃k : H
2(R)→ L2(R), L̃kûk := −û′′k + αk2ω2ûk,
bL̃k : H







Proposition 3.56. Let α > 0 and k ∈ Z \ {0}. Then:






2. L̃k is self-adjoint with spectrum σ(L̃k) = [αk
2ω2,∞) and L̃k is continuously invert-
ible.





4. ∀u ∈ H2ap(R× TT ) : (L̃u)(x, t) =
∑
k∈Zodd(L̃kûk)(x)ek(t),
∀u ∈ H1ap(R× TT ), v ∈ H1ap(R× TT ) : bL̃ (u, v) =
∑
k∈Zodd bL̃k (ûk, v̂k).
Proof of Lemma 3.31. We now invert each L̃k separately using the Fourier transform























We will also use convolutions in space and define for r, s, t ∈ [1,∞] with 1s +
1
t = 1 +
1
r :
∗ : Ls(R)× Lt(R)→ Lr(R), (f ∗ g) (x) =
∫
R
f(y)g(x− y) dy .
We do not use convolutions of sequences, hence there should be no confusion. Then√
2πF−1(fg) = F−1f ∗ F−1g. We now calculate for u ∈ H2ap(R× TT ), f ∈ L2ap(R× TT ):
L̃u = −αutt − uxx = f, (x, t) ∈ R× TT ,
⇔ −û′′k + αk2ω2ûk = f̂k, x ∈ R, k ∈ Zodd,
⇔ |ξ|2F ûk + αk2ω2F ûk = F f̂k, ξ ∈ R, k ∈ Zodd,
⇔ F ûk =
1
αk2ω2 + |ξ|2
F f̂k, ξ ∈ R, k ∈ Zodd,








α|k|ω|·| ∗ f̂k, x ∈ R, k ∈ Zodd,












(x)ek(t), (x, t) ∈ R× TT .
We shortly justify that this formula generates the correct regularity, i.e., inserting f ∈















































































































Using convolutions in space and time we see for u, v ∈ L2(R× TT ):∫
R×TT

























(v̂k ∗ ûk) (x)ek(t).
Here we used
∫
TT ek(s)el(−s) ds = 1 if k = l and
∫
TT ek(s)el(−s) ds = 0 if k 6= l. Hence







α|k|ω|x| for k 6= 0 and G̃(x, t) :=
∑
k∈Z\{0} G̃k(x)ek(t). We




































































We can observe that the inversion formula extends naturally to the inverse to the operator
−α∂2t − ∂2x as a map H2(R× TT ) ∩ {û0 ≡ 0} → L2(R× TT ) ∩ {û0 ≡ 0}, but we do not
need this in the rest of our considerations.
3.2.4.2 Proof of Proposition 3.54
Recall the notation in Section 2.3.2. We write λ4r
2
π2
= µ to simplify the calculations. Then
λ ∈ (−γω2, αω2) is equivalent to µ ∈ (−1, αγ ). Observe that































EV even1 (λ) = 0 ⇔
√





























The zeros of these equations only depend on the fraction αγ . Note (3.6) has corresponding
odd eigenfunctions and (3.7) has corresponding even eigenfunctions. Observe that (3.7)
has exactly one solution on (−1, 0), i.e., L1 : H2(R) → L2(R) has exactly one negative
eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenfunction is even. In addition (3.6) has at least
one solution and there is a smallest solution, i.e, L1 : H
2(R) → L2(R) has at least one
positive eigenvalue and the corresponding eigenfunction is odd. If αγ is sufficiently large,
there can be more positive eigenvalues, they will all be simple and the corresponding
eigenfunctions alternate between being odd and even. Hence we can write the point
spectrum of L1 : H
2(R) → L2(R) as {λ1,j | j = 0, . . . , J} for some J ≥ 1 and we have
λ1,0 < 0 < λ1,1 < . . . < λ1,J . Note that we startet counting at j = 0, such that even




, we know µj solves (3.7) if j is even and µj solves (3.6) if j is odd. The
eigenfunction corresponding to λ1,j is














































, r < x,
for j even,














































, r < x,
for j odd.
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